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ABSTRACT 

 

This essay is about the interaction of architecture, power, and poverty. It is about the formative 

process of the union workhouse apparatus in the early nineteenth-century England, which is defined as a 

tripartite combination of institutional, architectural, and everyday mechanisms consisting of: legislators, 

official Poor Law discourse, and administrative networks; architects, workhouse buildings, and their 

reception in professional journals and popular media; and paupers, their everyday interactions, and ways 

of self-expression such as workhouse ward graffiti. A cross-scalar research is utilized throughout the essay 

to explore how the union workhouse apparatus came to be, how it disseminated in such a dramatic speed 

throughout the entire nation, how it shaped the treatment of pauperism as an experiment for the modern 

body-politic through the peculiar machinery of architecture, and how it functioned in local instances 

following the case study of Andover union workhouse. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. General Framework and Terminological Definitions 

This essay is about the interaction of architecture, power, and poverty. It is about the formative 

process of the union workhouse apparatus in the early nineteenth-century England, how it came to be, and 

how it shaped the treatment of under-privileged classes through the peculiar machinery of architecture.  

A workhouse, in England, was an institutional building maintained by the policies of poor relief. 

Paupers and underprivileged classes who were unable to support themselves were lodged here in exchange 

for their employment; hence the literal name, the work+house.1 The first step towards the national control of 

poor relief in England goes back to the fourteenth century, however, the first official record of the term 

“workhouse” dates back to 1631, when the Mayor of Abingdon proudly proclaimed: “Wee haue erected 

wthn our borough a workehouse to sett poore people to worke.”2 The workhouse institution officially 

emerged when it was separated from houses of correction and almshouses after the enactment of the 

Elizabethan Poor Law of 1601. This marked the beginning of a series of Poor Law reforms, now known as 

the Old Poor Law, which necessitated the able-bodied paupers to work inside the workhouse buildings in 

exchange for accommodation and made parishes, territorial administrative units under the pastoral care of 

religious authority, legally responsible for the care of paupers and maintenance of these workhouses. The 

union workhouse was the modern institution for pauper management that emerged with the enactment of the 

New Poor Law of 1834, which was to function under a secular and centralized state authority all around the 

nation in newly constituted administrative unions that replaced the parish workhouse and its religious 

administration model after its long period of evolution. Between 1834 and 1850, more than four hundred 

union workhouses were constructed with state resources following the elaborate textual guidelines and 

technical drawings of officially promoted architectural typologies published in new Poor Law reports. In an 

era that witnessed an overwhelming multiplication of populations, political struggles, and side effects of 

rapid industrialization and urbanization, the union workhouse was about to introduce a new discourse, a new 

architecture, and a new of perception of pauperism in the form of a multimodal apparatus. 

By the union workhouse apparatus, I mean, a complex system constituted by a tripartite 

combination of institutional, architectural, and everyday mechanisms in the early nineteenth-century 

                                                   

1 The workhouse, in different contexts, was also called a working-house, a house of industry, or a poorhouse. 
2 Quoted in: E.M. Leonard, The Early History of English Poor Relief  (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1900), 

226. 
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England.3 Each of these mechanisms consist of particular actors, historical aims, socio-spatial forms, and 

discursive and visual expressions [Table 1.1]. In order to explain the general framework of the union 

workhouse apparatus, I shall briefly unpack these mechanisms and their constituents in the first instance.  

Table 1.1. A compact elaboration of the constituents of the union workhouse apparatus [Author’s diagram] 

 
 

The institutional mechanism of the union workhouse apparatus consisted of legislators and 

supervisors as its primary actors who were New Poor Law commissioners, assistant commissioners, boards 

of guardians, union workhouse officers, and parish overseers. The strategic aim of the mechanism was to 

                                                   

3 The use of the term apparatus as a theoretical device derives from a body of sources. First, there are Antonio 

Gramsci's fragmentary notes and ideas in his Prison Notebooks, that advance Marx's theory of the state, and attach a 

number of institutions from the spontaneous private realm of "civil society" to the coercive "state apparatus", such as 

the schools, the church, the political parties, the trade unions. Then comes Louis Althusser's theory of the repressive 

state apparatus (RSA) and the ideological state apparatus (ISA) separating the institutions that function by the "iron 
fist" such as the Army, the Police, the Courts, the Prisons, from the institutions that function by the "velvet glove” 

through religion, education, family, media, and culture. Finally it is Foucault's dispositif and its interpretations by 

Agamben and Deleuze, that detach the apparatus from its linear functioning within the State and the economic 

infrastructure and render it historical, horizontal and multi-modal, so as to analyze "a thoroughly heterogeneous 

ensemble consisting of discourses, institutions, architectural forms, regulatory decisions, laws, administrative 

measures, scientific statements, philosophical, moral and philanthropic propositions" which enhance and maintain the 

exercise of power within the social body; Antonio Gramsci, Selections from the Prison Books of Antonio Gramsci, 

trans. Quintin Hoare and Geoffrey Nowell Smith (New York: International Publishers, 1971), 12, 259-63. Louis 

Althusser, "Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses," in Lenin and Philosophy and Other Essays (New York: 

Monthly Review Press, 2001), 141-48. Michel Foucault, "The Confession of the Flesh," in Power/Knowledge: Selected 

Interviews and Other Writings 1972-1977, ed. Colin Gordon (New York: Pantheon Books, 1980), 194-95. Giorgio 
Agamben, "What Is an Apparatus?," in What Is an Apparatus, and Other Essays (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 

2009), 1-25. Gilles Deleuze, "What Is a Dispositif?," in Michel Foucault Philosopher, ed. Timothy J. Armstrong (New 

York: Harvester Wheatsheaf, 1992), 159-68. 
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regulate pauperism with emerging utilitarian, disciplinary, supervisory, and purgatory techniques. The 

institutional actors formed and governed a new centralized and homogenous administrative network 

radically different from the piecemeal parish organization with the combination of national, regional, union-

, workhouse-, and parish-level bureaucratic bodies. And the mechanism expressed itself in the institutional 

discourse of laws, reports, accounts, registers, inquiries, statements, regulations, minutes, and official letters.  

The architectural mechanism of the union workhouse apparatus consisted of professionalizing 

experts as its primary actors such as architects, engineers, surveyors, and contractors. Their principal aim 

was to gain expertise and recognition within the newly professionalizing circles of their practices. These 

actors formed and constructed union workhouse buildings with pre-ordained typological models, semi-

panoptic layouts, single-ward systems, and segregation and classification principles. The architectural 

mechanism expressed itself in technical drawings such as plans, elevations, sections, and perspectives which 

were in turn reviewed in a few professional journals, and most importantly published in official Poor Law 

reports for immediate implementation in every union. 

The everyday mechanism of the union workhouse apparatus, finally, consisted of paupers and 

underprivileged classes as its primary actors who were classified as able-bodied unemployed paupers and 

non-able bodied dependent paupers such as the sick, the mentally ill, the handicapped, the elderly, and the 

children. Their basic aim was to survive with the help of poor relief despite harsh institutional conditions. 

Paupers formed and maintained the everyday relational meshwork of the apparatus that contained bodies 

and passions, entangled interactions and regular rituals, instances of cruelty and influential scandals, acts of 

resistance and tactics of manipulation. Although paupers were officially kept silent, as silence was an 

obligatory rule within the union workhouse for instance during meals and evenings, they nevertheless 

expressed themselves by writing graffiti on ward walls and spreading gossip about their condition to 

neighboring towns, while they were portrayed in media and literature through journalistic inspections.  

The union workhouse apparatus was the sum of not only the internal relations and contents of 

institutional, architectural, and everyday mechanisms, but also their interactions and connections among 

each other. For these mechanisms never functioned as distinct sub-systems, but almost always overlapped 

and—directly and indirectly—influenced and shaped each other. To recall a simple example of this 

coalescent relationship, the official architectural typologies of union workhouse buildings were published in 

the institutional discourse of Poor Law reports and disseminated to their administrative networks to be 

constructed in newly constituted unions, which were, in turn, rigorously formulated to provide the new 

institutional shelters and workplaces for the everyday life of paupers. The entangled assemblage of this 
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tripartite system is the union workhouse apparatus that was a combination of institutional, architectural, and 

everyday mechanisms of pauperism in the early nineteenth-century England. This tripartite system  

represents my cross-disciplinary concern to treat the history of a diverse set of mechanisms and elements in 

an egalitarian framework without subjugating any of the architectural, institutional, and everyday 

mechanisms to one another, while combining the threads of the union workhouse building, the everyday life 

of paupers, the institutional discourse and administrative network of the New Poor Law, the 

professionalizing practices of workhouse architects, the relations of power among these actors, and the 

reception of the emerging apparatus in professional journals, popular media and literature. 

1.2. Narrative Structure and Content 

The narrative structure of this essay is designed to elaborate each of the architectural, institutional, 

and everyday mechanisms of the union workhouse apparatus by assigning them their own highlighted 

chapters. That is to say, between the introduction that outlines the main framework of the essay, and the 

final chapter that elucidates the afterlife of the union workhouse apparatus, the second, third, and fourth 

chapters successively focus on the institutional, architectural and everyday mechanisms with occasional 

overlaps in each chapter. 

After the introduction, the second chapter focuses on the institutional mechanism by elaborating the 

genealogical evolution of administrative systems and discourses of English Poor Laws and their structural 

relationship with workhouse institutions. This chapter examines not only the agency and power of 

legislating actors, discourses, and administrative bodies, but also their intentions, plans, and operations 

without overlooking their shortcomings, setbacks, and unfulfilled desires. Here, the relationship of the Old 

Poor Law system and the parish workhouse institution is analyzed during their two centuries of evolution to 

provide the historical context of preceding mechanisms that dealt with the issue of pauperism prior to the 

union workhouse apparatus. Another focus point is the development of the background (1830-2), conception 

(1832-4), and enactment (1834) of the New Poor Law which demonstrates the correlative relationship of the 

new administrative system with the emergence of the union workhouse institution. The core of this chapter 

is constituted by this paradigmatic transformation from the Old Poor Law system and the parish workhouse 

institution to the New Poor Law system and the union workhouse institution. This new administrative 

system, moreover, is explained in terms of its newly formed bureaucratic bodies and official actors 

amounting to a new network consisting of central, national, regional and local authorities. For the new Poor 
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Law Act was not solely a written enactment, but it was also a design project that was about to shape the 

general framework of the union workhouse apparatus with its pre-ordained parameters and regulations.4 

The third chapter concentrates on the architectural mechanism by elaborating the conception, 

nationwide dissemination, and architectural evolution of union workhouse buildings along with the 

contribution of their architects and experts. This chapter examines the agency and power of professional 

actors, discourses, and bodies as well as their practical goals, pre-conceived models, and contingent 

problems while adapting their abstract typological solutions to actual settings. Here, the interactive role of 

architects and architecture in the struggle between the institutional mechanism of legislators and the 

everyday mechanism of paupers is elucidated on a local scale, while the geographical dissemination of 

union workhouse constructions between 1834 and 1847 is outlined with empirical data and diagrammatic 

maps indicating their official numbers, dates, and locations on a national scale. At the same interval, the 

evolution of the New Poor Law system and its discursive and institutional impact at shaping the 

architectural typologies of workhouses are analyzed along with Anti-Poor Law protests and their affiliation 

with radical political movements like Chartism. The production process of workhouses are explained from 

their initial typological conception in official reports and their commission by union boards, to their design 

procedure and construction development. The fundamentals of the union workhouse architecture are 

expounded with the professional contribution of prominent workhouse architects like Sampson Kempthorne, 

Gilbert Scott, and William Moffatt, which is in turn interpreted in the context of the professionalization 

process of English architects with their emerging professional body, the Institute of British Architects. 

Finally, the reception of workhouse architecture is discussed by making use of architectural reviews in 

professional journals, social critiques in radical press, and vibrant representations in popular literature. The 

overall argument of this chapter is that, although union workhouse architecture and architects never fully 

determined the actions and interactions of their actors, they nevertheless produced certain effects, shaped 

certain spatial possibilities and restrictions, ensured certain allocations and circulations of bodies, and thus, 

affected the behavioral patterns and influenced the actions of their users in certain ways. That is to say, the 

legislators, officers, architects, and paupers were not the only actors of this apparatus; the architecture of the 

                                                   

4 Rem Koolhaas argued for a similar correlative relationship when he proclaimed that “The Zoning Law is not only a 
legal document; it is also a design project,” referring to the influential capability of the zoning law in setting three-

dimensional parameters for the construction of New York’s culture of congestion. Rem Koolhaas, Delirious New York: 

A Retroactive Manifesto for Manhattan  (New York: The Monacelli Press, 1994), 107. 
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union workhouse was also an actor—or rather an actant—itself, which had the capability to produce effects, 

sometimes dramatic, and at times subtle.5 

The fourth chapter addresses the everyday mechanism by elaborating a specific case study of the 

Andover union workhouse and the everyday details of workhouse life from its initial commission and 

construction to its daily rhythm and gradual evolution. The union workhouse can be evaluated as a “total 

institution” defined by sociologist Erving Goffman as a place of work and residence where a great number 

of similarly situated people, cut off from the wider community for a considerable time, together led an 

enclosed, formally administered round of life, or it can be interpreted as a “disciplinary institution” defined 

by philosopher Michel Foucault as the channeling apparatus of a dominant power and discourse that 

traversed similar modern institutions like schools, prisons, barracks, and hospitals that emerged 

simultaneously at the turn of the nineteenth century.6 These structural frameworks, however, cannot explain 

the functioning of the union workhouse apparatus if they are not crossbred with the local conditions of 

workhouse life and the everyday interactions of paupers. For the institutional norms and architectural codes 

of the union workhouse apparatus functioned as an intertwined network that both affected and got affected 

by the everyday agency of paupers. The primary subject matter of this chapter, accordingly, is the everyday 

life of paupers in a specific timeframe (1836-47), and in a specific location (the Andover union workhouse 

in Hampshire). As the everyday life of paupers was strictly institutionalized, some of the aspects that are 

elaborated in this chapter are the supervision, classification and spatial segregation of paupers according to 

their gender, age, and capability of labor; the disciplining of paupers with the use of strict timetables, 

homogeneous dress codes, unsatisfying diets, and concealed punishments; the utilization of paupers in 

demanding tasks such as bone-pounding, sack-making, corn-grinding, and oakum-picking; and the 

hygienization of paupers with a set of techniques regarding the bodily, mental, and spiritual purification. 

That is to say, this is the chapter that unpacks with specific examples, how the underprivileged classes of 

union workhouses sometimes complied, on occasion resisted, and at times manipulated imposed intentions 

and regulations of institutional and architectural mechanisms. The illustration of the Andover workhouse 

scandal in 1845 constitutes the culminating conclusion of this chapter which marked the dramatic end of the 

emergence period of the union workhouse apparatus with its dramatic and nationwide impact.  

                                                   

5 "Actant" is Bruno Latour's term which indicates a source that has efficacy to produce effects and alter the course of 

events without necessarily referring to the subjective will of human actors. See: Bruno Latour, "On Actor-Network 

Theory: A Few Clarifications," Saziale Welt 47, no. 4 (1996). 
6 Erving Goffman, "Characteristics of Total Institutions," in Asylums: Essays on the Social Situations of Mental 

Patients and Other Inmates (New York: Doubleday Anchor, 1961). Michel Foucault, Discipline & Punish: The Birth 

of the Prison, trans. Alan Sheridan (New York: Vintage Books, 1991). 
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In the fifth and final chapter, the dissolution and re-formulation processes of the union workhouse 

apparatus are explained expanding the afterlife of workhouses up to today, ending with the elaboration of 

my recent visit of the former Andover workhouse building in its current residential formation.  

1.3. Spatio-temporal Context and Cross-scalar Scope 

The union workhouse apparatus was a spatio-temporal formation. It emerged at a specific time, in 

the second quarter of the nineteenth century, and at a specific place, in England and Wales with a 

centralized nationwide character. The temporal evolution of the apparatus is another imperative 

undercurrent for this essay’s narrative structure. The second chapter, in addition to its focus on the 

institutional mechanism, also functions as a compact gateway to the history of the preceding parish 

workhouse and Old Poor Law system from the sixteenth to the nineteenth century, culminating in its 

transition to the union workhouse apparatus between 1832 and 1834. The third chapter, in addition to its 

focus on the architectural mechanism, is also operated to analyze the emergence of the new apparatus in 

1834 and its evolutionary axes and asymmetrical dissemination throughout the nation till 1847. The fourth 

chapter, in addition to its focus on the everyday mechanism, is also utilized to emphasize the Andover 

workhouse scandal in 1847, highlighting the outcomes of the event as a paradigm shift for the future 

reformulation of the system. The last chapter, finally, serves as a compact examination of the union 

workhouse’s afterlife, tracing its evolution, dissolution, and transformation in different forms from mid-

nineteenth century up until today. The temporal focus of the essay, in sum, is the emergence period of the 

union workhouse apparatus that took place between 1832 and 1847, between the formation of the new Poor 

Law commission to inquire for the inadequacies of the old Poor Law and parish workhouses and prepare a 

new Poor Law act and a new workhouse institution, and the dissolution of the new Poor Law system and 

reformulation of the union workhouse apparatus in the wake of the Andover workhouse scandal. The main 

reason that this timeframe is extended back to sixteenth and up to twenty first century is to examine 

comparatively the workhouse in its longue durée evolution. 

At the turn of the nineteenth century, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland was formed 

under the terms of the Acts of Union 1800. The kingdom consisted of England, Wales, Scotland and Ireland, 

and constituted the core of the British Empire and its colonial commonwealth that was about to span every 

continent. The union workhouse apparatus was solely reserved for the United Kingdom, the mechanisms 

used for the colonies differed in aim, scope, and function. In the Great Britain, the New Poor Law Act of 

1834 was introduced in England and Wales, followed by the Irish Poor Law Act of 1838, and the Scottish 

Poor Law Act of 1845. Although a comparative study could be highly rewarding, the differences in theory 
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and practice among English, Irish, and Scottish systems are too many for a study of this size and scope.7 In 

order to analyze the original emergence of the union workhouse apparatus, therefore, my study focuses on 

its elaboration specifically in England and Wales before it was adapted to Irish and Scottish settings. 

In England and Wales, the institutional, architectural, and everyday mechanisms of the union 

workhouse apparatus functioned on different scales which have not yet been analyzed and interpreted 

together. In recent English Poor Law and workhouse historiography, the two prevalent approaches regarding 

the scope of research have been national-level and local-level studies. Historians of local-level studies 

stressed the distance between the central policy making mechanisms and local practices, accused national-

level studies of adopting top-down views and intentions of central authorities, and blamed them for ignoring 

local variations and differences because of their insistence on utilizing wide angle lenses. Historians of 

national-level studies, on the other hand, challenged the assumption that a mere multiplication of local 

studies, divorced from any direct attempt to consider broader patterns, can portray a credible national 

portrayal, emphasized the importance of presenting the original intentions of central policymakers and 

professionals without adopting their perspectives, and underlined the significance of mapping the spatio-

temporal dimension of the Poor Law and workhouse systems on a national level to analyze its evolutionary 

dissemination and mutation. My methodological reply to these largely justified criticisms on both sides is to 

marry the national- and local-level research models to arrive at a cross-scalar historiography. With this 

approach, I aim to invest in a third possibility, rather than consenting to myopic or hyperopic methods, and 

combine the analysis of nationwide effects of discursive decisions, institutional intentions, and architectural 

typologies with their actual adaptations and differentiations in local instances bearing all signs of conflicts, 

compromises, and unintended modifications, especially by introducing the specific case study of the 

Andover union workhouse and the everyday interactions of underprivileged classes.  

1.4. Historiographical Approach and Archival Research 

This study has an eclectic set of archival materials and research methods, for the institutional, 

architectural, and everyday mechanisms being analyzed here express themselves in distinct forms, demand 

varying degrees of reliability assessments, have diverse backgrounds of secondary analysis and evaluation 

in various fields, and hence, require different forms of approach, collection, and interpretation. Before 

elaborating these archival tactics in each mechanism in more detail, I shall explain my general research 

                                                   

7 For instance, in Ireland, outdoor relief was completely banned, and the Poor Law commissioners had greater control 
over the local administration of Irish unions to the point of owning workhouse lands and buildings, while in Scotland, 

the able-bodied were exempt from receiving poor relief that was not confined to the voluntarily operated poorhouses 

(not workhouses anymore). 
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scope mentioning the use of historiographical and empirical methods, and digital and conventional archives 

in a compact way.  

This study heavily benefits from primary historiographical sources. Although I spent most of my 

time compiling materials at Cornell libraries in Ithaca, New York during the production of this work, my 

research trips to London, Hampshire, and Andover in England when I was half-way in my research process, 

made an invaluable contribution and feedback to this essay. Given the chance to study primary sources at 

The National Archives, University College London Library, and The RIBA Library in London, I examined 

materials such as original architectural sketchbooks and drawings of George Gilbert Scott, panopticon 

letters of Jeremy Bentham, secretarial drafts of Edwin Chadwick, relevant Parliamentary papers, and official 

accounts of the Poor Law Commissioners. At Hampshire Archives and Local Studies Record Office in 

Hampshire, I found materials specifically related to the Andover union workhouse including newspaper 

articles, leaflets, and pamphlets about the scandal, workhouse plans from different periods such as a 

drainage plan showing infrastructural additions, relevant postcards and photographs of the building, and 

minutes of guardians and diaries of officers portraying the everyday life of Andover paupers from an 

institutional perspective. At Andover, I visited the Andover workhouse building in person which now 

functions as a housing block for middle class residents, and elaborated my direct experience of the 

workhouse building’s current condition backed with my photographs in the last chapter. 

I am lucky to undertake this research at the digital turn we have been experiencing. I had the chance 

to browse and locate a large body of institutional and governmental discourse online, such as official reports 

and Acts of Parliament; to find the newspapers of the period in online collections like The Times Archive; 

and to freely access popular literature, professional journal volumes, and relevant discourses as first edition 

copies on online services because of the copyright-free status of most of the nineteenth-century written 

discourse. This study, in sum, utilizes a hybrid methodology in exploring the archive combining 

conventional historiography that focuses on rigorous examination of primary sources in situ, digital 

historiography that provides fast and efficient access to a variety of fields and media, and a local site study 

that expands on the analysis of the essay’s case study, namely the Andover union workhouse.  

“I could hardly devise a more cruel punishment for my worst enemy than to have to wade through 

the blue books of the Poor Law and Local Government Boards,”8 proclaimed Daniel Tuke, an English 

expert on mental illness, when he wrote a book about the condition of insane paupers in 1889. Much has 

                                                   

8 Daniel H. Tuke, The Past and Present Provision for the Insane Poor in Yorkshire  (London: J. & A. Churchill, 1889), 

17. 
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changed since the nineteenth century, but the laborious character of researching the Poor Law discourse is 

not one of them. This study utilizes a selected body of official governmental and administrative sources such 

as the annual reports and letters of the Poor Law Commissioners (1832-47) and the Poor Law Board (1848-

71), Parliamentary papers and acts, the Public Record Office and the Ministry of Health papers, and 

accounts and minutes of union boards. These official perspectives are cross examined with the influential 

texts of the period written about the issues of pauperism and Poor Laws, which are in turn evaluated with 

the strong tradition of Poor Law historiography, such as the works of the Webbs and the Checklands.  

The institutional mechanism of the union workhouse apparatus possessed utilitarian, disciplinary, 

supervisory, and purgatory undercurrents. The utilitarian undercurrent orients the research focus to figures 

like George Nicholls, the new Poor Law commissioner; Jeremy Bentham, the utilitarian philosopher whose 

panopticon diagram was based on pauper management rather than prisons; Edwin Chadwick, the secretary 

to the Poor Law commission and the protégé of Bentham; and Thomas Malthus, the political economist 

famous for his suggestions to hold population growth by “restraining” the underprivileged classes. The texts 

written by and about these actors in the form of essays, outlines, tracts, letters, and biographies shed light on 

the utilitarian ideologies of the period. The disciplinary and supervisory undercurrents are unpacked with the 

help of sociological and critical secondary literature such as the works of Michel Foucault, Erving Goffman, 

and Giorgio Agamben along with the analysis of architectural characteristics of union workhouse buildings 

from original drawings. The purgatory undercurrent, finally, is elaborated by utilizing discursive sources 

about the emergence of Victorian public health and social hygiene, and holistic purification strategies of the 

body, mind, and morality (or “the spirit”). Here, the secondary literature of public health historians like 

George Rosen, Anthony Wohl, and Christopher Hamlin are paired with primary sources such as public 

lectures and articles about social hygiene published in medical and surgical journals like The Lancet. The 

purification of the body benefits from works such as Bruce Haley’s The Healthy Body and Victorian 

Culture, and etchings of Gustave Dore portraying the purification ritual of paupers bathing in receiving 

wards upon their initial entry to union workhouses. The purification of the mind section utilizes official 

reports of Lunacy Commissioners, treatises of the period on insanity, the influential moral reformer Samuel 

Tuke’s texts about pauper lunatic asylums. The purification of morality and the spirit, finally, builds on the 

sociological interpretations of the relationship among religion, morality, and purity by Emile Durkheim and 

Mary Douglas, and makes use of primary sources such as the diaries of workhouse chaplains. 

Despite the existence of a huge bulk of documents in the Public Record Office of the National 

Archives and in county archives like Hampshire, the amount of primary sources about the architectural 
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representation and discourse of union workhouse buildings are limited. The only sets of original drawings 

from the early nineteenth century are Sampson Kempthorne’s abstract official workhouse typologies 

published and promoted in the First Annual Report of Poor Law Commissioners along with three 

workhouse plans drawn by Gilbert Scott. In addition to the meticulous elaboration of Kempthorne’s plans, 

sections, elevations, and perspectives of official workhouse models, therefore, most of the workhouse plans 

used in this essay are late nineteenth-century and early twentieth-century plans drawn by local architects and 

technicians for purposes such as building improvements and drainage installation. As photographs and 

postcards portraying union workhouse buildings did not show up till the late nineteenth century, either, the 

lack of early nineteenth-century visualization is compensated with the use of illustrations and engravings. In 

addition to making use of postcards of the Andover and Amersham union workhouses designed by Sampson 

Kempthorne and Gilbert Scott respectively, the everyday workhouse life including the condition of children 

paupers, elderly paupers, and gendered division of labor in laundries for female paupers and stone yards for 

male paupers are portrayed in selected late nineteenth-century photographs. The visual evolution of the 

Andover union workhouse, the case study of this essay, is examined more closely and up to its recent status 

with comparative photographs from the 1920s, 1981, and 2014.  

Next to the architectural drawings and visual representation of workhouse buildings, one of the most 

useful primary sources are annual reports of Poor Law commissioners and minute books of union boards 

found in county record offices. Local information like the decision process to conceive the workhouse 

institution, the commission process to choose the workhouse architect, and the construction process to build 

the union workhouse are unpacked from the minute books of union guardians. General information like the 

nation-wide geographical dissemination of union workhouse buildings, the duration and cost of their 

construction, and the pauper population in each union workhouse are tracked from the official tables and 

appendices in the annual reports of commissioners. The institutional regulations of the union workhouse are 

presented in these annual reports, announcing principles that directly and indirectly shape the workhouse 

architecture, such as lodging different pauper classes within a single building in segregated zones.  

In the broader architectural context, the evolution of the union workhouse architecture during the 

early nineteenth century is examined alongside the professionalization of the architectural practice with the 

emergence of professional bodies and architectural journals. Secondary literature in the form of books and 

dissertations about the general architectural production of the period (such as Early Victorian Architecture 

in Britain by Henry-Russell Hitchcock), the evolution of architectural profession in England (such as 

Architect and Patron: A Survey of Professional Relations and Practice in England from the Sixteenth 
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Century to the Present Day by Frank Jenkins), the English workhouse architecture in particular (such as The 

Workhouse: A Study of Poor-Law Buildings in England by Kathryn Morrison), and prominent workhouse 

architects (such as Architects and the Union Workhouse of the New Poor Law by Anna Dickens) are utilized 

in this section. Although the union workhouse building was not the favorite subject matter of architectural 

journals, the short reviews of workhouse architecture in The Architectural Magazine in 1835 and 1836, and 

in The Builder in 1843, 1849, and 1878 are examined in detail to demonstrate its professional reception. 

The works and professional lives of prominent workhouse architects of this period like the designer 

of the official union workhouse models, Sampson Kempthorne, and the productive partnership of Gilbert 

Scott and William Moffatt among others are elaborated in special sub-chapters. In addition to postcards, 

later photographs, and drawings found in annual reports and later improvement projects, their work is 

evaluated with the help of primary sources such as personal and professional recollections and sketchbooks 

of these architects, and secondary literature written about them in architectural journals, edited books, and 

unpublished dissertations. On top of these visual, discursive, empirical, and technical materials, another 

primary source of information is the union workhouse buildings themselves. As some of these buildings, 

including the Andover union workhouse, stand in good structural condition as of 2014, an empirical study 

concerning their current physical state, architectural characteristics, and current social life remains an 

important tool. My research trip to the Andover union workhouse and its elaboration in the last chapter of 

the essay marks the final point of analysis of the architectural mechanism of the union workhouse. 

Traditional history, Michel Foucault notes, embodies “a contemplation of distances and heights: the 

noblest periods, the highest forms, the most abstract ideas, the purest individualities,” and fulfills this task 

“by getting as near as possible, placing itself at the foot of its mountain peaks, at the risk of adopting the 

famous perspective of frogs.”9 While researching the everyday mechanism of the union workhouse 

apparatus, I seized instead a number of close perspectives of the everyday workhouse life from eye height, 

portraying the ordinary rituals as well as dramatic struggles of paupers. The voice of paupers themselves, 

however, is hardly found in the yellowing pages of institutional documents and the Cartesian coordinate 

system of architectural drawings. Despite significant historiographical problems this silence poses, the 

absence of their voice is a critical component of this essay, for I am not trying to write the history of the 

union workhouse from the authentic perspective of paupers which is epistemologically impossible; rather, 

I’m analyzing the very conditions which rendered the voices of paupers insignificant and negligible to 

                                                   

9 Michel Foucault, "Nietzsche, Genealogy, History," in Language, Counter-Memory, Practice: Selected Essays and 

Interviews, ed. D. F. Bouchard (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1977), 155-56. 
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institutional and architectural mechanisms of the union workhouse apparatus. The challenge of writing the 

history of everyday life of workhouse paupers, therefore, corresponds to the difficult task of stitching 

together a consistent collage from a selection of graffiti found in workhouse wards which were recorded in a 

report on vagrancy, a number of diaries and minutes of workhouse guardians and officers, accounts of 

middle-class observers in workhouse guestbooks, academic articles, journalistic inspections of popular 

press, self-published pamphlets and tracts of radical reformers, and fictional but relatively factual 

elaborations in poetry and literature. For the case study of the Andover union workhouse, its everyday life, 

and the scandal of 1845 that took place there, a combination of local and central institutional discourse 

researched in the Hampshire Record Office and the official report of the Select Committee that inquired the 

scandal are added to this list along with relevant architectural drawings, postcards, and photographs, and 

secondary literature such as Ian Anstruther’s The Scandal of the Andover Workhouse. 

The gaps, however, still remain in the historical collage of paupers’ everyday life. Some of these 

gaps are further filled with empirical institutional regulations about daily timetables, standardized diet 

sheets, the details of pauper classification systems that sketch out the different treatment of able-bodied and 

non-able-bodied, men and women, children and elderly, and sick and mentally ill. Other gaps are filled with 

the reception of union workhouses in popular newspapers like The Times and Illustrated London News, and 

in radical newspapers and satirical periodicals like The Poor Man’s Guardian (1831-35), The Northern Star 

(1837-52), The Odd Fellow (1839-42), and The Penny Satirist (1837-1849). Further gaps are filled by 

comparatively drawing from the strong tradition of working-class historiography, utilizing the works of E.P. 

Thompson and Friedrich Engels and combining them with the secondary literature about the relationship 

between Poor Law opposition and radical working-class movements. None of these pieces, however, are 

sufficient enough to complete the puzzle. But then again, the historical collage of the everyday mechanism 

of union workhouses shall not be evaluated as a fixed and finalized portrait, but should rather be seen as an 

open painting with meaningful gaps as well as overdyed layers.  

The choice of which archival materials are used and how they are interpreted are two different 

things. This essay does not attempt to develop a prescriptive hypothesis about the New Poor Law system 

and the union workhouse that can be tested in scientific terms; rather, it provides critical and 

historiographical interpretations of institutional, architectural, and everyday mechanisms that are argued to 

have formed the union workhouse apparatus. For this study, I examined a vast amount of materials, 

documents, and drawings some of which have been relatively untouched and scratched over, while others 

were extensively scrutinized and obsessively recopied many times. I did not attempt in any of my 
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examinations, however, to prove what I already thought was the case from the very beginning. Rather, I 

attempted to map an exploratory navigation among the archives, so that I could break out of uncontested 

canonical frameworks and maintain the potential of discovering unexpected connections and uncharted 

territories by utilizing a heuristic methodology. The history of the union workhouse apparatus is the history 

of power relations among the actors, designs, and expressions of institutional, architectural, and everyday 

mechanisms. Rather than reestablishing the high points of the union workhouse’s historical development, 

therefore, I attempted to write the history of the union workhouse by doing justice to its multi-modal 

network and relations of power in the form of a historiographical carnival. 

2. INSTITUTIONAL MECHANISM 

2.1. Parish Workhouse of the Old Poor Law 

The Question of Pauperism 

The workhouse, as a shelter where those unable to support themselves were offered accommodation 

in exchange for work, owes its architectural and institutional existence to Poor Law systems that emerged as 

a result of changing roles and responsibilities of ecclesiastical and governmental bodies in England from the 

sixteenth century onwards. Between 1536 and 1541, monasteries, priories, convents, and friaries were 

officially disbanded by English Parliament led by King Henry VIII with a set of administrative and legal 

processes which led the state to appropriate their income, dispose of their assets, and provide for their 

former members and functions.10 This shift created waves of secularization in different portions of everyday 

life. Once under the responsibility of ecclesiastical alms and charity, English underprivileged classes were 

slowly taken under the responsibility of state apparatuses and secular benefactors. A challenging task for 

governmental structures and a major concern for the society as a whole, the question of “pauperism” 

sustained its problematic status for successive centuries despite incessant reform attempts. The first major 

institutional reply to the problem of pauperism was the enactment of The Old Poor Law that evolved 

through a number of late-Tudor measures, climaxing in the decisive Elizabethan Poor Law of 1601, forming 

the basis of the poor relief system for the next two centuries. The architectural manifestation of the Old Poor 

Law was the parish workhouse that took over the role of monasteries in looking after paupers by providing 

employment, distributing poor relief, and caring for the aged and infirm. As a separate institutional building, 

                                                   

10 Henry VIII was given the authority to utilize the Dissolution of the Monasteries in England and Wales by the Act of 

Supremacy (1534) along with the First (1536) and Second Suppression Acts (1539), which made him the Supreme 

Head of the Church in England, disassociating the nation from Papal authority. 
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it was funded by a local tax on the property of the wealthiest in the parish. The parish, at this period, became 

the system’s basic administrative region. 

The slow transition from religious to secular authority in dealing with the problem of pauperism 

lasted for three centuries. The next radical reformation attempt came with the enactment of The New Poor 

Law of 1834, which was to form, this time, the basis of poor relief system with an advanced agenda for the 

modern era till the mid-twentieth century. The architectural manifestation of the New Poor Law was the 

union workhouse that embodied a radical divergence from its institutional predecessor. New administrative 

units called “unions” were established for a complex secular and centralized system by combining small 

parishes. The new administrative bodies in every union were asked to construct an unprecedentedly large 

union workhouse according to officially promoted architectural models in annual reports designed to 

embody new institutional regulations reflecting principles of constant supervision and utilitarian discipline. 

In the first five years of the New Poor Law system, a dramatic number of more than three hundred union 

workhouses were authorized to be constructed all around the country. In order to obtain the means to discuss 

the radical transformation of the parish workhouse of the Old Poor Law to the union workhouse of the New 

Poor Law, however, I shall have to make a brief detour first, and analyze the evolution of the poor law 

system and the institutional genealogy of workhouse architecture from the sixteenth century forward. 

Initial Poor Relief Acts 

Sixteenth-century England witnessed an alarming rise of poverty caused by rapid population 

growth, increasing migration and inflation, recurring famines, loosened feudal ties, and conversion of arable 

lands to pastures among other events. As monasteries and institutions such as hospitals, almshouses and 

guilds with religious associations were suppressed, the number of underprivileged masses who had to leave 

their residences and become vagrants and beggars increased. As the massive deterritorialization of the 

underprivileged population was considered a significant threat to national political and economic stability, 

Parliament started enacting a series of acts to reterritorialize and control these masses. In 1531, the 

Vagabonds and Beggars Act of 1494 was revised to issue official begging licenses for the sick, the elderly, 

and the disabled to keep them under control, and prevent the able-bodied destitute from begging by making 

it a legal offence. Meanwhile, Parliament assigned the territorial responsibility of the underprivileged to 

parochial authorities by introducing an obligatory poor rate in parishes. The Act of 1536 authorized parishes 

to collect alms “towards relieving the said poor, needy, sick, sore, and indigent persons,” and stated that 

those caught outside of their parish without work would be punished by being whipped through the streets if 

caught for the first time, their ears would be cut if caught for the second time, and they could even get 
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executed if caught for the third time.11 The separation of the able-bodied from the non-able-bodied became 

more explicit with the Poor Act of 1551, which allowed parishes to raise local taxes based on voluntary 

contributions and construct early precedents of parish workhouses. A more structured system of compulsory 

tax and donation structure was established with the Poor Relief Act of 1576 that authorized Justices of the 

Peace to provide any town with a stock of flax, hemp, and other materials on which paupers could be 

employed, while The Act for the Relief of the Poor of 1597 gave all parishes an Overseer of the Poor with 

full responsibility to collect and distribute the poor relief. By the end of the sixteenth century, the poor law 

system was structured around the reformed parish network with an expanding administrative hierarchy. 

Elizabethan Old Poor Law 

The Poor Law Relief Act of 1601, now known as the Old Poor Law or Elizabethan Poor Law, on 

which the administration of paupers was based for more than two centuries until the New Poor Law of 1834, 

systemized and expanded the duties of parishes throughout England, concentrating their role on three 

primary functions. First, each parish was to relieve paupers who were unable to work like the aged, the sick, 

and the disabled with levied taxes by providing them basic shelter, food, and clothing. Second, each parish 

was to set able-bodied paupers and apprenticed pauper children on work inside parish workhouses. Third, 

parishes were to prevent the underprivileged population from leaving their place of origin and discourage 

them from vagrancy. During this period, the institutional pool of parishes was expanded to include 

infirmaries providing health care for the population; poorhouses, almshouses, and working-houses providing 

shelter and work for the poor; and houses of correction providing punishment for those who refused to work 

and insisted on vagrancy. The Old Poor Law functioned through the interaction of this triad of pastoral 

health, coerced labor, and physical punishment inside the parish complex which would, in the coming 

centuries, transform into modern institutions such as union workhouses, hospitals, and prisons.  

Within the Old Poor Law system, assisting paupers with outdoor relief in the form of food (“the 

parish loaf”), money, or other provisions inside their own homes was a preferred method. The system 

functioned by binding paupers to their own parish, and giving overseers the authority to separate the able-

bodied from the non-able-bodied poor, the idle from the working poor, and the settled from the vagrant poor 

to sustain social stability with the help of institutional alms and castigations. In 1624, An Act for the 

Erecting of Hospitals and Working-houses for the Poor was passed and by 1630s, a select committee known 

as the Commissioners for the Poor started to investigate the utilization of poor laws throughout England and 

                                                   

11 "27 Henry Vlll. Cap. 25 (1536)." Quoted in: George Nicholls, Thomas Mackay, and Henry George Willink, A 

History of the English Poor Law, vol. 1 (London: P. S. King & Son, 1898), 122-24. 
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ensure the valid execution of local administration in parishes.12 The parish workhouse of this period was 

nothing larger than a small house in which regular work was performed such as textile manufacture which 

allowed paupers to move back and forth from their houses to parish workhouses like relatively independent 

laborers.13 The justices of Lincolnshire reported in 1635, for instance, that in “all our seuerall parishes we 

haue a Towne stocke with a workhouse, a master and utensills and that there hath beene aboue two hundred 

poore people sett on worke and imployed weekly by the officers.”14 Starting from the early seventeenth 

century, in short, a new social engineering scheme was put in action to convert the pauper class into a 

reserve working class who were supposed to earn their subsistence through their own labor. 

Settlement Act 

The Poor Relief Act of 1662, also known as the Settlement Act, created the impetus to construct 

complex organizational mechanisms to set paupers to work in their own parishes as every pauper was 

assigned an official parish for settlement to prevent paupers seeking for and migrating to comparatively 

more generous parishes than their own. During this period, relatively advanced workhouses that combined 

sheltering, utilizing, and looking after paupers were erected in parts of London by the Corporation of the 

Poor. The administration and maintenance of these urban workhouses, however, turned out to be quite 

difficult, which could be observed in a number of workhouse pamphlets of the period looking for other ways 

of setting the poor to work, and in a set of tracts blaming the poor for their own poverty rather than 

unexpected depression cycles and low wages provided by economic structures.15 In 1696, the newly 

established Board of Trade was instructed to produce “proper methods for setting on work and employing 

the poor, and making them useful to the public,” and thus, workhouses were re-imagined as urban working-

schools to “teach” the poor how to work.16 The next year, the Bristol Corporation of the Poor operated a 

joint poor relief system across the whole city backed by the new Act, and set up a new workhouse with paid 

officers, which would become the role model institution for the next century workhouses.  

Although the initial plan of the new Board was to construct a new U-shaped workhouse typology at 

the outskirts of the town, economic reasons intervened, and instead, existing buildings in the city were 

repurposed as workhouses.17 The Mint Workhouse at the south of St. Peter’s Church, for example, was 

                                                   

12 "21 James I. Cap. 1 (1624)." Quoted in: A History of the English Poor Law, 1, 233-34. 
13 Kathryn Morrison, The Workhouse: A Study of Poor-Law Buildings in England  (Swindon: English Heritage, 1999), 

4-7. 
14 Quoted in: Leonard, The Early History of English Poor Relief, 226-27. 
15 Morrison, The Workhouse: A Study of Poor-Law Buildings in England, 7-9. 
16 Nicholls, Mackay, and Willink, A History of the English Poor Law, 1, 352-53.  
17 Morrison, The Workhouse: A Study of Poor-Law Buildings in England, 10-11. 
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constituted by refunctioning a mint that was initially built as a timber-framed house, and was later converted 

into St Peter’s Hospital [Figure 2.1]. The fact that this domestic architecture was utilized as a house, mint, 

workhouse, and hospital successively, indicates the fact that workhouses of the period were not developed 

as specialized typologies with shared architectural characteristics yet. The workhouse, according to its 

instigator John Cary’s influential account in 1700, was used to house predominantly aged paupers who were 

neatly clothed, fed, and put in the care of the nurses, while able-bodied young paupers were educated and 

occupied in “spinning Cotten Wool, and weaving Fustians.”18 It did not take long, however, that Cary’s 

positive portrayal of the new workhouse system was challenged by an anonymous pamphlet in 1711, 

claiming that parish workhouses were “crowded with idle, Lazy and Lewd People.”19 Most parishes, 

meanwhile, were busy transforming the “idle poor” into profitable workforces. 

 

Figure 2.1. The Mint Workhouse in Bristol was built as a timber-framed house in 1612, converted into a mint shortly 

after and re-functioned as a workhouse in 1696 [From an early twentieth century postcard] 

 

                                                   

18 John Cary, An Account of the Proceedings of the Corporation of Bristol in Execution of the Act of Parliament for the 
Better Employing and Maintaining the Poor of That City  (London: F Collins, 1700). 
19 Anonymous, "Some Considerations Offer'd to the Citizens of Bristol, Relating to the Corporation for the Poor in the 

Said City," (Bristol: Self-published, 1711). 
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The Workhouse Test 

The Workhouse Test Act, also known as Knatchbull’s Act, was a poor relief legislation passed in 

1723 to minimize the so-called burden of outdoor relief, which transformed the workhouse into a deterrent 

institution by making it necessary for the pauper who wanted to receive poor relief to enter a workhouse and 

undertake a set amount of labor. The goal of the Workhouse Test Act was to make only the truly desperate 

pauper to apply to the workhouse, rendering the poor relief an official destitution test, and forcing able-

bodied paupers to look for work in the rapidly industrializing capitalist economy. This meant that paupers 

who applied for poor relief had to choose between quitting their homes and entering the harsh conditions of 

the workhouse, or receding from their request for relief altogether. The new ideological testing grounds 

increased the number of workhouse constructions in a short span of time, and generated three hundred 

parish workhouses in less than ten years, while adding another three hundred by 1750.20 During this period, 

the parish workhouse acquired a number of new functions besides its primary task of reforming the idle 

habits of paupers and transforming them into workers. The updated parish workhouse under the Test Act 

became an orphanage and training school for children, an asylum and hospital for the mentally and 

physically sick, an obligatory workshop for the able-bodied, and a residential shelter for all the destitute.  

The early eighteenth-century parish workhouse became a multi-functional institution. In An Account 

of Several Work-houses for Employing and Maintaining the Poor published by Society for the Promotion of 

Christian Knowledge in 1725, new London workhouses were portrayed as possessing these differentiating 

functions in addition to a new feature called “moral reformation.” According to the book, these new 

“workhouses, under a prudent and good Management, will answer all the Ends of Charity to the Poor, in 

regard to their Souls and Bodies: and yet at the same time prove effectual Expedients for encreasing our 

Manufactures, as well as removing a heavy Burden from the Nation.”21 The parish workhouse, therefore, 

started to marry industrial utilitarianism with moral reform. The emerging ideological association of 

diligence with moral virtue within the national socio-political milieu became effective in redesigning the 

poor law system and the workhouse institution. For the promoters of new parish workhouses believed that: 

“Idleness and Sloth are Immoralities as well as publick Nuisances: and, as the Apostle commands, They 

who are guilty of them ought not to eat, if they will not work.”22  

                                                   

20 Timothy V. Hitchcock, "The English Workhouse: A Study in Institutional Poor Relief in Selected Counties, 1696-

1750" (Oxford University, 1985), 218. 
21 Society for the Promotion of Christian Knowledge, An Account of Several Work-Houses for Employing and 

Maintaining the Poor  (London: Jos. Downing, 1732), iii. 
22 Ibid., iv. 
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In the same book, printed drawings of St. George’s Workhouse located in London’s Hanover 

Square was circulated as a model parish workhouse [Figure 2.2]. The building, designed by Benjamin 

Timbrell and Thomas Phillips and constructed in 1726, included working-rooms, dining-rooms, charity 

schools, and dormitories for men and women. It was described as “a large, plain, commodious Edifice,” that 

was “fit for the reception of several hundred Persons,” and “a Model worthy of the Imitation of other 

Places.”23 The parish workhouse, however, had not yet become a building typology to be repeated with 

relatively similar principles. It was not modeled on St. George, or any other, but came in a variety of 

different sizes and appearances. There was no imposed standard form, no regular organizational regime, and 

no official typology disseminated throughout the country. Most of the parish workhouses were nothing other 

than repurposed cottages, while some in the large cities were crowned with formal aesthetics of 

contemporary civic architecture. A new homogenizing mechanism was emerging hand in hand with the 

institutional modernization efforts by the late eighteenth century, however, and the parish workhouse was on 

the brink of a radical transformation. 

 

Figure 2.2. Architectural plans and elevations of St. George Workhouse in 1726, popularly circulated as a model 

parish workhouse [From Trustees of the British Museum] 

 

                                                   

23 Ibid., 26-27. 
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Gilbert’s and Young’s Acts 

During the second half of the eighteenth century, public discontent about the existing poor law 

system dramatically increased. On the one hand, there was a growing distress regarding the inhumane 

approach and undesirable conditions of new workhouses that were transformed into harsh testing 

environments, on the other, there was an increasing concern about the so-called wasteful and inefficient 

expenditure of public taxes without any practical progression about the issue of pauperism. Despite the 

growing criticism, however, the pauper population and the number of parish workhouses continued to 

increase. In 1776, the first official workhouse returns showed that two thousand parish workhouses existed 

nationwide, each holding between twenty to fifty people on average, which summed up to ninety thousand 

paupers in total.24 Meanwhile, the public pressure against the punitive conditions of “the workhouse test” 

and concerns about the ineffectiveness of workhouse management led to the passing of Relief of the Poor 

Act of 1782, also known as Gilbert’s Act. This made provision for a number of neighboring parishes to form 

large districts to share the cost of poor relief and build larger “poorhouses” that would contain solely the 

elderly, the sick, and the orphan, by abandoning the workhouse test altogether where able-bodied poor were 

necessarily put to work. The Act recommended that the able-bodied could rather be provided with outdoor 

relief in their own homes and in return set to work in the nearby fields and roads. One of the exemplar 

Gilbert poorhouses was built in 1794 by the unification of sixteen parishes in Easebourne, Sussex [Figure 

2.3]. Constructed with a cost of £6,000, the Easebourne poorhouse had a U-shaped plan, and its architectural 

characteristics “were relieved from extreme plainness by their coursed stonework, galleted pointing, red and 

blue brick dressings, tripartite sash glazing, and recessed arches which rose under a dentilled gable on the 

front of each cross-wing.”25 As the Gilbert’s relief made sure that poorhouses were restricted to old, sick, 

and orphan paupers instead of the able-bodied, the inmates of Easebourne were either aged under fourteen 

or above sixty with the exception of some ill patients. Here, as in other Gilbert poorhouses, domestic works 

were handled by the women, while the children were provided practical training in shoemaking, tailoring, 

and gardening.  

                                                   

24 A more comprehensive survey conducted in 1802 revealed that 3,765 out of 14,611 parishes had a functioning 

workhouse. Morrison, The Workhouse: A Study of Poor-Law Buildings in England, 28-30; 193. 
25 Ibid., 26-7. 
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Figure 2.3. Photograph of Easebourne poorhouse in 1882, built under Gilbert’s Act [From Anderson collection] 

 

When the British Empire got involved in the French Wars between 1793 and 1815, importing food 

from Europe became gradually difficult which caused a dramatic increase in the price of bread in a short 

span of time. By the turn of the century, the combination of the lack of food imports with a series of poor 

harvests resulted in serious food shortages. This led to the enactment of The Speenhamland system, an 

emergency aid service for the poor. The system was named after a 1795 meeting at the Pelican Inn in 

Speenhamland, Berkshire, where a number of local magistrates devised the Old Poor Law system to 

alleviate the distress caused by high grain prices. As a result, the new system was to provide a form of 

outdoor relief to mitigate rural poverty, supplement the inadequate income of laborers, and equate them to 

the subsistence levels of their parish. The Speenhamland system became popular in the agrarian economy of 

southern England, but it was not nationally adopted due to its high upkeep. By the turn of the century, the 

asymmetrical adaptation of poor law systems, the diversification of outdoor and indoor relief methods, the 

arbitrary formation of unified districts and incorporations, and the dramatic variation of parish workhouses 

regarding their size, form, and organization were increasingly problematized in administrative and 

intellectual circles. Frederick Eden’s extensive volumes called The State of the Poor, published in 1797, 

provided an elaborate source of information about the varying conditions of eighteenth-century workhouses, 

from their location to their quality of bedding and dietaries. According to Eden, while the Liverpool 
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workhouse that belonged to an urban incorporation held 1,220 paupers by 1790, the Lancashire workhouse, 

for instance, kept only 319 people, while the Bury workhouse housed solely 37.26 This asymmetrical 

variation and dissemination started to change in the face of the nation’s rapidly industrializing economy and 

incrementally modernizing state apparatuses. The parish workhouse was about to give way to a more 

centralized and standardized institution.  

At the turn of the century, England witnessed massive war expenditure, high food prices, low 

wages, substantial land enclosure, and dramatic rise in population, which together gave rise to widespread 

unemployment and underemployment. One of the many results of this was the dramatic increase in poor 

rates as a large body of the population was rapidly pauperized and became dependent on state assistance. 

Additionally, the French Revolution rendered the emerging classes of proletariat and underprivileged 

destitute as potential threats to the political stability of the nation in the face of proliferating riots. The 

radical transformation of the sociopolitical and economic milieu of the nineteenth-century England, 

therefore, brought forth new concerns in dealing with the issue of pauperism. Under these new conditions, 

the New Poor Law of 1834 was about to restructure the parish workhouse, and transform it into a modern 

institution, radically different from previous workhouse manifestations, while drawing parallels with other 

emerging modern institutions such as prisons, hospitals, and asylums. George Crabbe, a farsighted poet of 

his generation best known for his portrayals of middle- and working-class life using an early version of the 

realistic narrative form, saw the seeds of the modern union workhouse within its early nineteenth century 

precedents in his poem called The Borough published in 1810, and described the emerging “Pauper-Palace” 

from the perspective of muted paupers as follows: 

Your plan I love not; -with a number you 

Have plac'd your Poor, your pitiable few; 

There, in one House, throughout their Lives to be, 

The Pauper-Palace which they hate to see: 

That Giant-Building, that high bounding Wall, 

Those bare-worn Walks, that lofty thund'ring Hall! 

That large loud Clock, which tolls each dreaded Hour, 

Those Gates and Locks, and all those Signs of Power: 

It is a Prison, with a milder name, 

Which few inhabit without dread or shame.27 

 

                                                   

26 Frederic Morton Eden, The State of the Poor: Or, an History of the Labouring Classes in England, from the 

Conquest to the Present Period, 3 vols., vol. 1 (London: J. Davis, 1797). 
27 George Crabbe, The Borough: A Poem in Twenty-Four Letters  (London: Hatchard, 1810), 231. 
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2.2. Union Workhouse of the New Poor Law 

Cultural Context of the Early Nineteenth-Century England 

At the turn of the nineteenth century, the British islands were unified as Ireland joined the United 

Kingdom of Great Britain in 1801 following the earlier incorporation of Wales and Scotland. Ruled by the 

metropolitan base in London, the British Empire expanded throughout the globe with imperial gains and 

trade networks, claiming land and colonies from every continent. After a series of major wars and conflicts 

against the French Empire, the arch-rival for British continental and imperial ambitions, the decisive British 

victory at Trafalgar in 1805, and the pivotal defeat of Napoleon’s troops at Waterloo in 1815, marked the 

hegemonic position of British imperial power within an increasingly European-dominated world. None of 

the European powers, including the British, however, could sustain the status quo, after the radical 

transformation of the sociopolitical milieu caused by the French Revolution of 1789. During this period, the 

inevitability of change was recognized mainly by the excluded capitalist and working classes, as well as 

underprivileged masses and paupers who became more vocal about their rights and demands, while the 

landed gentry resisted sharing some of their privileges too rapidly. The primary political discussion of the 

era was not whether to reform the existing system or not, but the extent, pace, and distribution of the reform 

across different social classes. 

One of the popular political dilemmas of the turn-of-the-century United Kingdom was the choice 

between an evolutionary transition and a revolutionary rupture. The political circles as well as everyday 

social interactions focused on which norms, institutions, and habits to save and enhance, and which ones to 

reform and replace. Until the 1830s, the British ruling classes chose stability as their watchword and focused 

on strengthening the fragile stability of the public order. On the one hand, harsh precautions were taken with 

hard power as trade unions and collective bargaining of workers were prohibited (Combination Acts in 1799 

and 1825), employees were forced to be obedient and loyal to their employers otherwise facing jail 

sentences (Master and Servant Act 1823), and the first organized police force was established replacing 

parish constables and watchmen (Metropolitan Police Act in 1829). On the other hand, minor reforms were 

implemented with soft power as a new form of outdoor relief was enacted to mitigate rural poverty 

(Speenhamland system in 1795), a series of minor factory reforms were implemented concerning the 

condition of child workers (Factory Acts in 1802 and 1819), and slave trade was abolished throughout the 

empire (Slave Trade Act in 1788 and 1807).  

At the turn of the century, the involuntary but inevitable transformation of the political system 

merged with the excitement and pain of rapid industrialization rendered the English social body extremely 
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restless. The organic social structure of the nation embedded in traditional English children hymns, such as 

“The rich man in his castle / The poor man at his gate / God made them high and lowly / And ordered their 

estate,” had long lost its relatively unchallenged legitimacy.28 It was not a coincidence then, that 

Frankenstein was published by Mary Shelley in London in 1818, telling the enthusiasm but also the horrors 

of constructing a new (social) body under the secular Enlightenment reason.29 As the English social body 

was no longer held together by an organic unity under a religious authority, the inequality of political power 

and economic wealth more easily became the popular focus of interest among all classes. One of the most 

vibrant observations of this social contrast with an emphasized focus on the subordinated working classes 

and underprivileged poor could be found in the ethnographic narrative by Friedrich Engels in his The 

Condition of the Working-Class in England in 1844: 

This colossal centralization (...) has raised London to the commercial capital of the world, created the giant 

docks and assembled the thousand vessels that continually cover the Thames… But the sacrifices which all 

this has cost become apparent later. After roaming the streets of the capital a day or two, making headway 

with difficulty through the human turmoil and the endless lines of vehicles, after visiting the slums of the 

metropolis, one realises for the first time that these Londoners have been forced to sacrifice the best qualities 

of their human nature… All the disadvantages of such a state must fall upon the poor. For him no man has the 

slightest concern. Cast into the whirlpool, he must struggle through as well as he can. If he is so happy as to 

find work, i.e., if the bourgeoisie does him the favour to enrich itself by means of him, wages await him which 

scarcely suffice to keep body and soul together; if he can get no work he may steal, if he is not afraid of the 

police, or starve; in which case the police will take care that he does so in a quiet and inoffensive manner.30 

The juxtaposition of the wealthy, affluent, and powerful civilization next to miserable conditions of 

the subordinated and underprivileged, was to be explicitly portrayed between the 1830s and 1850s, not only 

in Victorian literature by influential figures such as Charles Dickens, Thomas Carlyle, Elizabeth Gaskell, 

and Charles Kingsley, but also in effective local newspapers and emerging popular fiction like penny 

dreadfuls. In a local one-penny newspaper called The Poor Man's Guardian, for instance, a provocative 

front page confronted the reader on December 25th of 1847 to express the widening gap between the 

wealthy and the poor [Figure 2.4]. On the left pane of this cover, English pigs at Smithfield Cattle Club 

Show were portrayed well fed with a generous diet on "middlings, barley meal, and milk," on the right, the 

                                                   

28 In modern versions of this hymn, this verse is omitted: Cecil Frances Humphreys, Hymns for Little Children  

(London: Joseph Masters, 1850), 27. 
29 Shelly says that she was influenced by “the experiments of Dr.Darwin,” and depicts the subtext of the horror in the 

introduction of her novel, later added in 1831: “Frightful must it be; for supremely frightful would be the effect of any 

human endeavour to mock the stupendous mechanism of the Creator of the world.” Mary Shelley, Frankenstein or the 
Modern Prometheus  (London: George Routledge, 1891), x. 
30 Friedrich Engels, The Condition of the Working-Class in England in 1844  (London: Swan Sonnenschein, 1892), 23-

25. 
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English poor were portrayed at the gate of St. Martin's Union Workhouse lying on the stone pavement in a 

starving condition. At this interval, the visibility of socioeconomic inequality dramatically increased. 

 

Figure 2.4. A sarcastic comparison in a local newspaper contrasting the well-fed English pigs in cattle clubs, and the 

miserable English poor in union workhouses [From a cover of The Poor Man’s Guardian, December 1847] 

 

It was not surprising then, that the early nineteenth-century England witnessed a series of impactful 

riots and revolutionary movements. In 1811, Luddite Riots emerged against the agricultural and industrial 

exploitation of laborers, focusing their violent protests symbolically on the industrial machinery. In 1816, 

new riots followed, such as those in Spa Fields and Clarkenwell in London, caused by the general discontent 

of the postwar economic difficulties. In the Peterloo Massacre of 1819, thousands of protestors who 

gathered in Manchester to demand the reform of parliamentary representation was charged by British 
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cavalry killing fifteen and injuring hundreds, while the Andover revolt in 1830 resulted in two hangings and 

many transportations. During the 1830s, uprisings by agricultural and industrial workers became even more 

widespread, as they were organized by local unions and headed by influential figures such as Robert Owen, 

William Lovett, and Feargus O'Connor. Chartism that took its name from the People’s Charter of 1838, 

became the umbrella term for numerous loosely coordinated local groups who called for egalitarian and 

democratic rights, advocated strikes, and organized violent uprisings for their radical pursuit until the mid-

nineteenth century.31 The structural replies of state apparatuses to these critical social upheavals were non-

conciliatory suppressions coupled with minor reforms, which was about to change from the 1830s onward, 

making way for more radical governmental changes.  

The radical sociopolitical changes during the second quarter of the nineteenth century were not 

revolutionary acquisitions for the subordinated classes. Rather, they were counterrevolutionary measures, 

taken to minimize the cost of inevitable changes in the sociopolitical structure, by only slightly increasing 

the presence of subordinated social classes, while re-formulating state apparatuses to suppress further 

demands. The Reform Act of 1832, for instance, increased the number of people entitled to vote by 60%, 

mostly from the capitalist and middle classes, while 95% of the population including women, workers, and 

paupers were still not given the right to vote. The hierarchical inclusion scheme, therefore, started from the 

middle classes during the second quarter of the nineteenth century and extended very slowly towards the 

working classes during the second half. Meanwhile the paupers who accepted poor relief legally lost their 

status as citizens, and were not even allowed to vote in general elections until 1918.32 That is to say, English 

paupers were rendered non-entities—deemed “bare life” in the terminology of Giorgio Agamben—till the 

early twentieth century and were excluded from the political body altogether.33 They were not seen as actors 

of power, but solely as subjects to power. 

Although paupers were excluded from the official political milieu, their economic potentials were 

substantially exploited in workhouses as free labor. The rapidly industrializing capitalist system needed 

manpower, and the pauper’s free labor was used as a crucial leverage to keep the cheap labor of working 

classes in check. The paupers were, according to the in-depth analysis of Karl Marx about capitalist 

accumulation in Capital, “the lowest sediment of the relative surplus population;” they were “candidates for 

                                                   

31 I will elaborate the relationship among revolutionary movements such as Chartism, Anti-Poor Law movements, and 

workhouse oppositions in the next chapter. 
32 Anne M. Crowther, The Workhouse System 1834–1929, the History of an English Social Institution  (London: 
University of Georgia Press, 1982), 1-2. 
33 See Agamben’s introduction: Giorgio Agamben, Homo Sacer: Sovereign Power and Bare Life, trans. Daniel Heller-

Roazen (California: Stanford University Press, 1998), 9-14. 
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the industrial reserve army;” and in times of great prosperity, they were kept ready to be “enrolled in the 

army of active workers both speedily and in large numbers.”34 Pauperism, for Marx, was “the hospital of the 

active labour-army and the dead weight of the industrial reserve army,” and formed a necessary “condition 

of capitalist production, and of the capitalist development of wealth.”35 Marx’s analysis focused on the 

substituting function of paupers as a cheap labor force kept in reserve in case more workers were needed. It 

was Michel Foucault who expanded this analysis, when he indicated that, “to utilize the poor, vagabonds, 

exiles, and emigres of all kinds, was one of the secrets of wealth, in the competition among nations.”36 That 

is to say, paupers and underprivileged classes, were not solely used to substitute for the working classes, but 

starting from the early nineteenth century, they were already set to work and indoctrinated with the official 

ideology within newly specialized institutions, namely the union workhouses. 

During the reformatory wave of the early 1830s, one of the primary governmental objectives was to 

restructure the poor law system. The Old Poor Law established a right to relief for the pauper from the local 

parish, in the form of cash payments, medical care, and supplement to wages. This model was no longer 

deemed efficient because of its dramatically increasing expense and its structural mechanism that 

immobilized paupers in their own parish which contradicted the demand of mobile and migratory 

workforces of industrial capitalism. The sum annual expenditure for poor relief of the parish system 

consisting of over 15,000 separate parishes with widely varying sizes, populations, resources, and even 

autonomous intents and purposes, climbed from £1,000,000 in 1776 to £2,000,000 in 1784, and peaked at 

£7,000,000 in 1832.37 The marriage of industrializing capitalist economy with a political system of stability 

fueled by Enlightenment reason could not tolerate what was referred as an irrational and inefficient system 

handed down from a pre-modern period. The rapidly industrializing economy demanded the population to 

be a flexible and nomadic labor force open to the free play of supply and demand. In addition to the 

enclosure movement that drove peasant laborers off their lands, the new system then would require the 

dissolution of the parish system to set the poor, unemployed, and underemployed free from their local ties 

and traditional social security, so as to attract them to new industrial markets. The economic efficiency was 

not the only objective, however, as there was also the political expectation to discipline the underprivileged 

classes and teach them to become obedient citizens to prevent them from becoming another destabilizing 

                                                   

34 Karl Marx, Capital: A Critique of Political Economy, Volume One, trans. Ben Fowkes (New York: Penguin Books, 

1982), 797. 
35 Ibid. 
36 Michel Foucault, Madness and Civilization: A History of Insanity in the Age of Reason  (New York: Vintage, 1988), 

235. 
37 George Rosen, A History of Public Health  (Baltimore: The John Hopkins University Press, 1993), 171-72. 
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social body in the age of riots and revolutionary movements. This political objective was merged with a 

utilitarian moral impetus, as paupers were stereotyped as lazy vagrants who were guilty of costing the 

taxpaying classes money and resources by consciously avoiding work and depending on others’ assistance. 

For while poverty was still accepted as a form of enduring life in poor conditions, pauperism as a conscious 

will to proclaim oneself dependent was stigmatized “as a social sickness, a moral failing, even a crime.”38 

The paupers, as the wealthy wanted to imagine, did not have any problems, but they were rather 

themselves the problem. They were deemed guilty not only of their own poverty, but also of the “redundant” 

economic loss they caused for the wealthy classes. Behind these expectations and accusations lay specific 

ideological positions prevalent in early nineteenth-century Britain, such as the new political economy of 

David Ricardo and Adam Smith, the principle of population of Thomas Robert Malthus, the doctrine of 

philosophical necessity of Herbert Spencer, and the philosophy of utilitarian administration of Jeremy 

Bentham. According to the influential book, An Essay on the Principle of Population published by Thomas 

Malthus in 1798 which was popular enough to have six editions in less than thirty years, Britain was over-

populated. The uncontrolled fertility of the poor and especially the paupers was a danger to society because 

“provisions consumed in workhouses diminish available food for more worthy people.”39 Malthus argued 

that guaranteeing the health and offspring of the underprivileged population would make conditions worse 

for these “more worthy people.” His economic as well as moral solution proposals, which involved forcing 

the underprivileged classes not to reproduce, had a massive impact on political economy, governmental 

policy, and specifically the upcoming New Poor Law: 

To almost all in the reform camp—pragmatists like Robert Peel and Lord John Russell, evangelicals like 

Thomas Chalmers, Malthusians like Robert Slaney and Richard Sumner, philosophical radicals like Lord 

Brougham, Edwin Chadwick, and Francis Place reform meant lowering costs by disciplining the poor, who 

were too many (they had bred irresponsibly), too lazy (parish relief was too easy to obtain), and too 

improvident (in good times they failed to plan for bad).40 

 

Royal Poor Law Commission 

In 1832, a Royal Commission was set up by the Whig government under Lord Grey, the Prime 

Minister, “to make a diligent and full inquiry into the practical operation of the Laws for the Relief of the 

Poor,” and to report “whether any and what alterations, amendments, or improvements may be beneficially 

                                                   

38 Christopher Hamlin, Public Health and Social Justice in the Age of Chadwick: Britain, 1800-1854  (Cambridge: 
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39 Thomas Robert Malthus, An Essay on the Principle of Population, or a View of Its Past and Present Effects on 

Human Happiness  (London: Ward, Lock, 1890), xvii. 
40 Hamlin, Public Health and Social Justice in the Age of Chadwick: Britain, 1800-1854, 28-29. 
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made.”41 The analysis of the existing Poor Law and the pursuit to prepare a radically new one were 

undertaken by sixteen assistant commissioners who were sent all around the country to collect data on 

poverty by visiting parishes with questionnaires while nine commissioners digested the vast data and 

compile a single report in London.42 As the primary goal was to reform the “broken” Old Poor Law system, 

the assistant commissioners were encouraged to focus their inquiries on abuses and exploitations to unearth 

the previous system’s flaws and inadequacies. One fifth of the country’s parishes, approximately three 

thousand Poor Law authorities, provided data that was edited into specific selections, which were in turn 

drafted by Edwin Chadwick, the last secretary and protégé of Jeremy Bentham, and Nassau Senior, the 

influential political economist, to be published in the official report and its thirteen volumes of appendices 

on February 1834.43  

Nassau Senior was a professor of political economy at Oxford and an influential member of the 

Political Economy Club in London which included David Ricardo, James Mill, and Thomas Malthus among 

its original luminaries.44 His earliest research in the issue of poverty was motivated by Lord Howick’s 

suggestion to examine the problems of the poor in Ireland in 1827. His unorthodox propositions included a 

call for government intervention to make more productive investments in infrastructural projects and 

transform farms into more efficient units of operation. His ongoing research in the poverty problem up until 

1832 was the primary reason that he was appointed to the Royal Commission to inquire into the 

administration and practical operation of the Poor Law system. His first move was to propose Edwin 

Chadwick for an assistant commissioner position. Chadwick attracted Senior’s attention because of his 

rigorous administrative skills as well as his close relationship with Jeremy Bentham. With the help of 

Chadwick, Senior became the primary driving force of the Poor Law inquiry, from drafting the 

questionnaires and identifying the particular facts gathered from parishes, to writing the final report, and 

playing the intermediary role of transferring and elaborating the commission’s recommendations to cabinet 

ministers for the official legislation of the bill. Once the New Poor Law was enacted, however, Senior 

turned down the position on the commission board, and left the task of implementing the Act’s official 

ordinances throughout the country to the new commissioners and their secretary Edwin Chadwick. 

                                                   

41 Poor Law Commissioners, Report from His Majesty's Commissioners for Inquiring into the Administration and 
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Edwin Chadwick was a social reformer known for his reforms in the Poor Laws and later public 

health. He was born at Longsight, near Manchester, to James Chadwick, a radical journalist who spent his 

most productive years with Thomas Paine in Paris, and a mother without a name who died in his infancy. A 

classical biography of Chadwick with an introductory focus on his birth, childhood, hometown, parents, and 

upbringing is not the subject of this text; this is not another hagiography in which the kid with the mark of 

fate who is raised happily in the country finds his life-long purpose with celestial implications as soon as he 

sets foot on the big city.45 One interesting and ignored aspect of his early life in all biographical work 

written about him, however, was his retrospective fabrication of the image of his own mother. While it is 

known that she died in the infancy of her only son,46 Chadwick told his close associate Benjamin Ward 

Richardson who wrote Chadwick’s “biographical dissertation” in 1887 that he remembered his mother “was 

by nature, a sanitarian pur et simple.” Her rules for her family were necessary “morning and evening 

ablutions of unquestionable quality,” and “in all domestic affairs she played the housewife’s part with thrift 

and gentleness.”47 Chadwick’s idealized vision of his imagined mother as a utilitarian home economist, a 

gentle and domestic housewife, and a pure and simple sanitarian says more about him and his ideal vision of 

society in this regard, than all of the biographical sections written about his childhood combined. 

Chadwick’s interest in the social problems about prisons, hospitals, police, and slums drew him to 

Benthamite circles like the London Debating Society. One of the primary characteristics of Chadwick’s 

approach to social reform was to provide elaborate technical and administrative proposals to sophisticated 

social problems using methodological and empirical enquiries. His published works such as “Life 

Assurance” (1828) that proposed extending life expectancy through sanitary means, and “Preventive Police” 

(1829) that propagandized a centralized and deterrent police force against crime, brought him to the 
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attention of Jeremy Bentham himself.48 From 1830 till Bentham’s death in 1832, Chadwick became 

Bentham’s private secretary and assisted in the completion of Bentham’s magnum opus, namely the 

Constitutional Code. Here, Chadwick was exposed to the Benthamite philosophy of utilitarianism at first 

hand with an emphasis on maximum efficiency through uniformity of normative procedures and centralized 

state institutions. According to Bentham, the traditional parish patchwork was not an efficient administrative 

system to deter pauperism and should be replaced by centrally governed Poor Law workhouses built with 

the principle of panopticon. Although panopticon became famous—or rather infamous—with Michel 

Foucault’s later analysis and interpretation on prisons, for Bentham, the panopticon principle could be 

applied “without exception, to all establishments whatsoever,” insofar as “a number of persons are meant to 

be kept under inspection:” 

No matter how different, or even opposite the purpose: whether it be that of punishing the incorrigible, 

guarding the insane, reforming the vicious, confining the suspected, employing the idle, maintaining the 

helpless, curing the sick, instructing the willing in any branch of industry, or training the rising race in the 

path of education: in a word, whether it be applied to the purposes of perpetual prisons in the room of death, 

or prisons for confinement before trial, or penitentiary houses, or houses of correction, or work-houses, or 

manufactories, or mad-houses, or hospitals, or schools.49 

Jeremy Bentham, in this letter written at Crecheffin, Russia in 1787, was trying to sell this idea of a 

flexible panoptic institution to a lieutenant-colonel commandant of a battalion in the Russian Empress's 

service. He asked for his brother Samuel Bentham, who was a noted English mechanical engineer and naval 

architect, to draw the plans, sections, and elevations of his vision, which he attached to his descriptive letter 

[Figure 2.5]. His ideological and architectural concept of the panopticon allowed a single watchman to 

observe (-opticon) all (pan-) inmates within an enclosed institution without the inmates being able to tell 

whether or not they were being watched, thus, indoctrinating the inmates to constantly control themselves.  
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Figure 2.5. Samuel Bentham's architectural drawings of an early panoptic institution [From Jeremy Bentham's 

Panopticon; or, The Inspection-House (1787)] 

 

In the introductory paragraph of his initial panopticon description, Bentham already made clear, that 

this was not a device solely for carceral reform, but it was also designed to deal with the problem of 

pauperism. “By a simple idea in Architecture,” he proclaimed, referencing his panoptic institution, “the 

gordian knot of the Poor Laws are not cut, but untied.”50 Described by Bentham as “a mill for grinding 

rogues honest and idle men industrious,” the new panoptic institution was about to form the ideological and 

architectural structure of the new union workhouse apparatus.51 In his later work titled Pauper Management 

Improved (1798), Bentham elaborated how the new workhouse system should function, and suggested “the 

whole body of the burdensome poor to be maintained and employed, in a system of Industry-houses, upon a 

large scale, distributed over the face of the country as equally as may be” (italic words are Bentham’s 
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original emphasis). His proposal would soon be adopted by Chadwick word by word in compiling the New 

Poor Law report in terms of not only the centralized and homogenous dissemination of workhouses on the 

national scale, but also the conceived architectural scheme focusing on the centralized supervision, 

utilitarian discipline, and moral control of the paupers within new workhouse buildings embodying panoptic 

principles.52 When Bentham passed away in 1832, Chadwick became an assistant commissioner to compile 

the Poor Law report until the enactment of the New Poor Law Act in 1834. After the enactment in 1834, 

Chadwick became the secretary of the commission administering the New Poor Law, and sustained his 

influential position in shaping the general outline of the Act’s practical implementation till the Poor Law 

commission’s dissolution in 1847. 

The new Poor Law report manifested a strong reaction to the prevalent characteristics of the Old 

Poor Law from the initial inquiry process to its final publication. The decentralized patchwork system, 

heterogeneous decision mechanisms, variable architectural formations, and alternating local intentions of the 

parish system were continually criticized by commissioners. In 1833, early extracts from commissioners’ 

ongoing inquiry were published which officially condemned the Old Poor Law as not only “a check upon 

industry, a reward for improvident marriage, a stimulus to increased population, and a means of 

counterbalancing the effect of an increased population upon wage,” but also “a national provision for 

discouraging the honest and industrious, and protecting the lazy, vicious, and improvident; calculated to 

destroy the bonds of family life, hinder systematically the accumulation of capital, scatter that which is 

already accumulated, and ruin the taxpayers.”53 The commissioners advocated instead a “fixed and general 

plan,” centralized on a national scale and based on rational principles.54 Led by Nassau Senior and Edwin 

Chadwick, the commissioners anticipated while drafting the report that the purpose of Poor Law system was 

not the abolition of poverty. Rather, they followed the dictum of Bentham who proclaimed that “as labour is 

the source of all wealth, so poverty is of labour,” thus if you “banish poverty, you banish wealth.”55 That is, 

poverty was a fundamental constituent of the capitalist system, without poor people who had to work and 

endure the poor living conditions, capitalist wealth that was based on wage exploitation could not be 

accumulated. Therefore, the goal of the New Poor Law, was not the prevention of poverty, but rather the 

prevention of the dependent pauperism of the able-bodied poor who could instead work for the system. 
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Poverty was not to be abolished but sustained by minimizing pauperism to secure the cheap labor power for 

the ever-growing labor market. The main arguments of Bentham in his tracts on poor laws and pauper 

management were translated by Senior and Chadwick into the new Poor Law report.56 The report, in its 

thirteen-volume coverage, included radical recommendations such as grouping parishes into unions to 

provide large institutional workhouses; constructing separate workhouses for different types of paupers 

including aged, children, able-bodied males and able-bodied females; banning outdoor relief so that the poor 

had to enter workhouses if they wanted to claim relief; and founding a central authority to implement 

policies and prevent the practical variations of the previous system. The recommendations of the 

commissioners were to form the basis of the New Poor Law Amendment of 1834 with minor adaptations. 

Enactment of the New Poor Law Act 

The passage of the New Poor Law Act occupied twenty-eight debates in Parliament, bringing 

together both Tory landowners who wanted to preserve their property in the midst of an unstable political 

milieu, and Whig political economists who wished to succeed with their reformatory plan. It was, therefore, 

passed by a large majority on the 13th of August, 1834. The primary goals of the New Poor Law were stated 

as creating a new centralized administrative system on a national scale operating through local executive 

territories called unions, pursuing a new level of efficiency based on the reduction of poor rates and 

prevention of “unnecessary” pauperism, constituting a new institutional apparatus structured with regulatory 

and correctional functions, and finally, inventing a new workhouse architecture based on panoptic 

principles. Immediately after the enactment of the act, neighboring parishes were unified to form unions 

governed by Boards of Guardians who were accountable to the central Poor Law Commission in London. A 

new union workhouse model was commissioned to be designed to house all paupers under the same roof of 

a singular building by spatially separating them according to sex, age, and capability of labor. Outdoor relief 

was limited for the non-able bodied, and banned outright for the able-bodied paupers and their families in 

order to force them to either work or experience the harsh conditions of new union workhouses. In a short 

time, the new administrative machinery started implementing nationwide centralization, utilitarian 

efficiency, institutional uniformity, and disciplinary regulation.  

The first task of the Poor Law commission was to constitute nationwide centralization and 

institutional uniformity. They contacted all fifteen thousand English and Welsh parish authorities, informed 

them about the jurisdiction of their new governing union, and sent them a copy of the New Poor Law Act 
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along with a letter to explain official expectations. The commission accomplished its primary objectives, for 

in the first seven years of the New Poor Law, 586 unions were created nationwide by combining small 

parishes, starting from the agricultural Southern counties, and disseminating to the manufacturing Midland 

towns and sparsely populated Northern areas.57 The next primary task of the commission was to achieve 

utilitarian efficiency and disciplinary regulation regarding the treatment of paupers. The New Poor Law 

system focused on openly reducing poor rates while covertly promoting cheap labor. Commissioners 

believed that prevention of pauperism could be achieved through the commodification of the poor’s labor, 

as the deflection of relief claimants would mean sending paupers back to the labor market where they would 

have to accept the prevalent low wages. To achieve this goal, a deterrent approach against the able-bodied 

pauper was utilized based on a Benthamite policy called “less-eligibility.” The Poor Law report of 1834 

openly proclaimed that: “the first and most essential of all conditions, a principle which we find universally 

admitted,” is that the able-bodied pauper’s situation “shall not be made really or apparently so eligible as the 

situation of the dependent labourer of the lowest sort.”58 That is to say, the living conditions of paupers in 

newly constituted union workhouses were planned to be rendered less desirable than the toughest conditions 

the able-bodied poor and working classes could sustain outside the workhouse’s walls. The deterrence 

policy was best summarized by assistant Poor Law commissioner Charles Matt, when he proclaimed in an 

oxymoronic gesture that the most successful union workhouse would be an empty workhouse.59 This 

deterrent quality was to be achieved by the combination of institutional and architectural characteristics, 

such as classifying paupers into different typologies and specific wards including the separation of 

husbands, wives, and their children, setting able-bodied paupers to hard work like pounding bones, 

regulating their daily schedules in minute detail, rationing available food and resources, exposing them to a 

new system of disciplinary morality, and keeping them under constant surveillance. The expectation was 

that pauper dependence upon public funds would incrementally vanish under these harsh conditions, and the 

poor who were guilty of being dependent paupers, would be reformed within union workhouses to become 

exemplary workers with efficient labor capacity, obedient political attitude, secularized utilitarian morals, 

and disciplined hygienic bodies. 
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Initial Conception of Union Workhouse Architecture 

The new Poor Law commissioners were highly critical of parish workhouses of the Old Poor Law, 

and insisted on replacing them with a modernized architectural model to be governed by the newly formed 

unions. They described the parish workhouse as “a large almshouse, in which the young are trained in 

idleness, ignorance and vice; the able-bodied maintained in sluggish sensual indolence; the aged and more 

respectable exposed to all the misery that is incident to dwelling in such a society, without government or 

classification.”60 In their extensive report, they repeatedly shared instances about excessive expenses, 

inefficient management procedures, and worn conditions of parish workhouse buildings to convince the 

government to replace them with radically new architectural apparatuses.  

At the last pages of the First Annual Report of the Poor Law Commissioners, the modern union 

workhouse was represented visually in three different architectural typologies suitable for different sites and 

populations with scaled plans, sections and full page perspectives, to function as official role models for 

every union in their obligatory workhouse constructions [Figure 2.6].61 As the genealogies and formal 

analyses of these architectural models will be elaborated in the following chapter, for the time being I prefer 

to sustain the emphasis on the fact that the architecture of union workhouses were pre-determined from the 

very beginning in the official institutional report of Poor Law commissioners. In a massive boom between 

1835 and 1850, the Poor Law commission sponsored, using state resources, the construction of 402 union 

workhouse buildings following the elaborate visual models and textual guidelines in annual reports.62 With a 

dramatic implementation speed and nation-wide geographical reach, the construction of relatively 

homogenous workhouse typologies within a centralized institutional network hinted at an unprecedented 

social engineering experiment on the English underprivileged population.  
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Figure 2.6. Model union workhouse drawings by Sampson Kempthorne published in the appendix of the first Poor 

Law report in 1835 [Collaged from the First annual report of the Poor Law Commissioners] 

 

Combined with the raison d'être of the new union workhouse institutions which were designed as 

deterrent facilities specifically to provide worse living conditions than the worst conditions of laborers 

outside its walls, this experiment, to say the least, was not welcomed with open arms by the underprivileged 

classes. A local tragedy that occurred on February 9th, 1838, manifested the shared antipathy of destitute 

paupers all around the country to go into newly built union workhouses even in life threatening situations: 

In the parish of Bourne, in Lincolnshire, a poor man who was out of work applied to the Guardians of the poor 

for relief. They offered him admission into one of the Union workhouses. He declared he would rather die 

than enter such a place, and refused to accept the offer. Within a week afterwards the man was found dead in a 

field, having absolutely chosen to submit to death by starvation, than enter one of the workhouses established 

under the present system.63 

 

In the initial reports of the Royal Commission before the enactment of the New Poor Law, the modern union 

workhouse was recommended to provide separate establishments for at least four different classes of 
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paupers, namely the aged and impotent, children, able-bodied females, and able-bodied males. This 

arrangement was chosen to benefit pauper inmates as “the old might enjoy their indulgences without 

torment from the boisterous; the children be educated, and the able-bodied subjected to such courses of 

labour and discipline as will repel the indolent and vicious.”64 After the enactment of the New Poor Law, 

however, a single unitary building model was preferred to be erected to acquire the highest possible speed 

with the minimum cost. Named by some historians as the “general-mixed workhouse,” the new union 

workhouse was to house paupers under a single roof and solve the issue of classification by subdividing its 

internal spaces with separated wards, dayrooms, and yards. The updated argument for the general-mixed 

workhouse was that poor rates and the cost of administration would lower if single and unitary workhouse 

buildings were adopted. Before the architectural character of union workhouses was finalized, however, a 

complex administrative network consisting of national, regional, and local authorities was put in action. 

2.3. Construction of Modern Poor Law Administration 

The New Institutional Mechanism 

During the implementation of the New Poor Law and the construction of union workhouses, an 

institutional tension emerged between central administrative policies and local practices. While some unions 

were peacefully formed and functioned according to the new institutional mechanism, some unions had 

more difficulty in balancing the needs of local conditions and central authority, while those in the industrial 

North, for instance, could not even be formed for a long time because of public resistance. Mass anti-Poor 

Law protests of the late 1830s complicated this relation even further. The New Poor law that “had been 

intended to impose order on the chaotic regionalism of poor relief,” therefore, on many occasions “was bent 

to conform with local conditions.”65 Despite official intentions, the new institutional network of union 

workhouses could not become, at any point of its emergence period, a pure monolithic system with standard 

traits and uniform outcomes all around the nation. Compared to the Old Poor Law system, however, the 

level of administrative consistency and architectural homogeneity greatly increased. The institutional 

mechanism of the union workhouse apparatus covered a national geography with varying conflicts and 

compromises between the central policy and local practices. 

The institutional mechanism of the New Poor Law was designed to function as a complex 

administrative network vertically connecting five levels of governmental bodies [Table 2.1]. At the national 
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level, the Poor Law commissioners became the new central authority; at the regional level, assistant 

commissioners became intermediary actors connecting the central authority with local unions; at the union 

level, board of guardians became the head of the new unified tier of local government; at the workhouse 

level, a number of workhouse officers led by the workhouse master became responsible for the institution’s 

day-to-day operation; and finally, at the parish level, the parish overseer was responsible for the problems of 

the parish and became directly answerable to union guardians. The new administrative system was not 

solely an attempt at centralization, it was also a radical transformation of the entire organizational 

framework based upon methodical interaction among various vertical and horizontal levels of governmental 

bodies. According to Edwin Chadwick, the New Poor Law system was nothing but “an administrative 

experiment.”66 The first task of the central Poor Law authority was to construct this organizational 

infrastructure from the national scale to the scale of towns and parishes. Unions were to be formed, 

guardians were to be elected, union workhouses were to be erected, workhouse officers were to be selected, 

institutional regulations were to be determined, and every little detail about the functioning of the new 

system was to be defined, recorded, and reported. A new institutional mechanism that had the meticulous 

appetite to regulate even the tiny difference in the amount of gruel to be eaten by men and women in union 

workhouses, was emerging on the horizon.  

 

Table 2.1. The complex administrative system of the New Poor Law [Author’s diagram] 
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Poor Law Commissioners and Assistant Commissioners 

The central body of the New Poor Law was a Royal Commission comprised of George Nicholls, a 

retired sea captain and the former overseer of poor in Southwell; Thomas Frankland Lewis, a former Tory 

parliament member; and John Shaw Lefevre, a Whig barrister. Additionally, Edwin Chadwick was selected 

the commission secretary, and seventeen assistant commissioners were appointed with the duty of 

organizing union boards and conducting regional inspections. An example of the personal perspective of 

Royal Commissioners in charge of the New Poor Law system could be seen in the lengthy letter of George 

Nicholls to the Nottingham Journal, when he proclaimed that the solution of pauperism lay in the utilization 

of Poor Law institutions as not only “the hardest Taskmaster,” but also “the most harsh and unkind friend,” 

of underprivileged classes, “whose aid they cannot receive without sacrificing a large portion of their 

independence and self-respect.”67 In a short span of time, the New Poor Law commission proved to become 

a cornerstone of a new paradigm shift in the history of English governmental practice, as its institutional 

mechanism based on a Royal Commission became a model for a variety of other inquires and reforms from 

factory and housing conditions to sanitation and health reform. The reason that royal commissions were 

increasingly preferred over select committees after the 1830s was that they were independent of Parliament, 

providing them more freedom. Although the Poor Law commissioners operated autonomously, they were 

responsible to present an annual report summarizing their activities, progression, and operational statistics to 

Parliament. The primary power that the central commission had over local governmental bodies was a 

financial veto right that could withhold any local expenditure if it was deemed incompatible with official 

regulations. Institutional hierarchy was crucial for the new system as unions were made answerable to the 

central authority through inspections. Every detail about planned workhouse constructions in any union had 

to be first approved by the central commission, and once union workhouses were constructed, every board 

of guardians had to utilize a multitude of standardized procedures with the help of the sample documents 

that they received from the central commission such as contracts, daily schedules, and food diets.  

On a regional level, assistant commissioners were given the role of mediators between macro and 

micro operations, grouping parishes into unions, convening boards of guardians for each union, inspecting 

union procedures, and overseeing workhouse constructions. While primary duties of the central commission 

were control and regulation, the main tasks of assistant commissioners were supervision and investigation. 

Assistant commissioners were nomadic agents of decentralized surveillance for the new system. Edward 
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Tufnell, one of the assistant commissioners, admitted that he had “no station, no habitation fixed anywhere,” 

but instead he had to “migrate from Inn to Inn” throughout the entire year.68 As missionaries of the New 

Poor Law, assistant commissioners attended the meetings of union boards, investigated problematic cases, 

inspected everyday operations of workhouses, convinced local authorities to implement formal standards, 

and reported periodically back to the central commission with suggested improvements.  

Administrative Reterritorialization and Union Boards 

The basic administrative territory of the new mechanism was the union. The bureaucratic personnel 

of the union consisted of board of guardians, professional officers, and part-time overseers. The parish was 

still the smallest unit of settlement, but the union formed by uniting a number of parishes became the new 

governmental body for local administration. In August 1835, 114 new unions were already formed all 

around England and Wales controlling 9% of the population, while in August 1838, the number of unions 

rocketed to 580, administering 80% of all population.69 In addition to the official expectation of economic 

efficiency and systemic rationalization, this transformation was aimed at detaching the relief system from 

subjective decisions manipulated by the community pressure of the parish, and rendering it relatively 

objective through standardized procedures. Each union’s activities were administered by a local board of 

guardians with elected and ex officio members, who met periodically at the union workhouse’s board room 

to decide, among many things, who were allowed to enter union workhouse institutions. As can be seen 

from the illustration below published in Frances Trollope’s Jessie Phillips (1844), a pauper fainting before 

the presence of the board of guardians to “create sensation” became a usual scene once the paupers realized 

their fate was between the lips of a few gentlemen [Figure 2.7].70 
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Figure 2.7. An illustration depicting a pauper fainting before the presence of a board of guardians to “create sensation” 

[From Frances Milton Trollope’s Jessie Phillips (1844)] 

 

In the administrative body of the union, board of guardians were supplemented with district medical 

officers, relieving officers, treasurers, and clerks. The relieving officer’s primary tasks were evaluating 

applications for medical and poor relief, authorizing emergency entry to the union workhouse, and reporting 

all cases to the guardians. As unions were too large to be covered by a single medical practitioner, they were 

divided into several districts and managed by district medical officers who were responsible for attending 

sick paupers, supplying them necessary medicines, and providing advice on their treatment within union 

workhouses. Another chief officer was the clerk to the board of guardians, whose primary tasks were 

organizing meetings and elections, keeping minutes of every board meeting, and submitting these minutes 

as reports and accounts to the central body of Poor Law commissioners. Last but not least, the treasurer was 

mainly responsible for handling financial transactions, keeping accounts, and having these accounts audited. 

The usual order of business at a union’s board of guardians meeting consisted of discussing the summary of 
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last meeting’s minutes at the beginning, deciding applications for relief, working on reports about the state 

of the union workhouse, checking the treasurer’s account, and attending to any remaining issues at the end. 

The primary task of each union, however, was constructing their new union workhouse which was to 

constitute the structural core of the new institutional mechanism.  

Union Workhouse Officers 

The administrative organization of the union workhouse was utilized by a minimum of five officers 

consisting of porters, medical officers, schoolmasters, chaplains, and nurses who were all directed by the 

master and the matron. A mid-nineteenth century union workhouse housed six officers to attend to a 

population of 225 pauper inmates on average, but this equation concealed dramatic extremes throughout the 

country.71 While some urban workhouses had the privilege to employ dozens of officers, some rural 

workhouses preferred to set literate paupers to educate children or put “reliable” paupers into the position of 

unpaid porters and nurses so as to cut their expenses. One of the prevalent problems concerning early union 

workhouse officers was their lack of expertise. Officers who had limited qualifications, had to operate a 

newly constituted institution that was a combination of a workshop for the able-bodied, a school for the 

young, a prison for the misbehaved, a hospital for the sick, and an asylum for the mentally ill. The 

institutional duties that started at 6 am and ended at 9 pm, enforced a laborious routine on the workhouse 

staff demanding high degrees of mental toughness, physical stamina, and emotional patience. As officers 

could not leave the workhouse without a permission from the master, their imposed seclusion also proved to 

be problematic on several occasions, giving rise to abuses, exploitations, and from time to time even 

outright scandals. Even the master and the matron were voluntary prisoners of the union workhouse. In a 

retrospective Poor Law report, they were deemed incapable of coping with the varying problems of the 

institution, and accused of developing “an all-embracing indifference—indifference to suffering which they 

cannot alleviate, to ignorance which they cannot enlighten, to virtue which they cannot encourage, to 

indolence which they cannot correct, to vice which they cannot punish.”72  

The master was responsible to union guardians and commissioners for the proper operation and 

administration of the workhouse. Some of his primary duties were to enforce industry, order, punctuality 

and cleanliness, to hold a daily inspection of inmates, to set the able-bodied to work, to say grace and read 

prayers to the paupers before breakfast and after supper each day, to demand assistance from the medical 
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officer if any pauper becomes ill, to keep accounts of workhouse stores, and to send reports to union 

guardians. The Poor Law commissioners specifically described the ideal master in their reports as a retired 

army member or a police officer to benefit from their experience of disciplinary governance. The master’s 

hegemonic authority was largely unsupervised within the new system, as guardians usually did not want to 

debate the means of workhouse management in detail, and their sporadic inspections were almost always 

made prior to the master’s knowledge. The matron, who was preferably expected to be the wife of the 

master, had the duty to supervise female inmates, to maintain the workhouse's domestic arrangements, to 

nurse the sick, and to act as a deputy for the master in his absence, drawing parallels with the emerging 

domestic family structure of the Victorian period that promoted strict gender divisions. Masters and matrons 

were usually required to be without dependent children by guardians and commissioners to channel their 

energy entirely in utilizing the workhouses. That is to say, their children were expected to be the infantilized 

paupers themselves. The union workhouse was a peculiar mechanism that married the paternal warmth of 

the Victorian domestic model with the cold rationale of modern institutions. 

The porter was the officer responsible for the inner and outer boundaries of the union workhouse. 

He monitored all persons and goods entering or leaving, kept records, and assisted the master in preserving 

order. Workhouse medical officers were local medical practitioners with a part-time duty in addition to their 

private profession outside the walls of the workhouse. The master was officially deemed in charge of the 

infirmary administration, so medical officers could at best advice and refer to the master, which limited their 

ability at times to provide extra rations and certain medicines. Their duties were overwhelming, as they had 

to become simultaneously physicians, sanitarians, midwives, psychiatrists, and moral advisors. Nurses were 

helpful in decreasing this workload, however, they were usually picked from the untrained paupers, and 

were largely inefficient due to their heavy labor and lack of expertise. They were responsible to the matron, 

instead of medical officers, which complicated the administration of the infirmary even further. In the 

domestic Victorian atmosphere of the union workhouse, “the relation of matron to nurses was of 

housekeeper to servants, rather than the professional one established by Miss Nightingale.”73  

The education of pauper children was divided between schoolmasters and schoolmistresses. Their 

task was also demanding as they needed to instruct and supervise the children both in and out of school 

hours with additional duties such as bathing them and mending their clothes. They were required to regulate 

the discipline of the school, and the moral and practical training of pauper children. However, they were 
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also usually unqualified, and most of the time the sole requirement of their job definition was being literate. 

The chaplain was another part-time officer. His duties were to read prayers and preach a sermon every 

Sunday, to visit the sick for religious consolation, and to monitor children's religious education. He was the 

spiritual auxiliary of the master with limited influence to fill in the voids of the newly propagated utilitarian 

morality of the institution. With the implementation of this complex organization model, duties of parish 

overseers were limited to collect the poor rate within their own parish. The new union workhouse institution 

was ready to replace the religious parish authority with the secular union administration. 

2.4. Transition from Parish to Union Workhouse System 

Pugin’s Comparison of Parish and Union Workhouses 

In 1836, Augustus Pugin published his Contrasts, a polemical book which argued for a return to 

medieval community structures, promoting “the wonderful superiority” of Gothic architecture within the 

built environment, in exchange for the “present taste of decay.”74 In Contrasts, Pugin’s each dramatic plate 

presented an illustration of a particular building type or urban condition and contrasted its existing condition 

with its supposedly superior nostalgic equivalent. In the second edition of Contrasts published in 1841, 

Pugin added a new illustration to apply the same comparison to the workhouse. He compared the “Antient 

Poor Hoyse,” depicted within its idealized parish environment as a Gothic sanctuary open to spiritually 

driven communal life, to the “Modern Poor House,” portrayed as a panoptic carceral institution imitating the 

original drawings of Samuel Bentham with its introvert utilitarian formation, deterrent architectural 

characteristics, and punitive everyday conditions [Figure 2.8]. Five small illustrative panels that surround 

the general perspective of each workhouse building in an L-shaped manner were used by Pugin as a way to 

show the contrasted everyday life within both workhouses. In the illustration of the ancient parish 

workhouse, paupers are seen to be fed and well clothed with the help of clerical generosity, they grow food 

in the gardens, give their dead decent burials, and are morally instructed in a spiritual community. In the 

illustration of the modern union workhouse, in contrast, paupers are seen to be left hungry and poorly 

dressed under strict institutional regulation, beaten and disciplined by union officers with whips and 

shackles, and their dead are given to medical students for dissection. Pugin’s iconography was not a 

historiographical comparison based on archival facts; rather, it was an ideological critique of the so-called 

degeneration of English aesthetic, moral, and social values from a nostalgic perspective which constructed 

an idealized past for parish workhouses that never occurred in the first place. However, Pugin’s position was 
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not solely personal, either. His critique of the union workhouse institution reflected a popular vein within 

the English social milieu that echoed the fear of rapid modernization. 

 

Figure 2.8. “Contrasted Residences for the Poor” in Pugin’s Contrasts [From Pugin’s Contrasts (1841)] 

 

The modern union workhouse of the New Poor Law and the traditional parish workhouse of the Old 

Poor Law did not have a simple contrasting relationship of heaven and hell. They were, however, radically 

different from each other, embodying distinct characteristics within drastically disparate historical contexts 

and administrative systems. One of the most prevalent empirical differences was the dramatic change in the 

scale and capacity of workhouses, in parallel with the increasing complexity of their organizational 

structure. This change was achieved by the unification of parishes into unions which allowed the 

construction of larger workhouses with a specialized network of officers and rigidly classified paupers. 
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From the 1770s to the 1850s, the average workhouse capacity increased from 35 to 275 paupers, while their 

approximate nationwide capacity doubled from 100,000 to 200,000 paupers.75 The new administrative 

system, with its complex structure that combined the national and regional levels of commissioners and their 

assistants with the union and parish levels of workhouse and parish officers, was yet another radical 

transformation that restructured the everyday workhouse life. Jeremy Bentham laid the paving stones for 

this transformation with his suggestion to radically restructure the institutional mechanism of the Poor Law 

system. “Looking at the parochial divisions,” he proclaimed, “at this and that and other parish, begotten by 

chance in the night of darkest antiquity, I see them as an aggregate of heterogeneous fragments, essentially 

incapable of entering as consistent elements into the composition of any tolerably regular or convenient 

system.”76 The new institutional mechanism was designed from the very beginning, therefore, as a holistic 

administrative system with homogenously composed elements. 

The Invention of a New Multi-Functional Mechanism 

The institutional mechanism of the New Poor Law system was structured as a systematic network to 

control and regulate the underprivileged population within union workhouses. The exemplary workhouse 

models published at the end of the Poor Law Report of 1835 which were disseminated to every union to be 

constructed shortly, were formed to facilitate the maximum control of pauper inmates. A new segregation 

policy that separated husbands and wives, and parents and children was put into practice to impose a new 

regulatory regime. Classification and segregation were not new phenomena introduced by the new Poor 

Law, however, they were usually neglected in the parish workhouse system because of ambiguous 

accommodation conditions and lack of strict and standardized regulations. The modern union workhouse, on 

the contrary, was to be constructed from the very beginning with segregated wings and yards to reduce 

possibilities of “moral contamination” among different pauper classes. In the new Poor Law reports parish 

workhouses were also condemned for their unhygienic environment which gave rise to frequent contagion 

outbreaks. The Poor Law commissioner George Nicholls characterized the early nineteenth-century parish 

workhouses as “pest-houses where diseases, social, moral, and physical, were generated and nurtured, and 

whence they spread into and contaminated the surrounding districts.”77. While, in the parish workhouse, the 

underprivileged population was deemed a dependent social body solely to be accommodated, in the union 
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workhouse, the politico-economic potential of paupers was discovered, and they were transformed into a 

processable social body to be utilized, disciplined, and rehabilitated. 

In contrast to Pugin’s nostalgic vision, William Hutton, a local historian from Derby, summarized in 

his book, published in 1817, the prevalent critique of parish workhouses in the body of a short paragraph: 

They are completely destructive: they are the nurseries of idleness, the corrupters of manners, the receptacles 

of vulgarity, the sink of rudeness, the destroyers of health, the slaughterhouses of infants, and the plagues of 

old age: if there is hell upon earth, as taught by our old nurses, it must be in a crowded prison, where 

corruptions grow with hasty shoots: if there is a purgatory, as taught by a venerable church, many of whose 

adherents I esteem, it must be in a workhouse, where order is routed by discord.78 

The emerging union workhouse, on the contrary, was modeled to operate as a multi-functional mechanism 

combining utilitarian efficiency, supervisory discipline, and moral purification. In a short span of time, the 

union workhouse was about to conquer the whole nation. 

 

3. ARCHITECTURAL MECHANISM 

3.1. Evolution and Opposition 

New Poor Law’s Evolution 

The Poor Law Amendment Act of 1834 was passed by the Whig government led by Earl Grey who 

drew support from emerging industrial interests and wealthy merchants, while the Tories, their opposition, 

got their support from landed interests and the royal family. The New Poor Law was a part of the 

reformatory package of Whigs, a supplement to their signature measure, the Reform Act of 1832. The Act 

was a combination of prevalent theories of the period largely based on Bentham’s doctrine to utilize a 

deterrent structure so that fewer people could claim relief, Ricardo’s “iron law of wages” to minimize aid 

given to the poor so as not to undermine the wages of laboring classes, and Malthus’ principle to keep 

poverty levels in check by controlling the growth of population. The Poor Law Commission had five years 

to construct the new system till their fate was to be decided in Parliament for successive terms. When 

paupers disappeared from the public gaze to be enclosed in newly built union workhouses and the poor rate 

fell by twenty percent in its first three years, the new system was perceived to be a success. Therefore, 

complaints about deliberate inadequacy of diets, excessive measures of discipline, separation of married 

couples and even removal of children from their parents were overlooked. The so-called positive change, 

however, was largely linked to the national surge of economic prosperity including abundant harvests and 
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new employment options in railway construction. The self-assured position of the New Poor Law, thus, 

started deteriorating as soon as an economic depression afflicted the British nation. In 1837, harvests failed 

because of unfavorable weather conditions and a collapse in cotton prices threw the industry into crisis. As 

millions became unemployed, former industrial and agricultural workers rushed to union workhouses to 

survive. When workhouses were filled up to full capacity, poor rates skyrocketed and structural problems of 

the institution and problematic conditions inside union workhouses suddenly became visible. As the first 

term of Poor Law Commission ended in 1839, strong public reactions arose against the workhouse system. 

As several scandals were unearthed by newspapers at this interval, and petitions against the renewal 

of Commission’s term brought approximately half a million signatures to the House of Commons alone, the 

Home Secretary requested a report from the Commission on the popularity of the New Poor Law. The 

extensive inquiry was finalized in December, 1838, while Chartist riots were spreading like wildfire in the 

midlands. The document asserted that the system was still popular among the laboring classes and 

ratepayers as they rather blamed the overall economic depression for the recently deteriorated conditions. In 

1839, the tenure of the Poor Law Commission was renewed for another year, as the central authority was re-

assured at the consoling results of the inquiry, but was not sure enough to grant the Commission another five 

years due to its adversarial publicity and the weakened position of the Whigs government. During these 

years, the priority of the Commission was inclined towards survival, rather than developing or spreading the 

workhouse system. Annual renewals continued till 1841, when the Whigs government was replaced by the 

Tories who decided to test the system by themselves for another year. During the early “hungry forties,” the 

institutional mechanism of the union workhouse apparatus was busy fighting for its life.  

The Anti-Poor Law front had high expectations from the Tory government who long deplored the 

workhouse system. In 1842, they found themselves in the position of deciding whether to renew the 

Commission’s official term for another five years. The expectations were not fulfilled, however, as the new 

Tory Home Secretary Sir James Graham, who was part of the Cabinet Committee that actually drafted the 

Bill for New Poor Law in the first place, decided to propose the renewal of the Commission for another term 

of office for five years. After a heated debate in Parliament supported by a mass of empirical statistics and 

inquiry results, the Bill was passed by a large majority from both sides. At the beginning of the new term, 

there were only nine assistant commissioners left within the Commission, each of whom had to supervise 

seventy union boards all around the nation, which further led to local instances of unsupervised exploitation. 

As the ontological principle of union workhouses was to provide a “less eligible” life than the worst 

conditions of laboring classes, their conditions grew automatically harsher day by day, for the economy 
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gradually got worse outside the workhouse walls. Newspapers occasionally published stories about harsh 

conditions and local exploitations, but they were persistently excused by the Commission as minor 

administrative lapses. In 1845, however, a scandal rocked the nation to its foundations, and swiftly prepared 

the end of the Poor Law Commission.  

The scandalous event that led to the downfall of the Commission took place in the Andover union 

workhouse in Hampshire. The sanctioned daily task of paupers here was to pound bones till they became 

dust, which were then used as fertilizers. In 1845, within the walls of the Andover workhouse, hunger 

prevailed to such a degree that paupers started to fight for the animal bones that came from the local 

graveyard. When the rumors began to spread, and an official inquiry was requested by the House of 

Commons, and it was found out that that paupers actually did steal the stinking bones, hid them under their 

beds, and gnawed them during the nights so that they could survive. Every horrific detail about the scandal, 

the conditions of the Andover workhouse, and the structural problems within the Poor Law system at large 

were published in a long series of dramatic reports, publicized immediately by popular newspapers like The 

Times, rendering the issue a systemic malfunction instead of a local nuisance. At the summer of 1847, a 

Select Committee of the House of Commons reviewed the case and decided to discontinue the Poor Law 

Commission, dissolving their central body of administration, and giving them a natural death. Although the 

Poor Law system was not totally abandoned, and a new Board under tighter Parliament control was 

appointed to take the place of the initial Commission, the scandal and the dissolution of the Commission 

signaled a structural re-modeling of the whole system. The Poor Law Board would continue to function till 

1871 with more specialized financial policies, new administrative structures relying on clerks and 

inspectors, and different workhouse models and labor programs to dress the fresh wounds of the recent 

scandal. The eruption that the Andover union workhouse scandal of 1847 caused, which will be elaborated 

in detail in the next chapter, marked the end of the emergence period of the union workhouse apparatus. 

Anti-Poor Law Opposition 

In mainland England, “every ten years the march of industry was violently interrupted by a general 

commercial crash” during the first half of the nineteenth century, which was followed, “after a long period 

of chronic depression, by a few short years of prosperity,” and ending once again in “feverish over-

production and consequent renewed collapse.”79 The nation was exuberant but restless, experiencing 

relatively before any other country the painful problems and exhilarating potentials of massive 
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industrialization. People were systematically deprived of their lands, subsistence, and rights as enclosure 

acts chased farmers off to cities who formerly held commoner’s rights to the land, and skilled artisans faced 

the danger of getting replaced by machinery. At this interval, a large ratio of the population was either 

proletariatized or pauperized.80 As the specter of revolution was haunting the whole nation, the individual 

and social bodies of paupers and proletariat were considered dangerous with the potential tendency towards 

revolutionary excess. Hence began the alliance of under-privileged and laboring classes to seek their own 

rights through various forms of resistance and opposition against new methods of enclosure and discipline. 

The prevalent opposition movements of the underprivileged and workers, namely the Anti-Poor Law and 

Chartist movements, held different ideologies at certain points and different agendas with local variations. 

Despite early research that highlighted Chartism as a fully-fledged national movement while questioning the 

authenticity of Anti-Poor Law movement, recent historians have interpreted Chartism more like an 

extension of Anti-Poor Law struggle, as there was a “considerable degree of overlap between the two 

movements in terms of their tactics of mobilisation and their constituencies of support.”81 What they learned 

from each other at the most basic level was the dramatic power of popular political protest. 

The Anti-Poor Law movement emerged as soon as the New Poor Law of 1834 started enclosing 

paupers within newly built union workhouses. From the very beginning, the movement’s social sphere 

overlapped with working-class formations such as the Ten Hour movement, benefited from working class 

institutions like public houses and political unions, and were orchestrated by the short-time committees 

which would eventually constitute the infrastructure of Chartism. They borrowed the tactics of existing 

radical campaigns, and hybridized them with their new inventions, such as staging a ritual of burning the 

effigies of Poor Law Commissioners in their mass meeting on the Moors.82 In addition to the New Poor Law 

and union workhouse system, they opposed the restriction of trade unions, newly proposed formation of 

police, monarchic structure of the factory system, and in general, the increasing oppressive character of state 

power. They believed that the existing factory and pauper systems worked together “with a harmony of 

effect not dissimilar to what we sometimes see in real machinery, where the teeth of a particular mill-wheel 

are nicely adjusted to facilitate the grinding operations of another.”83 Supported by radical reformers who 

opposed the inhuman condition of New Poor Law “Bastilles,” a number of radical Tories who opposed 
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centralization, influential sections of the popular press, paupers brought the movement to national 

prominence in 1837, hand in hand with factory and agricultural laborers, hand loom weavers and ratepayers. 

In a massive Anti-Poor Law demonstration at Hartshead Moor, in May 1837, their colorful banners 

combined specific and general demands, like “NO POOR LAW AMENDMENT BILL - NO BASTILE 

PUNISHMENTS,” with “UNIVERSAL SUFFRAGE - VOTE BY BALLOT,” signaling a wider reach of 

popular mobilization.84 While some speakers like Richard Oastler, an English labor reformer and prominent 

leader of the Anti-Poor Law movement, focused their demands on the New Poor Law’s abolition, others like 

Feargus O'Connor and James O'Brien, Irish reformers and future Chartist leaders, demanded wider 

parliamentary reform. In addition to their symbolic character, Anti-Poor Law mass rallies did not shy away 

from confrontation and violence, thus, they were occasionally suppressed by the Metropolitan police and 

military force, as witnessed in the streets of Hartshead Moor, Oldham, Bradford, and Huddersfield. The 

Anti-Poor Law movement brought politics into the everyday life of English people [Figure 3.1].  

 

Figure 3.1. An illustration depicting the New Poor Law as England’s infernal machine. [From S. Roberts’ The peers, 

the people and the poor (1838)] 

 

The Chartist movement was launched at the height of the Anti-Poor Law movement, inheriting its 

radical content and momentum. Although Robert Owen and his socialist circle failed to sustain the Grand 

National Consolidated Trades Union that consisted of a multitude of local unions in 1834, persistent 

working-class discontent led to the establishment of London Working Men’s Association in 1836, which 
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would constitute the movement’s new headquarters. In early 1838, a committee of the General Working 

Men's Association of London led by William Lovett came up with the People’s Charter, demanding 

universal suffrage, annual parliaments, payment for Parliament members to enable poor men’s election, 

secret ballot, equal electoral districts, and abolition of nominal property qualification for candidates, and 

hence, founded Chartism. As “the movements against the new Poor Law and for the Ten Hours’ Bill were 

already in the closest relation to Chartism,” the movement rallied the victims of industrialization and 

depression around these essential “Six Points,” as well as for life-sustaining pursuits of “bread and cheese,” 

and gave vent to innumerable regional and national protests.85 It is not a coincidence then that The County 

Police Act was immediately passed in 1839, requiring every county to establish their own police forces, 

while riots and rebellion followed Parliament’s recurring dismissal of Chartists’ petitions bearing millions of 

signatures. The vibrant insurrections of the early 1840s, however, started to die out gradually. At this 

interval, Factory, Mine, and Public Health Acts relieved some pressure from social problems, Trade Unions 

were finally accepted as legitimate institutions, the Ten Hours Bill was at last passed and the Poor Law 

Commission was dissolved in 1847, and the outcome of Revolutions of 1848 led to the internal collapse of 

Chartism when it hoped to assert itself at its full strength. During the mid-nineteenth century, a light version 

of People’s Charter became the official program of state apparatuses and capitalist machinery themselves, so 

as to control the population and minimize the risk of any revolutionary excess. 

The Anti-Poor Law and Chartist movements in addition to their mass rallies and confrontations in 

the streets produced a variety of resistance methods against the institutional and architectural mechanisms of 

union workhouses. “These workhouses,” warned William Cobbett, the radical journalist in 1834, “would be 

so many military stations,” to keep the paupers enclosed and in check throughout the nation.86 Protests 

infiltrated, therefore, not only the newly founded union territories, but also the workhouse buildings 

themselves. Reasons varied but the stoppage of outdoor relief, dehumanizing institutional regime, and 

separation of families were the most prevalent complaints. Opposition was mostly expected from the heavily 

pauperized agricultural unions of the South, yet the most violent forms of resistance took place at the less 

pauperized industrial unions of the North, for they had the advantage of combining their forces more easily 

with working-class struggles. The most prevalent forms of resistance were refusal of guardians in some 

unions to implement the Act by allying themselves with paupers and workers; inciting riots supported by 
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industrial and agricultural laborers; and most literally, concerted attacks at workhouse buildings, blockades 

at Guardians’ Board Rooms, and physical assaults on assistant commissioners. For instance, the union of 

Todmorden still refused to build a workhouse by 1846, reflecting the attitude of many northern authorities 

while the commissioners all around the nation had to ask the help of military on several occasions to protect 

themselves. In the union of Suffolk a number of workhouses were damaged while St Clement’s Workhouse 

in Ipswich was even partially demolished.87 As a result, although the Anti-Poor Law and Chartist 

movements faded away by the mid-nineteenth century, the workhouse test could only be partially applied 

throughout much of the North, and many concessions were made in the South, and hence, the struggle 

between the central and local authorities were carried over to the second half of the nineteenth century. 

3.2. National Dissemination of the Union Workhouse 

The New Poor Law of 1834 signaled the formation of a nationwide network of pauper management. 

In addition to a newly constituted administrative bureaucracy and institutional discourse, this network 

required territorial partitioning of the whole nation into unions, and construction of union workhouse 

buildings in every union. This meant that the architectural mechanism of the union workhouse apparatus 

was to be operated throughout the entire nation. The organizational aim was to transform the disjointed 

agglomeration of former parish system into a tightly controlled and integrated national network. The first 

task of central authority was to establish the new network with a new governmental model so that the pauper 

population could be administered on an integrated and uniform territorial basis. The constitutional New Poor 

Law report of 1834 designated that the central authority was to “control the administration of Poor-Laws” 

and “enforce regulations for the government of workhouses,” and that such regulations shall, “as far as may 

be practicable, be uniform throughout the country.”88 The English mainland, accordingly, was partitioned 

into unions that functioned simultaneously as geographical territories, local governmental units, and 

operators of newly built union workhouses at their center as structural icons.  

By 1837, the union model was already largely implemented throughout the nation as a total of 

nearly fourteen thousand out of fifteen thousand parishes were already grouped together to form the new 

unions. The transition from a segmental model based on parishes to an integrated model based on unions 

was an expression of a qualitative in addition to a quantitative change. The English state apparatuses, at the 

turn of the nineteenth century, were discovering that they no longer needed to use their power above the 
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social realm, but they could utilize their power within the social body, that is, by systematically molding the 

bodies of the masses with the help of newly invented institutional techniques. The poor and the pauper were 

to become the earliest victims of these techniques of internal colonization; they were to be seized within 

union workhouse buildings just like war prisoners. In the implementation of this new technology of power, 

union workhouse buildings were equipped with a double function of control and surveillance. On the one 

hand, they administered and regulated the conduct of their specific pauper inmates and forced them to the 

compliance of the law within their local architectural territory. On the other hand, they were the integrated 

nodes of a national network, that is, they were also watchtowers, monitoring the unions in their entirety, 

collecting and storing information about every pauper that went in and out, and feeding all these data back 

to the central authority in London. The new network of pauper management was constructed by the subtle 

combination of institutional and architectural mechanisms. 

The Poor Law Commission started to publish lists showing the number of authorized workhouse 

constructions and their expenditure within their annual reports from 1836 onwards. Over the entire period 

between 1835 and 1850, as can be seen in the table below, official Poor Law reports yielded a total of 402 

authorizations to construct new union workhouses [Table 3.1]. Some unions, instead, decided to purchase 

existing buildings and renovate their interior as eighty-four existing buildings were converted to workhouses 

at this interval. Other unions renovated their old parish workhouses and adapted them to the new 

institutional mechanism as 184 old workhouses were renovated at the same period. The overall pattern of 

the new union workhouse construction provides a convincing empirical evidence that the major peak of 

construction activity resided at the early emergence period of the union workhouse apparatus. In the first 

fifteen years of the New Poor Law system, 402 new union workhouses were authorized to be built, while for 

the successive twenty three years only 152 new workhouses were added to this list. The empirical data 

seems to be compatible with the politico-economic context of the nation as well, as it shows that new 

workhouse constructions immediately fizzled out by the early “hungry forties.” The table also reveals that 

the first five years could be called the explosive period of union workhouse construction as, in a dramatic 

pace, 323 new workhouses were authorized during this initial phase with the combined cost of £1,554,592 

(approximately £19 per pauper head).89 Expenditure on workhouse construction had its peak point at the 

beginning of the 1840s and stayed relatively constant for the following forty years. The rapid dissemination 
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curve demonstrates the determination of the Poor Law Commission to disseminate the union workhouse 

buildings to the entire nation as fast as possible despite the costly undertaking of the combined operation.  

 

Table 3.1. Number of newly built union workhouses authorized to be constructed between 1835 and 1883 [From 

official lists in the annual Poor Law reports (1835-1883)] 

 
 

This empirical data may prove to be even more useful if we are to see the locations of newly built 

union workhouses on the historical geography of the union workhouse apparatus as seen in the maps below 

[Figure 3.2]. At these diagrammatic maps, we see more clearly the initial boom and dissemination of 

workhouse construction during the first five years of the system. However, the real benefit of mapping the 

numerical data on the actual national map with different durational slices, is to follow the distinctly uneven 

dissemination of workhouse construction. That is, the geographic dissemination of the union workhouse 

buildings was not homogenous in terms of its temporal evolution. The first two diagrams reveal that the first 

ten years of workhouse construction were concentrated predominantly on the Southern unions while the 

industrial North, like Yorkshire and Lancashire, resisted to construct union workhouses, and attempted to 

delay the process as much as possible. No wonder that these Northern unions, as already told in the previous 

section, were the centers of Anti-Poor Law and Chartist protests during the second quarter of the nineteenth 

century. A particular tactic that these resisting unions used was to renovate and enlarge old parish 

workhouses in order to evade the disciplinary spatial grip of the new union workhouse architecture. Another 

contingent factor that needs to be taken into account here is that the private Poor Law Incorporations also 

blocked the construction of new union workhouses, for instance in West Riding, Norfolk, Sussex, and 

around the Welsh borders.90 From the 1840s onward, the geographic concentration of new workhouse 

constructions shifted from South to North, and as it can be discerned by the last two diagrams, Metropolitan 

London began to replace its old institutions at this interval with new union workhouses.  
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Figure 3.2. Diagrammatic maps showing the location of union workhouse building sites from 1835 to 1855 [Author’s 

drawing using the data from official lists in annual Poor Law reports (1835-1855)] 

 
The analysis of the historical geography of union workhouses till the mid-nineteenth century makes 

visible some dimensions of the building program that were hitherto unavailable. The contrast between the 

industrial North and agricultural South, for starters, can be read directly from the level of local resistance of 
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union boards who consciously refrained from constructing union workhouses and searched for alternatives. 

Also, the emergence period of the union workhouse system between 1834, the enactment of the New Poor 

Law, and 1847, the dissolution of the Poor Law Commission, is underlined by the proportionate building 

activity of this period. The attempt of the Poor Law Commission to impose national uniformity for pauper 

management can be judged a relative failure from the perspective of uneven geographical dissemination of 

union workhouse building locations and high ratio of converted old and existing workhouse buildings. 

However, it can also be judged a relative success from the perspective of rapid establishment of the new 

administrative and architectural network on a national scale with minor obstructions despite the problematic 

economic and political context of this interval. The attempt to ban the outdoor relief on a nationwide basis 

that was to constitute the core of the new system’s workhouse test can be judged in similar terms. Because 

of the rapid dissemination of the union workhouse construction, and hence, the establishment of the new 

administrative system over the entire nation, the Poor Law Commission could prohibit outdoor relief in 454 

of the 586 unions by as early as 1841.91 Therefore, in only six years after the enactment of the New Poor 

Law, paupers all around the country were given the compulsory choice to either endure the union 

workhouse test or starve out in the open if they could not earn their living in the industrializing markets. 

One thing was certain, however, that this massive wave of workhouse constructions presented architects of 

the period tough challenges and novel opportunities.  

3.3. Workhouse Architecture at the Dawn of Professionalization 

Workhouse Architects: Professionalization and Expertise 

In the same year that the New Poor Law of 1834 was enacted, English architects were forming their 

professional body in London called the Institute of British Architects. The development of architectural 

professionalism was the outcome of the rapid transformation of the built environment triggered by an 

advanced regime of architectural specialization, multiplication of collective and private clients, and 

consistent invention of new building typologies. The first official list of Institute of British Architects (IBA) 

consisted of eighty-two members, including sixty-one Fellows and twenty-one Associates. Sampson 

Kempthorne (1809–1873), whose name appeared on this first list in 1835 as an associate, was appointed as 

“the official workhouse architect” by the Poor Law Commissioners to conceive a set of abstract workhouse 

typologies in line with the institutional expectations in order to be published in the first annual report as role 

models for the ensuing construction boom of union workhouses all around the nation. Kempthorne’s official 
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abstract models and a massive number of actual workhouse constructions were to shape the general 

characteristics of the union workhouse architecture. However, local adaptations and architectural deviations 

of other workhouse specialists undermined the typological homogeneity intended by the central authorities. 

Some of the prevalent workhouse specialist architects of this period, in addition to Sampson Kempthorne, 

were George Gilbert Scott (1811-1878), William Moffatt (1812-1887), William John Donthorn (1799-

1859), and George Wilkinson (1819-1901), all of whose work will be elaborated in the following sections.  

There was no pressing obligation for architects of this period to be affiliated with the Institute of 

British Architects to carry the official title of “architect,” for the IBA was initially constituted as a learned 

society rather than a registration body. However, the institute endowed its members with an exclusive 

insignia of expertise and reputability. By the time the Metropolitan Act of 1867 was about to pass, the IBA’s 

membership would increase to five hundred, and at the end of the nineteenth century, it would become the 

single official architectural voice of the country. This was a period when the emerging effects and outcomes 

of rapid industrialization started to challenge the architect’s artistic autonomy and transform the artisan-like 

working conditions. Before the practice of architecture became a modern profession, it had already ceased to 

be a holistic trade, splitting into components such as “the builder, the surveyor, the architect and the 

engineer.”92 Shortly after, the members of this “competitive quartet” started to establish their distinctive 

identities through professional bodies. The Institute of Civil Engineers was established in 1818, IBA in 

1834, the Institution of Mechanical Engineers in 1847, and the Institution of Surveyors in 1868. Despite 

increasing competition, the new professional scene presented opportunities for massive amounts of building 

construction some of which were entirely new typologies including the union workhouse. Architects of 

newly constituted institutions, however, had the difficult task of negotiating their role along with their 

artistic insight through the conception, design, and construction processes of these buildings, for they were 

expected to play a highly functionary role by their administrative clients. In the architectural mechanism of 

the union workhouse apparatus, workhouse architects were accountable to three distinct set of actors. The 

local clients of architects were the boards of guardians who mostly consisted of local tradesmen and farmers 

that pursued, above any architectural traits, to protect the interests of local ratepayers. The designs of 

architects were to be approved by sundry officials representing the central authority of Poor Law 

Commission who were also the providers of the official institutional brief for workhouse buildings. Finally, 
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from an ethical perspective, architects were responsible for the pauper inmates themselves who were going 

to be the primary users of union workhouses.  

Workhouse Architecture: Conception and Commission 

After the enactment of the New Poor Law, newly created unions all around England were 

immediately asked to undertake the construction of large union workhouses to constitute the nationwide 

network. Some unions, like Suffolk that reconfigured their house of industry with extra yards and walls, 

altered their old workhouse buildings and made them compatible with new standards of separation and 

classification. Some others, like Leominster that reprogrammed their monastic building or Bristol that 

refunctioned their Napoleonic prisoner-of-war camp, converted some of their existing buildings and adapted 

them to the new spatial expectations. The majority of unions, however, followed the official 

recommendation and started constructing new union workhouses as soon as possible. In the first year of the 

Act, unions did not have a clear understanding of how their new workhouses should function, as the official 

report recommended separate buildings for each pauper classes without specific details. Later in the same 

year however, after the inadequate condition of existing separate workhouses was surveyed, the official 

decision of the central authority changed, and a singular workhouse building was preferred because of its 

less expensive and more easily manageable character. Francis Head, the assistant Poor Law commissioner 

for Kent, proclaimed that there were also additional symbolic advantages, for “the very sight of a well-built 

efficient establishment” of a singular workhouse building, “would give confidence to the Board of 

Guardians; the sight and weekly assemblage of all servants of their Union would make them proud of their 

office,” while “the pauper would feel it was utterly impossible to contend against it.93 Another Assistant 

Commissioner named Alfred Power was more direct when he indicated that the monumental scale of new 

workhouses was envisioned as a “terror to the able-bodied [pauper] population.”94 After the decision of 

single workhouse buildings were officially accepted, Sampson Kempthorne was commissioned to come up 

with alternative workhouse models to accommodate between two hundred and five hundred paupers which 

marked, after they were published in the first annual report and disseminated to every union as an official 

role model, the construction boom of union workhouses started. 

Constructing a union workhouse required a standardized procedure for each union. First, a 

convenient site was identified and purchased, usually on the outskirts of towns, but in accordance with the 
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rule that paupers should walk at most ten miles from their parish. Soon enough, this regulation established a 

national architectural network that consisted of union workhouse buildings located at a walking distance to 

every parish. Then, the board of guardians decided the commission type of their workhouse construction. 

They could either hold a public competition or appoint an architect by private recommendation. At this 

stage, the board placed advertisements that specified the type of expected plan, design, and pauper capacity. 

For instance, an advertisement by the board of Lichfield union asked for “Plans and Specifications for a 

Workhouse to hold two hundred paupers, in accordance with Mr. Kempthorne's Model.”95 Negotiation with 

the selected architect included fees, deadlines, and interpretations of the union workhouse program. 

Generally, the architect received three to five percent of the total construction expenditure, and had to 

prepare several sets of alternative plans during this process. In their workhouse designs, architects were 

expected to provide separate accommodations and yards for different classes of paupers, sick and infirm 

wards, specialized rooms for each workhouse officer, and communal rooms such as the laboring workshops 

and dining halls. When the board commissioned an architect to construct their union workhouse, the plans 

and specifications of the design were sent to the Poor Law Commission for final approval, and if they were 

deemed appropriate, they were sent back with the official stamp and signature of the central authority in a 

few weeks. The construction work started as soon as the board applied for loans, appointed a clerk, and 

contacted building contractors for a local construction crew. The average cost of a union workhouse was 

estimated as £10 per pauper inmate, however, it would turn out to be double that amount during the first five 

years. The financial structure of the New Poor Law ensured that the cost of workhouse construction was to 

be borrowed from the poor rates, and compensated through the exchequer loan system, or if more favorable, 

local banks and insurance companies.  

The commission process had many dimensions. As the IBA had not come up with any compulsory 

professional rules of conduct during the 1830s yet, some architects found ways to lobby the board of 

guardians, and for instance, showed them their plans free of charge in order to get ahead of the 

competition.96 The boards usually preferred architects who would accept less than the IBA’s recommended 

architects’ fee of five percent which led them to hire local architects on several occasions. In the union of 

Weymouth, for a radical example, Thomas Dodson and Thomas Harvey from the board of guardians 

appointed themselves as the architects and superintendents of the new union workhouse for a gratuity of 
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£50.97 The usual procedure, however, was hiring workhouse specialists like Sampson Kempthorne and 

Gilbert Scott or holding a public competition that approximately attracted fifteen to twenty entrants half of 

which were usually local architects. The early IBA did not intervene in the operation of these public 

competitions, and thus, the architects were unprotected in a risky transaction as the guardians could easily 

switch the official winners of competitions or hand the winning plans over to local architects to keep the 

process more profitable. The architects, however, were not walking the most ethical path themselves, either, 

as can be seen in the Gilbert Scott’s confessions concerning the persuasive tactics they used with his partner 

William Moffatt to become more competitive in workhouse commissions: 

The competitions for union workhouses were conducted on principles quite peculiar to themselves. They were 

open in every sense, and each of the competitors was at liberty to take any step he thought good. They used 

first to go down and call on the clerk, the chairman, and any of the guardians who were supposed to have any 

ideas of their own, and after the designs were sent in, no harm was thought of repeating those calls as often as 

the competitor pleased, and advocating the merits, each man of his own arrangement. On the day on which the 

designs were to be examined the competitors were usually waiting in an ante-room, and were called in one by 

one to give personal explanations, and the decision was often announced then and there to the assembled 

candidates. Moffatt was most successful in this kind of fighting, having an instinctive perception of which 

men to aim at pleasing, and of how to meet their views and to address himself successfully to their particular 

temperaments… We went every week to Peele's coffee-house to see the country papers, and to find 

advertisements of pending competitions. Moffatt then ran down to the place to get up information. On his 

return, we set to work, with violence, to make the design, and to prepare the competition drawings, often 

working all night as well as all day. He would then start off by the mail, travel all night, meet the board of 

guardians, and perhaps win the competition, and return during the next night to set to work on another 

design.98 

As Gilbert Scott indicated in his Recollections, the speed of competitions was dizzying. According 

to a “domestic notice” at Architectural Magazine of 1836, “a new workhouse” was to be erected at 

Cambridgeshire, and “architects were solicited to forward designs: but only seven days were allowed to 

prepare them.”99 Guardian minute books all around England reveal that this was not an exceptional case, but 

a common expectation. Despite the inhumane working conditions, this was how Gilbert Scott built a 

dramatic amount of fifty three union workhouses in his partnership with Moffat by 1845, that is, in only ten 

years, which amounts to the construction of more than five workhouses each year. Scott appreciated the 

workflow “of turmoil, of violent activity and exertion,” but complained about the hectic workload:  

For weeks I almost lived on horseback, canvassing newly formed unions. Then alternated periods of close, 

hard work in my little office at Carlton Chambers, with coach journeys, chiefly by night, followed by 
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meetings with guardians, searching out new materials, and hurrying from union to union, often riding across 

unknown bits of country after dark.100 

The interesting phrase Gilbert Scott frequently used to define their activity of this period was “union-

hunting.” At the dawn of the professionalization of architecture in England, the workhouse architects 

developed a new spirit of entrepreneurship and rendered themselves expert hunters. 

3.4. Sampson Kempthorne: The Official Workhouse Architect 

The Double Identity of Sampson Kempthorne 

There were three initial model designs of union workhouses published in the First Annual Report of 

1835, while in 1836 another was added to the appendix. The model designs were sent to every union as a 

guideline to function as ideal prototypes. Three out of four of these designs belonged to Sampson 

Kempthorne, nicknamed by the press as “the official workhouse architect.” Kempthorne’s initial designs 

were to become the most used and adapted plans of the emergence period of union workhouse system. 

Sampson Kempthorne (1809-1873) was a young English architect practicing in Carlton Chambers on 

Regent Street in London. He was the son of Reverend John Kempthorne whose friendship with the Poor 

Law Commissioner George Nicholls helped Sampson get the initial task of designing the official workhouse 

models. He was a relatively unknown and inexperienced 25 year-old architect then, but he knew how to use 

his credentials and family connections. Having received education at the Royal Academy Schools, and 

named in the prestigious founding list of associates of the Institute of British Architects, Kempthorne 

became an exceptionally influential figure in the initiation and development of union workhouse 

architecture because of his unique double identity. For he was not only the originator of official workhouse 

models with their plans, elevations, sections, and perspectives published in official reports which largely 

shaped the nationwide configuration of workhouse architecture nationwide till the dissolution of the Poor 

Law Commission, but he was also the most active practitioner of the early period of workhouse construction 

boom himself. Kempthorne built thirty nine workhouses between 1835 and 1842, that is, in only seven 

years, before he emigrated to New Zealand with a radical decision. He was, therefore, both the translator of 

the legislative workhouse discourse into its official architectural models, and the translator of his own 

abstract models into actual workhouse buildings.  

During the 1830s, Kempthorne’s office in Carlton Chambers was excessively busy for giving 

advice, outlining sketches, producing schemes, drawing plans, and superintending construction processes of 

workhouses for a multitude of newly formed unions. By the end of the 1830s, Kempthorne had already 
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established himself as the pioneer workhouse specialist, even to the point of drawing criticisms from 

competing architects about his monopolizing position. Before Kempthorne built the Andover union 

workhouse in April 1836, which will be the case study of the next chapter, he successively built the 

Abingdon workhouse in March 1835 for 500 inmates, the Bradfield workhouse in April 1835 for 250 

inmates, the Banbury workhouse in June 1835 for 300 inmates, the Lymington workhouse  in August 1835 

for 200 inmates, the Eton workhouse in August 1835 for 300 inmates, and the Chertsey workhouse in March 

1836 for 200 inmates. In a determined way, he continued updating his initial three workhouse typologies till 

the end of his career. He had the advantage of having his signature under the official model workhouses in 

the early years of the workhouse building program, as “the assistant commissioners were instructed to press 

upon the newly formed boards of guardians the desirableness of employing Mr. Kempthorne, the 

Commissioners’ architect.”101 During the mid-1830s, however, the situation changed, as the boards and 

commissioners started to acknowledge the necessity of adapting the models to the local circumstances. 

Local architects started to gain attention in private commissions, and public competitions situated 

Kempthorne one among many ambitious architects to provide cost-cautious designs. The competition held 

by Bishops Stortford Union in 1836, for example, had a long list of 34 entrants, and despite the presence of 

prevalent specialists like Kempthorne, Moffatt, and Wilkinson, the winner was announced to be an obscure 

architect called T. Evans. Kempthorne, meanwhile, was developing alternative plans for his future career. 

By the time Kempthorne designed Taunton union workhouse in June 1837, he was already moving away 

from his specific niche. Till the early 1840s, he went on to build alternatives typologies, such as a town hall 

at Wantage, Berkshire, some Gothic churches including Holy Trinity (1837) and All Saints (1839) in 

Rotherhithe, and some school designs for the Committee of the Council on Education in 1839-1840, which 

were the last examples of his recorded architectural practice in England. In 1842, he resigned from the IBA 

and emigrated to New Zealand with new hopes. However, he failed to sustain his architectural practice in 

the colonies, and instead became a small landowner and sheep farmer till he passed away at the age of 62, in 

1873. His official union workhouse models, meanwhile, laid the foundations of the architectural 

characteristics of the union workhouse apparatus all around England and Wales. 

Introduction to Official Workhouse Models 

Sampson Kempthorne was introduced to architectural practice by the invitation of Poor Law 

Commissioners who asked him to design the official union workhouse models just as he returned from his 
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European final tour for the Royal Academy. Young and inexperienced, Kempthorne decided to call in the 

aid of his old master Annesley Voysey (1794-1839), who helped him largely with practical aspects and 

economic efficiency of workhouse models. He also asked for the assistance of a recent graduate called 

George Gilbert Scott (1811-1878), who worked for Kempthorne during the conception of workhouse 

models before founding his own partnership with William Moffatt and becoming Kempthorne’s leading 

competitor in workhouse commissions. The three official workhouse models were designed in 

Kempthorne’s office in a dramatic sense of urgency within the first four months of the New Poor Law Act 

of 1834. These three models, which I will elaborate as hexagonal, cruciform, and 200-pauper models in the 

following sections one by one, were published in the form of architectural plans and perspectives in the first 

and second Annual Reports of 1835 and 1836 [Figure 3.3.]. The Poor Law Commissioners explained in the 

annual report that they obtained “with professional aid, plans for the construction of workhouses of different 

sizes, capable of holding from one to five hundred paupers,” which were “adapted to the attainment of the 

classification and the enforcement of the principles of management” they deemed essential, and that 

Kempthorne’s initial models could be easily adapted “to meet local circumstances, as to the extent of ground 

and description of materials available.”102 Among these models, Kempthorne favored the hexagonal model 

most because of its capacity to provide additional airing yards. Although unions rarely considered 

themselves less pauperized than others, small unions acknowledged the optimum capacity and cost of the 

200-pauper model. In comparison, the cruciform model proved to be the most popular among them because 

of its compact layout and fluid circulation. 
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Figure 3.3. The hexagonal, cruciform, and 200-pauper models of union workhouses including perspectives and plans, 

designed by Sampson Kempthorne [Collaged from the Annual Poor Law reports (1835-36)] 
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Kempthorne’s workhouse models shared a number of core characteristics. They all had single-width 

ranges (either cross- or Y-shaped) radiating from a central core that acted as a semi-panoptic surveillance 

center for the master and the matron to monitor the paupers in the airing-yards. The outer blocks (either 

square- or hexagon-shaped) encompassed the whole building and vertically defined its outer architectural 

borders. According to the New Poor Law classifications, paupers were separated in their dayrooms located 

by means of staircase stacks, as well as in the airing yards created in-between inner ranges and outer blocks. 

These principles were operated in a sovereign building with an almost windowless outer wall to isolate 

paupers once they became part of the new introverted institutional machinery. Plain and cheap elevations 

were contrasted with an imposing entrance façade to leave a lasting impression upon the pauper classes 

during their entry. In terms of lightning, original lamps and candle-holders fixed to workhouse walls 

provided dim lightning during the evening, which were later replaced with gas and electric fittings.  

In Kempthorne’s only known essay about workhouse architecture, entitled “Remarks on Dr. 

Arnott’s system of warming and ventilating” published in the Second Annual Report of 1836, he provided 

his reason to design single-width wards as to basically benefit from cross-ventilation. In the short essay, 

Kempthorne deemed this new system of mechanical ventilation introduced by Dr. Neil Arnott who was 

Chadwick’s investigative collaborator and personal physician, “absolutely necessary for the well-being of 

the inmates, and for the sick infirm,” however, he added, he had himself “from conviction of its necessity, 

always used single wards with windows on both sides,” as a natural way of cross-ventilation, and had never 

heard that “in these there has been the least complaint of want of ventilation.”103 In these 16'.0" wide wards 

with an average of 1'.0" between the beds, able-bodied men and boys slept in single beds in two-tiers 

(bunks), able-bodied women and girls shared double beds heated by means of hot-water pipes, and only the 

sick and infirm were provided single beds in single-tier equipped with special fireplaces.104 The introduction 

of the single-width ward and natural cross-ventilation was acknowledged by commissioners and 

Kempthorne’s fellow competitors as one of his most important contributions to workhouse architecture, and 

their usage was sustained by Gilbert Scott, William Moffatt, and most of the other workhouse specialists 

with minor variations.  

Kempthorne’s union workhouses were plan-originated structures, that is, their programmatic and 

organizational schemes were the primary focus of their design, rather than their formal and aesthetic 
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qualities. Segregation of paupers according to their gender and age was key to new workhouse operation, 

thus, day rooms and sleeping wards of paupers were separated from each other with the help of strategically 

situated stone staircases. The vertical circulation mechanism was also utilized as a horizontal barrier 

supporting the segregated wards and dayrooms. Airing yards were divided by the architectural mass of the 

workhouse itself as they were located in the gap between outer blocks and inner ranges. There were at least 

three different regimes of vision in the union workhouse models. First, there was the vision of paupers that 

was consciously reduced as much as possible. Workhouse windows were deliberately placed too high for 

the eye level. They allowed the daylight in, and oriented the glances of paupers towards the sky instead of 

the everyday life around and inside the workhouse. Second, there was the vision of officers and staff that 

functioned in localized islands of control behind high walls and locked doors. The dominating vision and 

authority belonged to schoolmistresses and schoolmasters in classrooms, nurses in infirmaries, doctors in 

sick wards, chaplains in chapels, porters in waiting halls, and guardians in board rooms. Finally, there was 

the vision of masters and matrons that had a semi-panoptic quality radiating from their diagonally placed 

windows of the living quarters at the central tower. They had the capability to monitor every exterior 

activity, especially the conduct of labor, however, their vision functioned similarly with those of other 

officers once their gaze turned to internal operations. The control of paupers in union workhouses, therefore, 

was achieved by the combination of visual supervision through localized and centralized surveillance, and 

spatial separation through locked doors and strategically placed walls.  

Cruciform Model 

The cruciform model was the most commonly implemented and adapted version of Kempthorne’s 

initial typological trilogy. It was formed by a combination of a single-story outer block defining the 

rectangular perimeter of the workhouse as well as housing courtyard and workshop functions, and four 

three-story ranges emanating from the central core housing dayrooms, bedrooms, dining halls and board 

rooms in addition to creating four gender- and age-specific inner courtyards [Figure 3.4]. At the center of 

the cruciform plan lay an octagonal hub which accommodated the master and matron’s living quarters, 

which also functioned as a central semi-panoptic tower providing the capability to supervise all four of the 

courtyards through the windows situated at the octagonal core’s diagonal façades. The tower-like hub’s 

centrality and verticality also expressed a symbolic statement of centralized authority. The outer blocks had 

no windows on their external façades, which gave the single-story square base a blockading function, and 

concentrated the focus of the entire building on an introverted interaction. The entrance block was an 

anomaly in this context. As a specialized mass, it was enlarged from three to five bays to provide the space 
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for the entrance hall, waiting room, and porter’s activities on the ground floor, and the board room and 

guardians’ activities on the second floor. This was the only external façade that had windows and modest 

ornamentation such as rusticated window heads, a low pediment over the main entrance, and a stringcourse 

at first-story level.  

 
Figure 3.4. Sampson Kempthorne’s cruciform model published in an appendix at the end of the First Annual Report in 

1835. [From the First annual report of the Poor Law Commissioners (1835)] 
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On the ground floor, the entrance block consisted of a large waiting hall for paupers in the middle, a 

bread room on one side, and a searching room and porter’s room on the other. It was connected to boys’ and 

girls’ schoolroom and dining room through the front range, and was neighbored by a bakehouse, flour and 

mill rooms, and stores containing potato and coal through the outer blocks at the front. The boardroom on 

the upper floor that was reached by the stairs behind the waiting hall, had access to a clerk’s room, an ante-

room, and a strong room, and was connected to the boys’ bedroom through the front range. The side ranges 

contained adult paupers’ dayrooms on the ground floor and bedrooms of sick and infirm wards above. The 

rear range housed the kitchen and scullery on the ground floor, the interchangeable dining hall and chapel 

above, and lying-in wards and nursery on the top floor.  

One of the crucial differences between the parish and union workhouses was the double function of 

the dining hall that was simultaneously used on Sundays as a chapel. Religion, as the dominant authority of 

a former cultural milieu, could only find itself a secondary spatial presence in the secularized and 

modernized institutional architecture of the union workhouse. The side and rear outer blocks included 

receiving wards, bathrooms and washing rooms. After new paupers were admitted to the workhouse, they 

were stripped, washed, examined by the medical officer and dressed in the official workhouse dress here 

before they were placed in their wards according to their gender, age, and health condition. Accordingly, the 

four airing yards were assigned to boys, girls, women, and men, and they were under constant surveillance 

by all the inward looking blocks and ranges, and especially the central hub of the master. In addition to their 

main function of recreation, every yard had work rooms providing the space for punitive tasks such as bone-

pounding, sack-making, corn-grinding, and oakum-picking. As workhouse labor was also gendered, the 

laundry and wash-house were situated on the side of female paupers while slaughter house was placed on 

the men’s side. Men shall slaughter, was the message, and women shall wash away the blood. 

The cruciform model was designed to contain three hundred paupers. Thanks to its flexible 

framework, it could house between 150 and 500 paupers depending on variable local conditions. Out of the 

thirty-nine workhouses that Kempthorne designed, ten were based on the cruciform model and they were all 

erected in the first three years of workhouse construction boom between 1835 and 1837.105 Many guardians 

preferred Kempthorne’s cruciform model and asked their architects to implement it, who, in turn, usually 

used it as a basis for their own design with certain variations. Edward Hunt, for example, was one of the 
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faithful followers of Kempthorne’s cruciform model, reproducing almost identical workhouses like Wilton 

and Alresford, while George Wilkinson was on the other side of the spectrum with a more selective and 

customized adaptation. 

Hexagonal Model 

The hexagonal model was Sampson Kempthorne’s personal favorite. It was designed to contain 

three hundred paupers. The major difference and defining characteristic of this typology was the division of 

its hexagonal base obtained from the boundary-defining outer blocks by three ranges emanating from the 

central hub [Figure 3.5]. This specific formulation of the architectural mass provided three internal yards 

that were further divided by self-standing walls in half to acquire six separated yards. Kempthorne put the 

hexagonal model ahead of others largely because of the advantageous solution of obtaining six courtyards 

that could separate all children, adult, and elderly paupers according to their gender. The arrangement of the 

plan was quite similar to the cruciform model. Some particular differences included the transfer of the 

kitchen, the dining room, and the receiving wards to the front range; the piggery to the adult women’s yard; 

and the laundry to the elderly women’s yard. The sick and infirm wards were cross-ventilated as was the 

case for all the other models and actual constructions of Kempthorne which was to generate dire 

consequences for paupers in the long run. As the germ theory of contagion was not yet known at this 

interval, the lack of isolation of sick paupers led to the spread of infectious diseases to healthy paupers. 

Although most architects started to realize this flaw and came up with special provisions for the sick in as 

early as 1836, Kempthorne did not make any compromise to change the original layout of his initial models. 

Between 1835 and 1838, twenty-six workhouses were built all around the nation based on the hexagonal 

model. Sixteen of these were designed by Sampson Kempthorne, and ten were attributed to his followers 

and competitors.106  

                                                   

106 Kempthorne’s built designs based on the hexagonal model include Abingdon, Banbury, Bath, Bradfield, 

Bridgwater, Chertsey, Crediton, Droxford, Frome, Grantham, New Forest, St. Thomas, Taunton, Ticehurst, 
Warminster, and Yeovil union workhouses. Other architects who built workhouses based on Kempthorne’s hexagonal 

model were H.J. Whitling, T.L. Evans, William T. Nash, Robert Ellis Jr., William Flint, William Cole, Lewis 

Vulliamy, and William J. Donthorn. 
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Figure 3.5. Sampson Kempthorne’s hexagonal model published in an appendix at the end of the First Annual Report 

in 1835 [From the First annual report of the Poor Law Commissioners (1835)] 

 

Kempthorne’s actual workhouse buildings based on his initial hexagonal model had specific 

variations in many cases. Abingdon union workhouse, built in 1835 for instance, had four-story rather than 
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three-story ranges. Despite the fact that it was the very first New Poor Law workhouse and it was designed 

by and constructed under the supervision of Sampson Kempthorne himself, the actual workhouse building 

immediately deviated from the abstract hexagonal model in order to house five-hundred paupers. According 

to the British Almanac, the construction of Abingdon workhouse started in March 1835 and was completed 

in October at a cost of £8,500.107 Kempthorne decided not to use four-story ranges after this attempt, 

however, for their massive presence overshadowed the airing yards. Abingdon workhouse included, distinct 

from most of the other workhouses of this interval, spinning workshops that contributed uniquely to the 

town’s local trade as an experiment in co-operational labor. The Bath union workhouse was built in the 

same year for five hundred paupers, but Kempthorne kept the ranges three story this time, and instead 

extended their length. The workhouse in Bath also differed in its unique choice of materials, as Kempthorne 

uniformly used a yellow-gold local stone throughout the entire building. The craftsmanship of the Bath 

workhouse was relatively superior to Abingdon, which explains its comparatively high cost of £12,350. 

After 1838, union workhouses based on the hexagonal model were no longer built, as workhouse architects 

as well as union guardians started to prefer the compact layout of the cruciform model. 

200-Pauper Model  

The 200-pauper model was a smaller version of the cruciform model designed for two hundred 

paupers. Its design was not published in the First Annual Report for general circulation, but appeared in the 

large-format version presented to Parliament, as well as in the Second Annual Report of 1836. This model’s 

primary differences were the two- and one-story high ranges and use of walls on the front and rear sections 

of the plan as bordering elements instead of outer blocks [Figure 3.6]. Spaces allocated for boys and girls 

were also planned differently in the ground floor with transitional fenced corridors between their schools 

and dining halls and their airing yards. The semi-panoptic central hub was no longer octagonal in shape and 

hidden in the orthogonal geometry of the building mass, however, the master still could monitor all four 

yards at the same time despite the updated cottage-like appearance. The plan allocated equal space for the 

able-bodied and the sick, however, there were no receiving wards in the plan, as paupers on the ground floor 

shared outdoor privies, and the girls’ bedroom and lying-in room were situated next to one another without 

any distinct separation. Out of the thirty-nine workhouses Kempthrone designed, twelve were based on the 
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200-pauper model.108 Authorized in 1835, Lymington union workhouse was the first recorded example of 

Kempthorne’s actual construction of the 200-pauper model. Charles Wallis used the same model for Cerne 

Abbas union workhouse in 1836, and adapted it to house only 130 paupers. The 200-pauper model, designed 

for the less pauperized districts, was widely used and adapted by architects till the mid-nineteenth century. 

 

 
Figure 3.6. Sampson Kempthorne’s 200-pauper model published in an appendix at the end of the Second Annual 

Report [From the Second annual report of the Poor Law Commissioners (1836)] 

                                                   

108 Kempthorne’s built designs based on the 200-pauper model include Droitwich, Huntingdon, Lymington, Martley, 

Okehampton, Orsett, Pershore, South Molton, Thornbury, Torrington, Upton-on-Severn, and Winchcomb union 

workhouses. 
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3.5. Gilbert Scott and William Moffatt: A Pragmatic Partnership 

Early years of the Partnership 

George Gilbert Scott (1811-78) and William Moffatt (1812-87) were two of the most influential and 

productive workhouse experts of the union workhouse apparatus during its emergence period following 

Sampson Kempthorne. Gilbert Scott was born in 1811 as the son of a clergyman at Gawcott parsonage, near 

Buckingham. During his youth, he lacked formal education, and was educated by his father. At the age of 

fourteen, he decided to become an architect, and with the help of his father, his years of architectural 

pupilage under James Edmeston, an established English architect and surveyor, began in London. Although 

he deemed Edmeston’s practice “a mere blank-sheet as to matters of taste,” he got himself accustomed to 

the fundamentals of architecture in Edmeston’s office and library, and learnt “all the common routine of 

building,” from the master, his assistants, and other pupils in a richly interactive environment.109 Here, Scott 

met William Moffatt, another pupil of Edmeston’s, who was, like himself, an uneducated man, but 

“remarkably intelligent,” with a practical lore of “the timber merchant, the builder, and the mechanic.”110 

Perceiving himself talented in architectural conception, planning, and drawing, Scott deemed Moffatt a 

perfect future partner who could take over the practical side of necessary tasks. At the age of twenty one, 

Scott became an assistant in the architectural office of Henry Roberts, a British architect who was trained by 

Robert Smirke and was to become renowned for his working-class housing. For the next two years, Scott 

attended lectures at the Royal Academy, drew “buildings of quality” like the new Fishmonger’s Hall 

between lectures, and “displayed the industry and ambition” to develop his skills for the next level.111 

In December 1834, Scott encountered an unexpected opportunity: “I received a letter from 

Kempthorne telling me that a set of chambers next to his own was vacant, and that if I liked to take them, he 

could find employment for my leisure time, in assisting him with his Union Workhouses.”112 He decided to 

accept the offer, and at the age of twenty-three, started to help Kempthorne in preparing union model 

workhouse plans. As the official model workhouse plans were published in the First Annual Report, Scott 

already decided to leave Kempthorne’s office and establish his own practice. He informed newly constituted 

union workhouse districts that were linked with the social network of his father about his recently 
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commenced practice, and successfully obtained four appointments from these workhouse unions in a short 

time. In the face of intense labor, Scott invited his earlier fellow-pupil Moffatt to help him with these works 

as a clerk. Moffatt subsequently became his partner, obtaining workhouse commissions, making formal 

proposals, and dealing with other practical tasks which, according to Henry-Russell Hitchcock, positioned 

Moffatt in the role of “an executive assistant,” despite his more encompassing title.113 Scott and Moffatt’s 

early workhouses faithfully followed Kempthorne’s initial models, as Scott already contributed to their 

basic formation. The pragmatic duo’s all early workhouses in Brackley, Winslow, Buckingham, and 

Northampton unions, for instance, adapted the cruciform model, while the entrance blocks of these 

workhouses were the only components that largely departed from the original model with canted masses and 

embellished pediments. The construction of these union workhouses marked the formation of the celebrated 

partnership of Scott and Moffatt that was to last ten years, generate more than fifty workhouses, and 

introduce Gilbert Scott to the professionalizing architectural scene of Victorian England. 

Experimenting with New Plans and Forms 

William Moffatt was an invaluable asset to the partnership especially with his “union-hunting” 

abilities. Scott always acknowledged Moffatt’s enthusiasm and success in getting private commissions and 

easing their position in public competitions through his interactions with the guardians. The only solo work 

of Moffatt was his Amesbury union workhouse near his place of birth, which was adapted from the 

cruciform model to fit for 150 paupers. After their initial workhouse constructions, Scott and Moffatt started 

to change the cruciform model in a more drastic way for their following conceptions, starting from their 

design for Williton union workhouse in September 1836. Their new plan consisted of an enlarged entrance 

block at the front, an infirmary flanked by workshops at the back, and the main body of the institution 

containing day wards and yards between the two [Figure 3.7]. In Scott and Moffat’s new plan, the low 

entrance block was bisected by tall archways with pediments, accompanied by the boardroom and chapel on 

both sides while receiving wards were attached to each of their back. The main building was still constituted 

around the octagonal hub of the master and the matron, flanked by male and female accommodation ranges 

on both sides. The rear range was no longer three-story, but rather housed a single-story kitchen that was 

ventilated through the roof. The lateral ranges were extended by end cross-wings, housing the children and 

the elderly. The most distinctive component of Scott and Moffat’s new plan was the semi-detached 

infirmary at the back of the workhouse, joined by workshops for men and laundries for women. Their new 
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plan was largely adapted from the cruciform model but now had a character of its own, which became an 

immediate success after its actual construction, bringing Scott and Moffatt a number of new workhouse 

commissions for the following years.  

 

Figure 3.7. Scott and Moffatt's trademark plan adapted from Kempthorne's cruciform model [From Scott and Moffatt's 

ground floor plan of Williton union workhouse (1836-40)] 

 

Between 1836 and 1838, Scott and Moffatt used their new plan in Williton, Guildford, Devon, and 

Essex union workhouses. As they became sure of the success of their new layout, they started to concentrate 

on the formal aspects of their workhouse architecture. Their early period, thus, was followed by a stylistic 

transition from utilizing a classical architectural vocabulary to incorporating more “Elizabethan” 

components. The first workhouse they built with their updated formal aesthetic, was at Penzance in 

Cornwall, authorized in March 1838. Before incorporating the ideals of the Gothic revival in his early 

church and restoration work, Scott utilized his newly developed aesthetic in union workhouse designs with 

Moffatt, as he proudly proclaimed: “We were erecting a very different class of building, usually in the 

Elizabethan style, and in many cases of really good design.”114 The new union workhouses in Dunmow, 
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Bilericay, Belper, Windsor, Amersham, and Macclesfield were the prime examples, Scott mentioned in his 

Recollections, as having a distinct Elizabethan aesthetic. Scott and Moffatt's Amersham union workhouse 

(1838), for instance, resembled Elizabethan parish almshouses with its embellished use of red bricks and 

nostalgic domestic character [Figure 3.8]. During this interval, Scott and Moffatt were experimenting on a 

less deterrent and more welcoming expression of the union workhouse. These comparatively expensive and 

ostentatious workhouse buildings were also the showcases by which Gilbert Scott was expressing his talent 

to other clients who could save him from the unilateral path of building workhouses for the rest of his life. 

 

 

Figure 3.8. Scott and Moffatt's Amersham union workhouse (1838) resembling Elizabethan parish almshouses [From 
an undated postcard] 

 

Workhouse Architecture as a Stepping Stone  

At the age of twenty-eight, Gilbert Scott started taking notes about his everyday experiences in a 

leather-covered notebook. This unpublished notebook contains valuable information about the peak of 

workhouse activity in the form of an architect’s pocketbook that was part diary, part sketch book, and part 

account book. Scott’s first entry in his notebook was dated 27th January 1839, and noted at Amersham 

while he was attending the union board. The notebook included notes about traveling hours between unions, 

a sketch about the entrance of Dunmow union workhouse, and a roughly drawn site plan entitled “Billericay 
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Building Ground,” in addition to very short and direct entries demonstrating their pacey rhythm such as: 

“Moffatt left for the West,” “Examined building at Loughborough,” “Went with Mrs. S. to Dunmow,” or 

“Moffatt attended at Windsor.”115 To cope with this pace, Scott’s pocketbook indicates that at this interval, 

he always worked on Saturdays, and generally on Sundays, and he was mostly busy drawing Windsor union 

workhouse in the early months of 1839. His records also show that his financial situation was very shaky at 

this period and that he was borrowing money to make regular payments to Moffatt. After his final entry on 

April 1839, Scott started to work on different building typologies that were to include churches, infant 

orphan asylums, lunatic asylums, rectories, and gaols. His affinity towards Gothic architecture was about to 

become his primary focus, as he was on his way of leaving the building of workhouses and his partnership 

with Moffatt behind.  

At the age of thirty-two, Scott started building his last workhouse with Moffatt at Macclesfield. Two 

years later, after a few months of the workhouse’s completion in 1845, Scott ended the partnership and left 

Moffatt behind. In the coming years, while Gilbert Scott would thrive in the English architectural scene with 

his own practice, Moffatt would ironically experience poverty at first hand after he was to be arrested for 

debt in 1860 and incarcerated for six months. Scott was proud of his past but he was now ready to use the 

momentum the workhouse architecture provided him for his future in the profession:  

I almost wonder to think how readily practice came to me in my single name; but “Scott and Moffatt” had 

become so well known as a nom-de-guerre, that it took very many years to get rid of it altogether... The fact is 

that we had made ourselves a name such as few architects had ever made at our age, and had done more 

perhaps than had ever been done in the first ten years of architectural practice. I fear we were disliked by our 

fellow-professionals for our almost unheard-of activity and success.116 

At the age of thirty four, having built fifty three union workhouses in his early career, Gilbert Scott shifted 

gears, and left his workhouse expertise behind to assume a new role in the emerging Gothic Revival 

movement. All of his workhouses were adapted versions of the cruciform model with drastic changes but 

similar genetics, and he never experimented on adapting the hexagonal and 200-pauper models. Fifteen 

years after he designed his first union workhouse, Scott joined the IBA as a Fellow in 1849. In his 

Recollections, he indicated that he used workhouse architecture as a stepping stone for his future ideals, and 

“merely as a means of getting a living.”117 It was not a coincidence, however, that one of the most prolific 

architects of the Victorian era, built his early career on constructing union workhouses. At this interval, the 

modern architectural profession rose on the shoulders of architectural mechanisms of emerging institutions. 

                                                   

115 Sketchbook 4  (Unpublished: RIBAD, 1839). 
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In 1878, Gilbert Scott’s obituary in The Builder asserted that he had between eight hundred to one 

thousand architectural commissions in his lifetime.118 During his late years, he was deemed an embodiment 

of Victorian architectural professionalism. He was knighted in 1872, became the president of the Royal 

Institute of British architects between 1873 and 1875, got a Royal Gold Medal, and served as a professor at 

the Royal Academy. The survival of two-thirds of his union workhouses as of today is an indicator of his 

flexible workhouse layouts. This presents a stark contrast with the union workhouses designed by Sampson 

Kempthorne, as few of his workhouses still survive today. Scott was, according to David Cole, “widely 

regarded as the most successful and prolific architect of the century.”119 Henry-Russell Hitchcock, however, 

conversely dismissed him as an opportunist exploiting “the very lucrative poorhouse field.”120 Either way, 

Gilbert Scott, in his pragmatic partnership with William Moffatt, defined the very parameters of union 

workhouse architecture during its period of emergence. 

3.6. Prominent Workhouse Specialists 

Kempthorne, Scott, and Moffatt defined the basic parameters of new union workhouse architecture, 

but they were not the only contributors. The second tier of workhouse specialists, in terms of their number 

of built projects and sphere of influence in the evolution of workhouse typology, can be restricted to George 

Wilkinson, Francis Head, W.T. Nash, W.J. Donthorn, H. E. Kendall, W. A. Nicholson, John Brown, and 

Lewis Vulliamy.121 William John Donthorn (1799-1859), who was registered as a fellow on the original 

member list of the IBA, became a prominent workhouse specialist during the emergence period, 

constructing nine union workhouses between 1836 and 1848.122 All of his union workhouses were 

repetitions of his “strictly utilitarian” plan-type with minor variations, but his elevations were relatively 

original.123 The entrance block of Aylsham union workhouse in Norfolk which was built in 1847 for six-

hundred paupers, for instance, consisted of large windows continuously running through three stories and 

constituting a large transparent gable screen at the center, a town clock hanging at the top, and two 

hexagonal towers using the same window typology on each side and acting as the formal boundaries of the 

                                                   

118 Editor, The Builder, no. XXXVI (1878): 360. 
119 David Cole, "Sir Gilbert Scott," in Victorian Architecture, ed. Peter Ferriday (New York: J. B. Lippincott Company, 

1963), 177. 
120 Hitchcock, Early Victorian Architecture in Britain, 113. 
121 This list can be expanded for a more comprehensive historiography of workhouse architects for the emergence 

period to include John Williams, William Mason, William Thorold, James Clephan, John Smith, S.T. Welch, Thomas 

Trubshaw, and Henry Parker. 
122 Donthorn constructed Swaffham, Thrapston, Wayland, Freebridge Lynn, Downham, Wisbech, Ely, Aylsham, and 
Erpingham union workhouses. 
123 Roderick O'Donnell, "W.J. Donthorn (1799-1859): Architecture with "Great Hardness and Decision in the Edges"," 

Architectural History 21(1978): 89. 
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workhouse entrance [Figure 3.9]. The prestigious badge of the IBA smoothed the way for Donthorn to 

acquire more commissions. He was deemed by Gilbert Scott as one of his most formidable competitors. The 

rivalry started when Donthorn won the competition for Thrapston union workhouse over Scott in 1836, and 

continued till both architects left behind the workhouse scene in mid-nineteenth century, while Donthorn 

built only one sixth of Scott and Moffatt’s output. 

 

 

Fig 3.9. The entrance façade of William John Donthorn’s Aylsham union workhouse (1847) in Norfolk. [From 

Roderick O’Donnell’s article titled “W.J. Donthorn (1799-1859).”] 

 

Francis Head (1793-1875) was an assistant Poor Law commissioner who used his administrative 

network to disseminate and construct his workhouse models. A former officer in the Royal Engineers and an 

amateur author, Head resigned from his career as an assistant commissioner in 1835, and became influential 

in workhouse architecture, for he was the only architect, other than Sampson Kempthorne, whose 

workhouse model was published in the First Annual Report of Poor Law Commissioners in the same year. 

His distinctive trait was to provide a low-cost workhouse building at the price of £9 per head. The official 
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promotion of his workhouse model at the beginning of the workhouse construction boom helped him initiate 

his practice from early on. In November 1835, he had already persuaded twelve boards of guardians in East 

Kent to construct his workhouse model.124 Head’s “plan of a rural workhouse for five hundred persons” was 

a rectangular block surrounding an open courtyard divided in half with a high wall to separate male and 

female paupers [Figure 3.10]. The rectangular block consisted of a number of small dormitories and L-

shaped halls at each corner used as workrooms, day-rooms, and dining halls. Eight to ten paupers were to 

live together in narrow rooms lit by a single window, while none of the dormitories and halls had windows 

on their outer walls. As the circulation of the main block was solved with external stairs, the narrow iron 

galleries overshadowed the ground floor dormitories. The entrance block was specialized for offices and 

service rooms like storeroom, master’s quarters, a waiting-room, cooking-room and wash-house. In a letter 

to Poor Law Commissioners, Head explained the principles of his courtyard plan as follows: “Build poor 

men’s cottages; but, instead of having one long street, bend it into a quadrangle, which forms also a prison, 

having within itself an area of ground in which the board can introduce any system it may choose.”125 In the 

Second Annual Report, Head’s successor Carleton Tufnell praised his new workhouse buildings, however, 

his low-cost courtyard model was not adopted anywhere else and suffered from the lack of special provision 

for the children, sick, and elderly. His Blean union workhouse was harshly criticized in The Times in 

February 1839, for, without “a single window or air-hole” to allow its “unfortunate inmates the least 

glimpse of the surrounding countryside,” Head’s workhouse had “the appearance of nothing but a prison.”126 

 

                                                   

124 The twelve unions that commissioned Francis Head to build workhouses were East Ashford, West Ashford, Blean, 
Bridge, Dover, Eastry, Elham, Faversham, Hoo, Maidstone, Milton Regis and the Isle of Thanet. 
125 Head’s letter is quoted in: Morrison, The Workhouse: A Study of Poor-Law Buildings in England, 56. 
126 Quoted in: Baxter, The Book of the Bastiles; or, the History of the Working of the New Poor-Law, 185. 
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Figure 3.10. The plan of Francis Head’s courtyard model published in the First Annual Report [From the First Annual 

Report of Poor-Law Commissioners (1835).] 

 

George Wilkinson (1814-1890) was the leading workhouse specialist in Ireland. Similar to Gilbert 

Scott, he did not receive any formal architectural training and became a prominent figure in the professional 

circles with the help of his productive years in the field of workhouse architecture which helped him become 

the vice-president of the Royal Institute of the Architects of Ireland in 1851. In the first years of workhouse 

construction boom, he built eight union workhouses as a young man in his twenties.127 Wilkinson’s 
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workhouses largely adapted Kempthorne’s cruciform model, however, his workhouses in Chipping Norton 

and Witney were designed differently as irregular octagons connected by diagonal cross ranges that 

provided two large and two small airing yards. In 1839, he was appointed as the official architect to the Irish 

Poor Law Board, and constructed a dramatic total of 130 workhouses in Ireland between 1839 and 1843. 

Irish workhouses were, in comparison to their English counterparts, much larger because outdoor relief was 

strictly prohibited in Ireland, providing a capacity for four to eight hundred paupers. As they were also built 

averagely for one-third of the cost of English workhouses, they had comparatively a lower standard of 

construction. There were few windows, external walls were made of gray limestone, and Kempthorne’s 

trademark cross-ventilation was abandoned for economic reasons. Wilkinson continued to build institutional 

architecture including a series of lunatic asylums in Ireland, and after his retirement he returned back to 

England to become a Fellow of the RIBA in 1878.  

William Nash (1799-1867) was one of the few local workhouse architects to build adapted versions 

of Francis Head’s courtyard model. He built Caxton and Arrington, Buntingford, St. Ives, Royston, and 

Halstead union workhouses according to the courtyard plan. Nash used, in his workhouse designs, three 

single-story outer blocks that contained pauper dormitories and one specialized entrance block to 

accommodate administrative functions. The entrance block had round-headed windows, while other outer 

blocks were windowless as usual. In St. Ives and Royston union workhouses, Nash used the same first-floor 

galleries that were Head’s trademark. However, there were also distinctive differences. He situated the 

master’s quarters at the back of the entrance block, for instance, in an extruded square or polygonal forms 

for supervisory concerns. Airing yards had walls radiating from the master’s quarters to separate paupers. 

Nash was part of the “East Anglian group” of workhouse specialists, and tried to find the middle ground 

between national models and local variations. He used, in his architectural negotiation for instance, the local 

yellow brick of East Anglian material culture in all of his union workhouses. 

John Brown (1800-1876) was a local county surveyor in Norfolk in his early career. After the 

enactment of the New Poor Law, he decided to take advantage of the workhouse construction boom, and 

used his professional network to get workhouse commissions. From 1835 to 1838, he constructed seven 

workhouses in the vicinity of Norfolk, namely in Docking, Blofield, Sudbury, Plomesgate, Colchester, 

Henstead, and Great Yarmouth. Lewis Vulliamy (1791-1871) was another workhouse architect belonging to 

the Vulliamy family of clockmakers. He constructed three union workhouses in Sturminster, Epping and 

Brentford between 1836 and 1838, and similar to Gilbert Scott, would become one of the most productive 

Victorian era architects after his initial involvement with the workhouse building program. Another 
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contributor was H. E. Kendall (1776-1875), a founder-fellow of the IBA and a member of their first council. 

He built three union workhouses from 1837 to 1838, in Sleaford, Melksham, and Uckfield. Finally, W. A. 

Nicholson (1803-1853), another founder-fellow of the IBA, built two union workhouses in 1837, in Lincoln 

and Glanford, in addition to his many workhouse design projects in local competitions.  

Workhouse architects were the actual conceivers, designers, and builders of the architectural 

mechanism of the union workhouse apparatus. The overlap between the emergence of union workhouse 

system and the professionalization of the architectural practice in the second quarter of nineteenth century 

was not a coincidence. Architects benefited from the construction boom caused by the unprecedented 

development of centralized institutional frameworks and the new institutional architecture benefited, in turn, 

from the expertise of rapidly professionalizing architects.  

3.7. Reception and Representation of Workhouse Architecture 

By the early nineteenth century, there were more than fifty daily newspapers in London, over one 

hundred in the country, and a growing number of monthly academic and professional journals. As paper, 

stamp, and other duties were gradually reduced from the 1830s onwards, and abolished by the mid-

nineteenth century, there was a massive growth in popular and professional media in parallel with improved 

circulation and communication channels. The implementation of the New Poor Law, construction of union 

workhouses, and dissemination of the institutional workhouse system all around the nation, therefore, were 

largely covered in the rapidly developing media. The New Poor Law and union workhouse architecture 

were reviewed and criticized in everyday popular press, architectural and engineering journals, as well as 

pulp and classical literature. During the second quarter of the nineteenth century, relatively radical press for 

this period such as The Times, Northern Star, Northern Liberator, Blackwood's Magazine and The Poor 

Man’s Guardian played a central role in disseminating Anti-Poor Law politics, while publicizing and 

critiquing the union workhouse system’s every stumble with elaborate accounts. Every week, tenacious 

editorials followed lengthy reports exposing cases of brutality and hardship about the everyday life of 

paupers within union workhouses, unveiling the underbelly of the newly constituted institution, and 

weakening the hand of Poor Law commissioners. Despite media’s own mechanisms of manipulation and 

propaganda at certain points, its intermediary role of disseminating the conditions of institutional life to the 

public turned out to be crucial at this interval in keeping the institutional apparatuses in check. 

In April 1838, Blackwood’s Magazine, a Tory-supporting monthly journal, published a satirical 

article proposing further economic measures to be implemented in union workhouse institutions. Some of 

the brutal examples included using the skin of dead paupers for leather, their bones as spoons and forks, and 
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their flesh as nourishing soup to feed other paupers.128 Despite its sarcastic tone, the impact of the article 

was serious enough to put the commissioners into a tough position as they had to publicly refute the article 

and defend themselves. At the end of the same year, 1838, a pamphlet named The Book of Murder written 

by the nickname “Marcus” outraged the public even further. The pamphlet argued, among many 

accusations, that the Poor Law commissioners were intent on using infanticide to control the explosive 

population of the poor, and union workhouses were invented for this purpose as “poor slaughterhouses.”129 

As outlined in the previous chapter, Pugin’s Contrasts added more fuel to the fire, for in the 1841 edition he 

stigmatized the modern union workhouse with visceral visual illustrations. In the same year, The Book of the 

Bastilles, another influential critique of union workhouse system was published by Wythen Baxter, a Welsh 

radical writer who compiled a multitude of published criticisms of the workhouse system in hundreds of 

pages, and revealed the grim aspects of the everyday functioning of the system to the public.130 The Book of 

the Bastilles consisted of chapters outlining the letters, sketches, petitions, and addresses about the new 

system; antipathy of destitute paupers to go into workhouses; “Bastile” treatment and tyranny; “union 

Bastiles” and their similarities with prisons; the friends of the New Poor-Law; the New Poor-Law 

opposition; “Bastille” food; and medical treatment of the pauper poor among others. Immediately after its 

publication, Baxter’s book became the bible of Anti-Poor Law movements and workhouse protestors, while 

the radical press in general rapidly became an ally in exposing the new system’s dysfunctional components. 

None of the published material, however, appealed to the public as effectively as Oliver Twist, the 

dramatic tale of a poor orphan, who tries hard to endure his miserable existence in an English workhouse. 

Written by Charles Dickens, and published in 1838, Oliver Twist managed to place the idea into the minds 

of English people that the workhouse was a place where the poor were horribly treated. Dickens, in his 

novel, showed people the painful process of how a poor child was pauperized within the workhouse, how 

“the miserable little being was usually summoned into another world”, and how, among many deprivations, 

he “had contrived to exist upon the smallest possible portion of the weakest possible food.”131 The famous 

part of the novel where Oliver, in a state of starvation, tremblingly asks for another portion of gruel with his 

empty bowl in hand, murmuring “Please, sir, I want some more,” and the way he gets brutally rejected and 

castigated in a great uproar, as if he desecrated the workhouse institution altogether, shows a glimpse of the 

future Andover scandal which would soon emerge because of the paupers’ starving conditions [Figure 3.11]. 
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Dickens, by way of exposing the horrors of everyday workhouse life, provided an influential social 

commentary and a call for social reform about the unjust socio-political system, drawing parallels with the 

warnings of radical press. As the Poor Law commissioners did not get this message by themselves, critical 

voices in the media went ahead to find their own solution. Soon after, they were to play a big role in the 

dissolution of the entire Commission by bringing to light the infamous Andover workhouse scandal. 

 
 

Figure 3.11. The original illustration of the famous “gruel” scene from the first edition of Oliver Twist [From Charles 

Dickens’ Oliver Twist (1838)] 

 

Union workhouse architecture was reviewed in bits and pieces in some academic and professional 

journals like Social Science Review, The Architectural Magazine, Journal of Improvement in Architecture 

Building and Furnishing, The Builder, The Civil Engineer and Architects Journal, Surveyor, and Engineer 

and Architect. The Architectural Magazine, edited by John Claudius Loudon, an architect and landscape 

expert, and published monthly for five years starting from March 1834, was one of the most popular 

journals specialized for architects during the emergence period of workhouse architecture. The third volume 
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of Loudon’s Architectural Magazine in 1836 and the fifth volume of 1838 elaborated the progress of 

workhouse building program, but the most detailed review about the architectural characteristics of new 

union workhouses was published in the second volume of 1835. In an editorial piece, special attention was 

paid in the positive evaluation of Sampson Kempthorne’s official workhouse models as follows: 

These plans appear to us, from a cursory inspection, excellently arranged; and it is most gratifying to see the 

attention that has been paid by the architect to the principles of separation and classification, to cleanliness to 

ventilation, and to general convenience… All the designs are arranged more or less on the panopticon 

principle, the master's house being in the centre, or in the focus of whatever may be the form of the plan… 

Under the vigilant management proposed to be adopted, there will be no temptation for any to enter them that 

are able to work, and can get employment elsewhere.132 

This reception of Kempthorne’s official workhouse models shows that architects of the period were self-

conscious about the implementation of principles of separation, classification, and panoptic surveillance, 

and at least in this instance, they were affirming these “vigilant” solutions. 

The Civil Engineer and Architects Journal was published monthly from 1837 to 1867 while 

Surveyor, Engineer and Architect could only run for three years between 1840 and 1843. While they both 

ignored workhouse architecture, The Builder that appeared in 1842, started paying special attention to 

institutional architecture, especially after George Godwin became its editor and expanded the journal’s 

scope beyond new works of architecture to cover history, archaeology, arts, sanitation, and social issues. 

Immediately after its first appearance, The Builder published an article titled “Workhouses” in December 

1843. The piece was not in the same affirmative tone of Loudon’s article in The Architectural Magazine 

published in 1835, as it had eight more years to evaluate the problems of the once promising institution. The 

opening paragraph already put union workhouses in the same disciplinary pool of prisons and asylums: 

Workhouses, madhouses and prisons are what the architects choose to make them, in more senses than one, 

and it is distressing to think that some of the greatest efforts of the ingenuity of the profession have been 

exercised in administering to the very questionable policy which prevails in these institutions.133  

The article went on to argue, elaborating an example in an American prison at Pentonville, that separating 

and secluding the inmates did not result in any personal or social reform, but rather “turned over and 

produced insanity.”134 The article ended with a call for comments and discussions about the issue of social 

reform through these institutional apparatuses and their specific architecture. The call remained unanswered, 

and nothing major was published on workhouse architecture in professional journals other than this 
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particular editorial piece for several decades. In contrast to the appetite of popular media, the professional 

architectural media chose to evade the discussion of workhouse architecture altogether. 

The emergence of the union workhouse apparatus was a complex event with many dimensions in 

the wake of intensified popular needs and desires, including but not limited to redesigned state apparatuses, 

rechanneled economic strategies, reconfigured political control mechanisms. Architects and the architecture 

of the workhouse buildings were only two nodes in this sophisticated network, yet their role was of primary 

importance. At this interval architects took advantage of the new markets, while emerging institutional 

typologies utilized the newly granted expertise of architects to legitimize their ideological mechanisms. The 

typological experiment for low-cost pauper shelters was repeated in different forms for the army in barracks, 

the sick in hospitals, the mad in asylums, the criminal in prisons, and the youth in schools. The translation of 

the written law of state apparatuses into institutional architecture, however, was never direct despite its 

overwhelming disciplinary tones. From the very beginning, the process of translation was a constant 

battleground between the central and local authorities. Architects and the other actors in the construction 

phases seemed to go along with ideological demands in most cases but interpreted the architectural 

conversion in different ways allowing gaps for manipulation. Finally, the users of these institutional 

architecture, the paupers in the instance of union workhouses, were very inventive in finding loopholes in 

these pre-determined and standardized spatial formalizations. None of these diversions and manipulations 

change, however, the fact that the institutional mechanism of union workhouses had problematic agendas of 

social engineering and control, and attempted to achieve their goals with the help of the peculiar mechanism 

of architecture. 

4. EVERYDAY MECHANISM 

4.1. Andover Workhouse Commission 

Introduction to the Andover Workhouse Scandal 

The architectural and institutional mechanisms of the union workhouse apparatus were largely 

constituted weaving a national network in less than a decade despite increasing discontent and resistance. 

Disturbing stories about harsh workhouse conditions and exploitation of paupers prevalently circulated 

among the public. Rumors were supported by critical newspapers like The Times, which assigned special 

correspondents to expose instances of cruelty and hardship in union workhouses workhouses and published 

cautionary editorials and lengthy reports about their findings with journalistic details. The Poor Law 

Commission usually replied to these accusations by praising the overall system as an efficient and 

progressive reform, and excusing the problematic cases as negligibly minor administrative defects. In 1845, 
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however, a dreadful scandal was uncovered in Andover that, in only a few years, the Poor Law Commission 

was swept away and the institutional and architectural mechanisms of the union workhouse apparatus had to 

be radically reformulated. This rupturing event was to be called the Andover workhouse scandal. 

The paupers in the Andover union workhouse were given the task to crush a certain amount of 

bones daily as sanctioned by the Poor Law Commissioners throughout the country in general, and transform. 

In August 1845, the combination of the already tight workhouse diet, and a specifically tighter management 

of inmates’ rations in Andover by the workhouse officers led Andover paupers to the brink of starvation. 

Rumors began to circulate that paupers were fighting each other in the boneyard for any horse, dog, and 

cattle bone, so that they could at least, despite the rotten and stinking condition of the bones, get a tiny bite 

of any possible remaining meat. These tragic rumors rapidly spread and questions were raised in the House 

of Commons. After an unannounced visit to the Andover workhouse confirmed the rumors, a full-fledged 

investigation was requested in Parliament. The result constituted a series of twenty-nine reports 

unprecedented in length and depth, revealing the dreadful details of not only this specific scandal in the 

Andover workhouse, but also the gruesome details of the everyday life of pauper inmates in general under 

the New Poor Law system. The next year, the case was reviewed by a Select Committee of the House of 

Commons, and in 1847, the Poor Law Commission was abolished marking a paradigm shift concerning the 

treatment of pauperism and the operation of Poor Laws. This chapter will utilize the history of the Andover 

workhouse as a case study to analyze the everyday social life of paupers, their interactions with the union 

workhouse architecture, their agency in following and manipulating institutional regulations and norms of 

the New Poor Law system, and to elaborate the game changing Andover workhouse scandal as the 

problematic culmination of the overall system in its approach to the everyday life of paupers. 

Andover Town History 

Andover is an English town located on the River Anton, in the southern county of Hampshire, 

which was unionized in 1835 according to the New Poor Law system [Figure 4.1]. At the turn of the 

nineteenth century, the town witnessed, as did many of its neighbors, a rapid transformation in its local 

economy. The weaving industry mitigated towards the North, replaced by an agricultural focus on corn. 

When the town was connected by a canal to Southampton in 1789, its advantageous position at the 

intersection of six highways started to weekly bring hundreds of transiting coaches and travelers. The 

improved economy of the town was symbolically presented in the form of a new town hall building 

constructed in 1825, overlooking the historical market square. During the 1820s, annual balls were 

experienced in the new town hall, public cockfights and marathon exhibits enriched the everyday life in the 
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streets, and jovial plays were staged at the Andover Theatre that was recently built in 1803. In a short span 

of time, Andover prospered and transformed from a “rotten borough” into a fairly affluent town. 

 

Figure 4.1. Andover’s position in Britain on the left, and the map of Andover union as of 1835, on the right. [British 

map: Author’s drawing, Andover union map from Anstruther's The Scandal of the Andover Workhouse, 1973] 

 

Andover’s increasing wealth, however, was not shared by its surrounding neighbors that were to be 

grouped in the Andover union. As a result of the unprecedented cost of the Napoleonic wars, heavy taxes, 

inadequacy of parish relieves, and increasing price of a loaf of bread among other factors, poverty was 

dramatically intensified throughout the region. William Cobbett, a political reformer best known for his 

book named Rural Rides based on his observational journeys on horseback through the countryside of 

Southeast England during the 1820s, described the living conditions of the village of Hurstbourne Tarrant, 

as “a dismal account,” which was soon to be incorporated into the Andover union. Cobbett proclaimed that 

“in no part of England,” he had seen “the labouring people so badly off” as they were in this village.135 The 

situation was even worse in the parish workhouse: 

I went to see with my own eyes some of the parish houses, as they are called; that is to say, the places where 

the select vestry put the poor people into to live. Never did my eyes before alight on such scenes of 

wretchedness! There was one place, about 18 feet long and 10 wide, in which I found the wife of ISAAC 

HOLDEN, which, when all were at home, had to contain nineteen persons; and into which I solemnly declare, 

                                                   

135 William Cobbett, Rural Rides  (London: William Cobbett, 1830), 585. 
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I would not put 19 pigs, even if well bedded with straw. Another place was shown me by JOB WALDRON'S 

daughter; another by Thomas Carey's wife. The bare ground, and that in holes too, was the floor in both these 

places. The windows broken, and the holes stuffed with rags, or covered with rotten bits of board. Great 

openings in the walls, parts of which were fallen down, and the places stopped with hurdles and straw.136 

In the early winter of 1830, the Swing Riots made things even worse. The widespread uprising was 

the result of progressive dispossession and impoverishment of the agricultural workforce and 

underprivileged classes. It began with the destruction of threshing machines in East Kent, spread throughout 

the whole Southern England and East Anglia, and culminated in the destruction of buildings such as parish 

workhouses that were seen as symbols of oppression and exploitation. Once the riots were suppressed by 

constables and troops, many were imprisoned, hanged or shipped to Australian penal colonies for their 

involvement in the revolt. In Andover, the riots were suppressed by a troop of Yeomanry Cavalry led by 

Captain Assheton Smith [Figure 4.2]. As an alarming number of laboring and underprivileged classes in 

Andover joined the riots, the state apparatuses started to take new measures in “stabilizing” the town. This 

regulatory task was to be achieved with the establishment of a new police force as well as the commission of 

a new union workhouse. 

 

Figure 4.2. Captain Assheton Smith and a troop of Yeomanry Cavalry are depicted making an appearance against the 

background of the recently erected Town Hall at Andover High Street, 1834 [From Hampshire Archives] 

                                                   

136 The Poor Man's Friend 13th October, 1826. 
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Andover Workhouse Commission 

When the New Poor Law was enacted in 1834, Colonel Charles Ashe a’Court (1785-1861) was 

selected as the assistant commissioner concerned with Hampshire and Andover. He was the son of Sir 

William a'Court, a member of Parliament. The reasons he was selected as an assistant commissioner for this 

region were his influential role and iron discipline in suppressing the Swing Riots at Heytesbury. His 

primary duties were to form the union, build the union workhouse, and guide the guardians. In other words 

he was to help construct the architectural mechanism and supervise the local administrative structure. His 

first task was to make a preliminary survey to inquire the existing condition of parishes in and around the 

town. Upon his arrival in Andover, a’Court summoned the overseers to undergo a rigorous examination of 

accounts, expenditures, relief statistics, and the general condition of the existing parish workhouse. On July 

the 9th, 1835, a’Court returned to Andover and the Andover Poor Law Union was officially formed with a 

functioning board of thirty six guardians under the chairmanship of Reverend Christopher Dodson.137  

The new administrative body of the Andover union was responsible for a population of 16,976 

people according to the 1831 Census. As stated in the inquiry of union guardians, Andover’s existing parish 

workhouse, built in 1733, could only house up to 120 pauper inmates at that time, and its capacity and 

crumbling condition were also deemed insufficient for the new Poor Law system. In the book of minutes of 

Andover guardians, the report of the first meeting in 1835 officially declared that “a Union Workhouse 

calculated to contain 400 persons shall be erected at or near Andover.”138 Just a month later, a’Court sent a 

letter to the central commission from Salisbury, clarifying the progress he made thus far: 

At Andover I found more lukewarmness than I like on the subject of purchasing land for building. With the 

able assistance of the Revd Chairman of the Board of Guardians & of several members of the building 

committee, we at length fixed upon two sites. The one less eligible we know we can procure for 125£ per 

acre-the most desirable spot there is some little doubt about, altho' we offered 130£ an acre for it. The owner 

is going to give his final answer on Saturday; if favourable, well; if otherwise the other field will be forthwith 

purchased. Contracts will then be advertised for the erection of a building calculated for 400 inmates (the 

same number as at Basingstoke) on Mr. Kempthome's plan & the work will be commenced the moment your 

sanction is communicated to the Guardians.139 

On December, 1835, however, the guardians changed their mind after further calculations and were granted 

permission from the central commission to lower the capacity of the planned union workhouse from four 

hundred to three hundred paupers. After the successful creation of the union, official selection of officers, 

                                                   

137 Elected Guardians of Andover were respectively: Hugh Mundy, the gentleman; William Langstaff, the chemist; 
James Baker, the carrier; Joseph Wakeford, the mealman; and Thomas Heath, the banker. 
138 "Hampshire Record Office, 27.M. 48/X." 
139 "The Public Record Office, the Ministry of Health Papers, 32/2." 
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and initial construction phase of the new workhouse, Colonel a’Court handed over the administration of the 

Andover union to the energetic chairman Dodson and the Hampshire district to the assistant commissioner 

William Hawley in 1836. Just before his departure, a’Court wrote to Edwin Chadwick in a personal letter 

that he was “perfectly astonished at the working of the Union System in this County.”140  

The new Andover union workhouse was to be located at the outskirts of the town to the west side of 

Junction Road [Figure 4.3]. The guardians of Andover union contacted Sampson Kempthorne in person to 

construct one of his original abstract models at the new location they chose in Andover. After an initial 

meeting with the board, Kempthorne was formally appointed as the architect to construct the Andover 

workhouse building. The construction of the building—that will be elaborated in the next sub-chapter—was 

finished in just a year. On the 25th of March in 1836, Andover’s union workhouse officially opened its 

doors, housing in its very first day one hundred and eleven paupers. The new assistant commissioner 

William Hawley, a member of the landed gentry with a background in military, praised the new workhouse 

structure to the central committee in an official letter highlighting its “imposing and commodious” 

architectural character.141 The Andover union workhouse was ready to manage the Andover paupers. 

 

Figure 4.3. Andover union workhouse’s site plan of 1910 [From Anna Dickens’ “Architects and the Union Workhouse 
of the New Poor Law,” 1982] 

                                                   

140 Originally in Chadwick Papers, quoted in: Ian Anstruther, The Scandal of the Andover Workhouse  (London: 

Geoffrey Bles, 1973), 53. 
141 Quoted in: ibid., 97. 
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4.2. Andover Workhouse Construction 

The Carceral Archipelago Constructed 

Sampson Kempthorne built the Andover union workhouse by adapting his original cruciform model 

to the local site in April 1836 [Figure 4.4]. The capacity of the new workhouse was three hundred paupers as 

requested. From a financial perspective, Kempthorne estimated that Andover union workhouse would cost 

as low as £9.00 to £10.00 per inmate.142 For the entire project, a total amount of £5,200 was authorized 

through the exchequer loan system, of which £600 was used for the site, and £4,600 for the building itself. 

The cost of the Andover workhouse, therefore, turned out to become £17.3 per inmate. This was still less 

than the average cost of an English union workhouse for three hundred paupers in 1836, however, which 

cost £18.5 per head.143 That is to say, during the 1830s the cost of an average union workhouse proved to 

become double the cost of what had been anticipated. The official lists showed that, by 1840, a massive 

amount of £2,000,000 was authorized by commissioners all around the nation for the construction of union 

workhouses alone.144 During this climactic period, workhouse architects, starting from Sampson 

Kempthorne himself, became integral actors in translating the reformatory policy of the New Poor Law 

system into the built environment through modern union workhouses. 

 
 

Figure 4.4. The Andover Union workhouse designed by Sampson Kempthorne in 1836 [From an undated postcard] 

                                                   

142 Checkland and Checkland, The Poor Law Report of 1834, 438. 
143 Anonymous,  452. 
144 Karel Williams, From Pauperism to Poverty  (London: Routledge, 1981), 81. 
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In the design of the Andover union workhouse, Sampson Kempthorne made subtle changes to his 

original cruciform model. The cruciform model was the most commonly adopted union workhouse typology 

amongst union boards as well as workhouse architects, largely because of its flexibility to house a range of 

one hundred fifty to five hundred paupers by the extension of its wings or construction of additional stories. 

The original cruciform model consisted of four three-story wings intersecting at the octagonal supervisory 

hub of the workhouse master, enclosed by four single-story outer-blocks that formed the four inner yards to 

segregate boys, girls, men, and women, and the rectangular outer limits of the overall structure [Figure 4.5]. 

In Andover, however, Kempthorne formulated a new cruciform version with two-story wings, an extended 

entrance, two-story flanking outer-blocks to the front, and another two-story outer-block at the back. The 

core principles of the cruciform model shared by the Andover workhouse were a centrally controlled radial 

planning arrangement; a semi-panoptic tower to carry out surveillance of all inner yards; utilization of outer 

building blocks as external structural boundaries (instead of high walls); classification and separation of 

inmates in inner yards by enclosing them with architectural bodies of wings and outer blocks; and finally, 

classification and separation of inmates within the wings and dayrooms by means of staircase stacks. 

 
Figure 4.5. Perspective view of the cruciform workhouse model for three hundred paupers that was used as a basis for 

Andover union workhouse [From the First Annual Report of the Poor Law Commission, 1835] 

 

The design of Kempthorne’s cruciform model was closely related to the emerging institutional 

typologies such as modern hospitals, asylums, and prisons. Critics, however, concentrated their efforts on 

the ostensible similarities of the deterrent architecture of union workhouses with prisons, commenting that 
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Kempthorne’s designs “suggested the idea of Bastiles,” and claiming that his workhouse plans were directly 

copied from American prisons.145 The core principle of spatial separation of paupers according to age, 

gender, and labor capability in Kempthorne’s workhouse architecture provided a method developed in 

buildings of incarceration. The Andover union workhouse, like all the official models, was designed as a 

carceral archipelago, that was, a large detention center consisting of a series of smaller controllable islands, 

architectural boundaries, and surveillance systems. The exclusive attention given to the classification of 

pauper classes in the institutional discourse was literally translated to the architectural framework of the 

Andover workhouse in separated dayrooms and inner yards for each class, such as the women, the men, 

boys, girls, and the sick [Figure 4.6]. The Andover union workhouse was designed as “an architecture that 

would operate to transform individuals,” as Foucault put, “to act on those it shelters, to provide a hold on 

their conduct, to carry the effects of power right to them, to make it possible to know them, to alter them.”146 

That is, reformatory incarceration of paupers within the Andover union workhouse was a social engineering 

initiative to train them into becoming an obedient social body and a reserve army of cheap labor. 

 

Figure 4.6. Separation by classification principle at work in Sampson Kempthorne's Andover union workhouse (1836) 

ground floor plan, dated 1900 [From Hampshire Archives, colored by the author] 

                                                   

145 "New Poor Law Workhouses," lllustrated London News 7 November 1846. 
146 Foucault, Discipline & Punish: The Birth of the Prison, 172. 
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Engineering the Workhouse Vision 

Kempthorne’s union workhouse models were designed to reflect the policy of deterrence. The 

Andover union workhouse’s wall-like building blocks that surrounded its perimeters were the first step to 

convert this theory into practice. The union workhouse, in most unions as well as in Andover at this interval, 

became the largest public building in town reflecting the central authority and imposing silence upon the 

paupers. This imposed silence was given a double function by the Poor Law commissioners who expected 

union workhouses to project their symbolic power upon the public sphere, and also act as isolating enclaves 

“to prevent casual communication from without, and egress from within.”147 The façades of the Andover 

workhouse were designed as unadorned plain surfaces while ornamentation was sparingly reserved for the 

entrance block in the form of modest channeled ashlars, rusticated window heads, and pedimental lintels 

[Figure 4.7]. The central three of Andover’s laterally extended nine bays at its entrance façade, which were 

only five in the original cruciform model, were set forward and enlarged with a gable. Inside the gable, on a 

plaque was written, the Andover Union Workhouse, 1836.148 

 

Figure 4.7. The Andover Union workhouse entrance façade as of 2014 [Author’s photo] 

                                                   

147 "The Public Record Office, the Ministry of Health Papers, 1/1,"  (4 Nov. 1834). 
148 As the Andover workhouse building is functioning as a residential complex right now, the plaque no longer holds 

the name of the former institution, but only the date of construction. 
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In the Andover union workhouse, the strategic utilization of visibility was an important factor 

shaping the overall architectural design. The utilization, however, was radically different for pauper inmates 

and workhouse officers. Within the wing blocks that contained dormitories, day halls, and infirmaries, for 

instance, the windows of the Andover union workhouse were placed consciously higher than the average 

eye level following the example of prison designs of the era, so as to let the light in, but render inmates 

unable to look out to the inner yards or the outside world. As the official elevation drawings of 

Kempthorne’s workhouse models were reserved solely for the less circulated larger format of the First 

Annual Report, and most of the original workhouse windows with high sills were later enlarged in the 

second half of the nineteenth century to render the workhouse buildings less deterrent, workhouse historians 

usually ignored the crucial effects of this deliberate visual blockage upon the paupers. The workhouse 

windows with dramatically high sills can be seen in the first figure below in Kempthorne’s official elevation 

drawings published in 1835 [Figures 4.8]. While in the second figure, my photograph that I recently took (in 

2014) demonstrates the relatively unchanged condition of the same high windows, which can be more easily 

observed in the contrast between the pauper dayroom windows of the second floor with that of the large 

windows of the master’s quarters to the left end of the photograph [Figures 4.9]. Moreover, paupers were 

forced to see the wall-like inner façades of the institution within the airing yards enclosing them from every 

corner, even when they could hardly catch a glimpse out of the workhouse in communal sections of the 

building. The outer blocks that defined the building perimeters did not have any outward-looking windows, 

either. The only one with windows belonged to the entrance block that was reserved for guardians and 

workhouse officers rather than the paupers. Add to these instances, the cell-like barring of the centrally 

pivoted swing-sash windows used all around the building, and we may start understanding why the 

architecture of the union workhouse was compared to that of the prison. 
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Figure 4.8. Elevations of the cruciform workhouse model was used as a basis for the Andover union workhouse [From 

the First Annual Report of the Poor Law Commission, 1835] 

 

 
 
Figure 4.9. High windows of second-story pauper day rooms, in contrast with the large windows of master’s quarters 

[Author’s Photograph, 2014] 
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In contrast to the conscious visual restriction of paupers, Andover union workhouse provided its 

officers with the capability to constantly monitor the paupers. Surveillance was primarily carried out from 

the octagonal-shaped observation tower located at the center which was nicknamed “the Spike” by paupers, 

which functioned as the headquarters of the master. This layout gave the master the ability to monitor each 

of the four airing yards even while he was lying in his bed. All he needed was to turn his head panoramically 

and keep track of the paupers from the strategically placed windows. On a symbolic level, the centrally 

situated octagonal hub consolidated the supremacy of the master as the primary representative of the 

institutional mechanism. This centrality was also functional in that it provided the master the circulative 

proximity to reach all the wards and halls he wanted. The consciously designed architectural layout of the 

Andover workhouse, therefore, allowed the master to be just a look away from paupers’ airing yards, and 

just a step away from their day halls and dormitories. The Andover union workhouse was designed to keep 

the strategically blinded paupers under constant surveillance. 

From Cruciform Model to Andover Workhouse 

Although the plan of the Andover workhouse was largely based on the cruciform model, there were 

a number of minor updates that, when added together, created a substantially different overall plan. In the 

figures below, the official cruciform model plan and the Andover workhouse plan can be seen side by side 

for a comparative analysis [Figure 4.10]. In both plans, the entry to the workhouse was achieved by passing 

through the waiting hall at the entrance block. In the cruciform model, the entrance hall was flanked by a 

bread room on one side, and a searching-room and porter's room on the other. In the Andover plan, 

however, the porter’s room incorporated the function of searching the bodies of paupers so that they could 

not bring in any hidden possessions and the other flank was enlarged to house the board room. The 

enlargement and repositioning of the board room from the first floor to the ground floor in Andover was a 

response by Kempthorne to the request of guardians for more office space and more direct communication 

with the entrance hall.149 In both plans, the outer-blocks on both sides of the entrance block housed 

receiving sick wards and washing rooms, however, in Andover the width of these blocks was enlarged, 

nearly doubling the spatial area with additional nurse rooms, day rooms, and staircases that led to the upper 

floor. The upper floor of these blocks was reserved for women’s sick wards on one side and men’s on the 

other, which were placed on the third floor of the front and rear wings in the original cruciform model. This 

programmatic update leveled Andover’s outer block and wing heights on the second floor, creating a more 

                                                   

149 Morrison, The Workhouse: A Study of Poor-Law Buildings in England, 62. 
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compact and formal enclosure in contrast to the cruciform model that rather allowed the wings to rise to 

three stories, while keeping all the outer blocks as single-story volumes.  

 

 

Figure 4.10. Ground and First floor plans of Sampson Kempthorne’s cruciform workhouse model on the left and 

Andover union workhouse on the right. [From the First Annual Report and Hampshire Archives] 
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Comparatively, the central supervisory hub from which four wings radiated towards the outer 

blocks had different functions and volumes in both designs. While in the cruciform model, the first floor of 

the octagonal hub was labeled as “master’s parlor,” in Andover, master’s office was located at the second 

floor of the entrance block so as to relocate the kitchen close to the dining hall. The aim of this update was 

to reconfigure the previous vertical relationship between the kitchen and the dining hall in a horizontal way 

on the same floor by situating them side by side. In both plans, the south side-wing contained men’s and the 

north side-wing contained women’s day rooms on the ground floor while the dormitories on the first floor 

separated them from each other. However, the way children paupers were situated had radical differences in 

both plans. In the cruciform model, boys’ dormitory was situated at the first floor of the front wing, girls’ 

dormitory was at the second floor of the entrance block, and their airing yards were located at the front side. 

In Andover, boys’ and girls’ day halls were situated at the ground floor and their dormitories were located at 

the first floor of the rear block, while there were two additional yards built for them at the back of the 

building with enclosed walls increasing the overall number of airing yards from four to six. On both plans, 

these yards contained amenities and rooms such as privies, piggery, slaughterhouse, laundry, wash-house, 

and workrooms. The Andover union workhouse, in the final analysis, was a perfect example of how subtle 

variations in Kempthorne’s original models could lead to substantial differences despite similar institutional 

and architectural expectations. 

4.3. Paupers and Everyday Workhouse Life 

Everyday Life and Workhouse Graffiti 

The history of the union workhouse did not solely consist of the interaction among institutional, 

discursive, and architectural mechanisms largely led by legislators, supervisors, architects, and other 

experts. Their hegemonic network constituted only one half of the overall picture. For the remaining half, 

we need to analyze the union workhouse as a lived space in the Lefebvrian sense of the word, that is, as a 

space experienced and manipulated by the collective agency of its everyday spatial actors.150 This is not an 

easy historiographical task, however, as most of the early nineteenth-century workhouse inmates were 

considered illiterate, and their stories concerning their daily lives were rarely found in workhouse 

documents and reports. Any attempt to re-constitute the historical framework of everyday workhouse life, 

therefore, needs to piece together a variety of sources fundamentally different from each other, such as rare 

recollections of underprivileged classes, casual graffiti made by paupers on ward walls, public observations 

                                                   

150 Henri Lefebvre, The Production of Space, trans. Donald Nicholson-Smith (Cambridge: Blackwell, 1991), 38-39. 
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made by journalists and visitors, small hints in the diary and minutes of officials, and fictional references 

both in “high” and popular literature. 

Charles Dickens was one of the early writers to use workhouses not as passive background stages, 

but rather as active spatial protagonists, successively, in Oliver Twist (1838), A Christmas Carol (1843), and 

Bleak House (1853). However, it was in one of his less known pieces titled “A Walk in the Workhouse” 

published in 1850 for his own journal Household Words that Dickens combined his journalistic skills with 

his literary fervor to provide a more direct portrayal of the everyday life in a union workhouse. After an 

actual casual visit, Dickens elaborated his impressions of the Marylebone union workhouse at first hand 

portraying the alarming conditions of the underprivileged classes: 

On a certain Sunday, I formed one of the congregation assembled in the chapel of a large metropolitan 

Workhouse… Among this congregation, were some evil-looking young women, and beetle-browed young 

men; but not many—perhaps that kind of characters kept away. Generally, the faces (those of the children 

excepted) were depressed and subdued, and wanted colour. Aged people were there, in every variety. 

Mumbling, blear-eyed, spectacled, stupid, deaf, lame; vacantly winking in the gleams of sun that now and 

then crept in through the open doors, from the paved yard; shading their listening ears, or blinking eyes, with 

their withered hands; poring over their books, leering at nothing, going to sleep, crouching and drooping in 

corners. There were weird old women, all skeleton within, all bonnet and cloak without, continually wiping 

their eyes with dirty dusters of pocket-handkerchiefs; and there were ugly old crones, both male and female, 

with a ghastly kind of contentment upon them which was not at all comforting to see. Upon the whole, it was 

the dragon, Pauperism, in a very weak and impotent condition; toothless, fangless, drawing his breath heavily 

enough, and hardly worth chaining up.151 

The primary role of Dickens was not unearthing hidden problems of the union workhouse, but rather, 

popularizing what was already known by only a small portion of the English society. 

The Poor Law inspector Andrew Doyle, in a rather unusual case, provided a straight source of 

information in his official report, when he noted down a selection of graffiti for further inspection made by 

paupers themselves in vagrant wards of union workhouses.152 These graffiti were reported by the Poor Law 

officials so that they could directly analyze the “character and habits of the vagrant class.”153 They were 

deemed a more reliable source by the officers themselves than the testimony of vagrants, for when they 

were questioned by officers, they could easily lie and give politically correct answers to protect themselves 

from disciplinary measures. Largely overlooked by workhouse historians, these graffiti made by paupers 

have the potential to reflect their general feelings, daily interactions, and everyday tactics from their own 

mouth as an invaluable record of direct pauper self-expression. The majority of workhouse graffiti consisted 

                                                   

151 Charles Dickens, "A Walk in the Workhouse," Household Words (25 May 1850). 
152 Poor Law Board, Reports on Vagrancy, Pp Xxxv  (1866), 62-67. 
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of inmates’ colorful nicknames, hometowns, and journeys. On one of the walls “Happy Jack was here on the 

3rd of July, bound for the Island of Hope,” was written. On another a pauper signed his name as “Hamlet, 

Prince of Denmark” in a sarcastic manner. One of the paupers called himself “Cocking Henry, from 

Yarmouth,” while two other signed their names as “Spanish Jim and Bloody Sod.” A rather lengthy one 

depicts the friendship of three paupers and their future plans: “Westminster Cockney, Dublin Dick, and 

Preston Lank was here on the 11th October, and is bound for Wales, Dublin Dick bound for Liverpool.” 

From another graffiti we learn that, “Wolverhampton Nipper bound for London,” and “The Dutchman was 

here on the 21st of September, ragged and lousey, padding the hoof, and getting the mange quite fast.” 

Some of them reflected the everyday life of workhouses even more thoroughly, such as: “Saucy Harry and 

his moll will be at Chester to eat their Christmas dinner,” or “Bow Street and two other raggamuffins slept 

here on the night of 12th April, and was quite shocked at the clownish impudence of the old pauper at the 

lodge.”  

Most of the pauper graffiti were used to give and get institutional tips and feedback about the 

workhouses equivalent to modern day trip advising reviews. Some examples included: “Beware of 

Ludlow—bare boards, no chuck,” “Bishop's Castle Union Workhouse is a good place to be down in, but a 

damned bad lot of paupers about it,” “This bloody hole is lousey,” “Oh Sandbach, thou art no catch, for like 

heavy bread, a damned bad batch,” and “So I tell you again, treat this place with respect, and instead of 

abusing, pray do it protect, for to lodge here one night is certainly a treat, at this little clean union at 

Trysull.” Finally, there were some inmates who used their poetic talents to tell their own life stories, such as: 

“A little power, a little sway; A sunbeam on a winter's day; Is all the rich and mighty have; Between the 

cradle and the grave—Yankey Ben,” “Mickleham Mick, the wandering jockey; Laid his nob on these boards 

the other night; He is not now half so cockey; As when with Ben Anson's dumplins he did fight,” “It's an ill 

dog that don't deserve a crust; Is a maxim true and just; So we must be dogs of the very worst breed; When 

we don't receive what we greatly need; For it's very unkind, nay, further cruel; To give here merely a drop of 

thin gruel; But let them keep it, we can do without it; And I mean to let half the town know about it,” and 

“Before you close your eyes to sleep, boys, pray for fine weather; For human hearts need sun as well as corn 

and oats; For this rain of late, and at present too, is to had altogether; Considering the state of our old shoes 

and the thinness of our coats; In this place there is a stove, but it is very seldom lighted; In fact to make you 

comfortable they don't intend to try; And the clerk of the weather office must surely be short-sighted; Or he 

would see the benefit of sunny days as well as you or I—Bow Street.” While some reflected the emotional 

expectations of some of the paupers like, “I should dearly like to marry if I could find Any gay old donner 
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suited to my mind—Jack Sheppard from York,” some of them even functioned as dramatic obituary notices, 

“Wild Scoty the celebrated king of the cadgers, is in Newgate in, London, going to be hanged by the neck 

till he is dead; this is a great fact—Written by his mate.” 

Disciplinary Function and Resistance 

- Rituals and Timetables 

The union workhouse apparatus had a multi-modal machinery that accommodated disciplinary, 

supervisory, purgatory, and utilitarian functions to regulate every single detail of the everyday life of 

paupers. Despite the asymmetrical power relationship, however, the paupers were not passive dolls; they 

had their own ways of resisting and manipulating the imposed regulations. Starting from the disciplinary 

function of the union workhouse apparatus, I will examine each of these four functions in four successive 

sub-chapters to exhibit the struggle between institutional and everyday mechanisms in the built and cultural 

environments of the workhouse building. 

Discipline is a way of controlling the operations of a body in a constant way. The disciplinary 

intention of the workhouse officer over the pauper body was actualized right away during the pauper’s 

entrance ritual. According to the standard procedure, in the Andover union workhouse applicants were first 

accepted to the entrance hall, and after a long wait, they were given the chance to present their self-

explanation to guardians in the adjacent board room. The meeting resembled a criminal trial, in which 

applicants stood in a dock, while guardians sat around a large meeting table and the chairman confronted 

applicants directly by sitting at the top. If the guardians allowed the applicant to enter the union workhouse, 

a number of rituals awaited the new pauper. The first stop was the small probationary ward. If the paupers 

came as a family, they were broken up according to their gender and age. The wife was separated from the 

husband while the children were separated from their parents and siblings, and all the communal ties were 

taken over by the workhouse institution. After the classification, they were searched from head to toe, all 

their personal belongings were appropriated including their clothes, and they were bathed in the adjoined 

bathrooms. While the former ritual of separation was used to neutralize communal ties, this procedure was 

utilized to wipe away the individual identities of the paupers. After one or two days spent in the receiving 

ward to digest these processes of de-communalization and de-subjectivization, paupers were examined by 

the medical officer to be classified according to their status of health such as the able-bodied, the sick, the 

infirm, and the mentally ill. After all these procedures, paupers were finally transferred to their particular 

wards and kept under constant supervision. 
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The union workhouse was structured by parameters of thought and practice to reform 

institutionalized paupers. The primary task of the workhouse was to administer pauper life, not to solely 

incarcerate and castigate paupers. That is, the workhouse was an institution to make paupers restructure their 

own bodies according to institutional norms. The union workhouses were to be disciplinary machines to 

reabsorb the idle and the non-compliant, and provide pre-emptive protection against political uprisings and 

agitation. This was to be achieved with the help of calculated distributions of bodies and resources, 

standardized timetables and dietaries, homogenized uniforms and appearances, rigid classifications and 

regulations, orchestrated movements and choreographed rhythms. The tutelary grasp of central and local 

authorities was deemed necessary to structure the so-called normless bodies of paupers with discipline and 

obedience under a monotonous workhouse routine. 

The disciplinary function of the union workhouse apparatus was to coerce the bodies of paupers by 

regulating and dividing up their everyday movements and the space and time in which they interacted. For 

paupers, all aspects of life were conducted within segregated workhouse rooms under the authority of 

workhouse officers. Inmates were treated as a mass population instead of distinct individuals within the 

immediate company of their class. Their lives were synchronized according to an institutional temporality. 

Their daily activities were strictly scheduled as one compulsory action gave way to another throughout the 

entire day according to standardized timetables designed by Poor Law commissioners, determining the exact 

time for paupers to get up, eat, work, and go to bed without exceptions [Table 4.1]. Although the dominance 

of the clock over laboring activities and everyday tasks had become an increasingly widespread 

phenomenon in rapidly industrializing states like Britain since the late eighteenth century, the difference of 

workhouse life was that there was no outside to these predetermined institutional rhythms. As there was no 

distinction in the workhouse between a workplace and a house, paupers had no control on how to spend 

their time, and hence, their body clocks were always winded by workhouse officers. 

 
Table 4.1. Daily timetable for workhouse inmates [From First Annual Report of the Poor Law Commission (1835)] 
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 Some of the official regulations that elaborated the everyday timetable in the First Annual Report 

openly expressed the disciplinary intentions of the union workhouse institution in a rather militaristic 

fashion as follows:  

XIII. All the paupers in the workhouse, except the sick, the aged and infirm, and the young children, shall rise, 

be set to work, leave off work, and go to bed, at the times mentioned in the accompanying table 'A', and shall 

be allowed such intervals for their meals as therein are stated and these several times shall be notified by 

ringing a bell: and during the time of meals, silence, order and decorum shall be maintained. 

XIV. Half an hour after the bell shall have been rung for rising, the names shall be called over in the several 

wards provided for the second, third, fifth and sixth classes, when every pauper belonging to the ward must be 

present, to answer to his or her name, and to be inspected by the master or matron. 

XXVI. Any pauper, who shall neglect to observe such of the foregoing rules as are applicable to him or her; 

Or who shall make any noise when silence is ordered; Or use obscene or profane language; Or by word or 

deed insult or revile any other pauper in the workhouse; Or who shall not duly cleanse his or her person; Or 

neglect or refuse to work; Or pretend sickness; Or disobey any of the legal orders of the master or matron, or 

other superintendent; shall be deemed disorderly, and shall be placed in apartments provided for such 

offenders, or shall otherwise be distinguished in dress, and placed upon such diet as the board of guardians 

shall prescribe.154 

Controlling the temporality of pauper bodies were not deemed enough. The institution was also interested in 

controlling the sounds, voices, and speeches of the paupers through loud bells, imposed states of silence, 

and restricted uses of language. The ideal scenario of the officers was to structure all the spatio-temporal 

interactions of the paupers within union workhouses according to pre-determined institutional regulations. 

- Dress codes and Dietaries 

One of the primary aspects of the disciplinary function of union workhouses was the homogenous 

standardization of dress codes and diets. The official workhouse uniform consisted of a cap, a dress, a shift, 

a wrapper, and petticoats for women, and a jacket, a waistcoat, a shirt, a cap, and trousers for men. The 

ritual of taking away every pauper’s clothes upon their entry to the union workhouse, and dressing them 

with the drab gray uniform of the institution was a prime component of discipline for a deindividualized 

pauper was easier to control and resubjectivize with new norms and regulations. These were, according to 

Erving Goffman, immediate procedures to block pauper inmates from bringing their “presenting culture” 

into the institution, which was a sum of their previous ways of life, rounds of activities, social arrangements, 

defensive maneuvers, coping mechanisms, and thus, their very conception of self.155 In parallel to the 

change of their clothes, therefore, the paupers were separated from their self from the moment they set foot 

inside the workhouse, and were instead imposed a new pauper role standardized by the institution. 
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The major friction between paupers and officers was caused by the workhouse diet. The tension was 

based on not only the quantity, but also the quality of the rations. In a lecture on public hygiene and medical 

police on 1844, James Black summarized the logic behind the strict diet of union workhouses as follows: 

The great object, and it is one of great difficulty to the authorities, is so to regulate the diet of workhouses and 

prisons, that it shall not be so ample and generous, as to be a sort of bounty on crime or idleness, or above 

what an honest labourer is able to procure out of doors from his daily wages, nor yet be so low and meagre, 

and innutritious, as to run the obvious risk of bringing on debility and asthenic diseases, for the law only 

condemns to confinement, not to starvation.156 

In the early nineteenth century, the scientific knowledge about nutrition was largely insufficient which led 

the Poor Law commissioners to examine the conditions of the independent laborer and the prison inmate to 

prepare a comparative nationwide diet for workhouse paupers. Accordingly, the union workhouse diet was 

structured following a study of prison diets by Edwin Chadwick as one of his first official Poor Law 

investigations. Chadwick was a firm supporter of prolonged marginal diets within these institutions for he 

believed poverty as such did not harmfully affect health. In his personal investigations, he even speculated 

to have witnessed that inmates on a minimal diet were healthier than those on a high diet.157  

The standardization of strict diets in union workhouses was not solely based on the beliefs of a 

selected body of Poor Law operators. It was, even more fundamentally, a pre-emptive action to augment the 

preventive capacity of the workhouses and discourage the poor from entering these institutions. For this 

very reason, the workhouse diet was aimed to be both less in quantity and inferior in quality than the 

average diet of a local laboring family. The Poor Law commission accordingly formulated six carbohydrate-

heavy dietaries for the six different classes of paupers [Table 4.2]. Bread and gruel were the standard for 

breakfast, bread and cheese were served for supper, while once a week meat pudding was reserved for 

dinner replacing soup and potatoes. The coarse workhouse bread made of the cheap “seconds” flour that 

formed the backbone of the workhouse diet was “hard, stale, and served with such small quantities of fat 

that it was difficult to eat.”158 This was used by comic almanacs for sarcastic jokes starting from 1835, one 

of which proclaimed that “a successful method of converting stones into bread has been transmitted to the 

New Poor-Law Commissioners, and a three-and-six penny medal presented to the ingenious discoverer 

thereof.”159 Paupers were vocally critical about the scarcity of their rations, which were even less than some 
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prison diets. The doctor of the Fristou union workhouse in Suffolk, for instance, commented that paupers 

were starving in union workhouses, and that “they would swallow prussic acid,” if he would give it to them, 

“rather than endure their present privations.”160  

Table 4.2. The diet sheet for “able-bodied paupers of both sexes” effective in all union workhouses [From 
Parliamentary Papers 1836, XXIX, Appendix A, No.7, 56-9] 

 

 

 

 At Andover, the situation was even direr because of a mistake guardians made while copying 

the official diet sheet of able-bodied paupers, which resulted in even fewer rations of bread and vegetables 

than the already low diet as can be seen in the table below [Table 4.3].161 This means that, till this error was 

uncovered at the official investigations of Andover Workhouse Scandal during the late 1840s, the Andover 

union workhouse had served a dramatically insufficient diet for its paupers for more than a decade. As in 

most union workhouses, meals were eaten at Andover in dining halls that were separated according to 

gender. No cutlery was provided for paupers during the early years, imitating the prison discipline to 

prevent the acquirement of sharp objects by paupers, so they had to eat with their fingers. On Christmas 
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Days, some union workhouses, according to the decisions of their guardians, could permit extra bread and 

beer to paupers. However, the Andover board was acknowledged to be one of the strictest of them all, and 

even on the nationwide celebration of young Queen Victoria’s coronation on 28 June 1838, they voted 

against any variation on the usual diet in fear of losing their disciplinary grip on the paupers.162  

Table 4.3. The diet sheet for “able-bodied paupers of both sexes” at the Andover union workhouse which had 

mistakenly fewer rations of bread and vegetables [From Hampshire Archive] 

 

 
 

In addition to homogenized diets, socio-spatial behaviors during mealtimes were also strictly 

controlled. It was not enough for paupers to eat the same meal every day, but they also had to enter and exit 

dining halls at the same time, sit at their specific place, and eat their meal in complete silence. Even limited 

allowances for the aged such as extra tea were deemed a threat to the strict order of the institution by some 

guardians. The elderly were denied in most union workhouses to keep their own teapots and brew their own 

tea at will, which was regarded as a disruptive behavior for it challenged the disciplinary temporality of the 

institution. Instead, the aged paupers were offered a large “institutional” teapot from which they could drink 

tea only at fixed times determined by their local guardians.163  

In union workhouses, the control and distribution of food supplies were also exploited by local 

authorities. Some officers used food for reward and punishment, others allowed food adulteration to lower 
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the cost of food contracts, while some others directly stole food from the rations of paupers. The master and 

the matron of the Andover workhouse, for instance, were found after the Andover scandal to have stolen 

consistently from the food supply of paupers.164 One of the main reasons of this exploitation was the 

unchecked responsibility of workhouse officers. While they were paid on an average £100 a year, they were 

given the task to pass goods worth approximately £380,000 a year.165 The unfortunate victims of tightfisted 

calculations of central authorities and unaccountable exploitations of local authorities were, however, almost 

always the paupers. 

- Resistance and Punishment 

The everyday life of union workhouses was structured with a strict institutional routine. Paupers 

were to be kept under close supervision regarding their diet, clothing, labor, and daily schedule from the 

minute they woke up to the moment they went to bed. Karl Marx, recalling these internal mechanisms of 

discipline, defined the union workhouse as the “place of punishment for poverty.”166 The problematic 

assumption of institutional workhouse ideology was not only based on its test of deterrence, marking every 

underprivileged figure a potential impostor in faking their dependent condition, but also the way pauper 

inmates were treated inside the workhouse walls, as if being poor was a crime in and of itself. In the 

disciplinary structure of workhouses, silent mealtimes were coupled with strict inspection over pauper mails 

and visitors. Paupers were required to be not only industrious, punctual, and sanitary, but also silent, 

compliant, and morally obedient. This rigid structure, however, had its own pockets of resistance obtained 

by the agency of workhouse inmates who utilized a number of spontaneous as well as organized tactics to 

manipulate these institutional mechanisms and regulations.  

New networks of power were formed among paupers when some of them became close to officers 

and nurses attaining a better position to acquire extra rations while some others constituted new channels of 

resource distribution. New currency systems were established to barter goods such as smuggled tobacco and 

hoarded pieces of food. Some paupers found a way to trick workhouse masters to take a day off using 

fictional family emergencies as excuses and got back drunk to the union workhouse the next day disrupting 

the “sober” character of institutional discipline. Other paupers faked sick sometimes to get a better diet and 

other times to evade hard labor. Paupers, through these channels of resistance and manipulation, expressed 

their subjective vitality in the face of total institutional indoctrination. The same channels were seen from 
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the perspective of workhouse officers, however, as forms of insubordination and nuisance, which led to 

severe punishments.  

Paupers were punished, for example, by being forced to wear special degrading clothes, locked in 

the refractory ward that was basically an unlit tiny cell, and left to starve there for a period of time 

determined solely by the master. At Andover, the refractory ward was situated at the back next to the 

mortuary. It was known as “the Black Hole” by the paupers, because it was an unheated and windowless 

room with a cold pitch dark atmosphere and a floor made of raw earth.167 Workhouse officers were reported 

to abuse and exploit the interpretative nature of institutional regulations by castigating those paupers they 

did not favor, and fabricating excuses such as accusing them of being dirty, noisy, or disobedient. For a 

period of seven years from March 1835 to March 1842, 10,538 paupers were reported to be officially tried 

for offences in union workhouses throughout the country, of which 7174 were explained as cases of 

misbehavior, disorder, and disobedience in vague terms without any factual details.168 Of these offenders, 

twenty-eight percent got away with a sentence up to a fortnight, fifty-one percent received a sentence from 

fourteen days to a month, and a further nineteen percent received even longer sentences. The harsh and 

punitive nature of the workhouse discipline was one of the main reasons why able-bodied paupers started 

committing voluntary crimes so that they could be transferred to gaols which they deemed even less brutal. 

Between 1837 and 1846, sixty-one paupers escaped from Andover workhouse alone to enter neighboring 

gaols, “because they hoped to escape mistreatment and underfeeding.”169 That is to say, at times, houses of 

correction, gaols, and prisons were deemed even more preferable places to stay by paupers than the 

disciplinary structure of the union workhouses themselves. 

Supervisory Function and Classification 

- Surveillance and Segregation 

The union workhouse was also designed to function as a supervisory machine. The primary 

institutional principles of the New Poor Law, namely surveillance, classification, and segregation were 

directly manifested into the architectural characteristics of union workhouses. Surveillance was not solely 

utilized as an observational tool for collecting information and managing territories, but more importantly, 

operated as a supervisory instrument to regulate paupers’ behavior by forcing them for compliance. While 

the semi-panoptic formation of the Andover union workhouse allowed masters and matrons a panoramic 
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overview of the exterior activities of paupers inside airing courtyards, the spatial segregation of dayrooms, 

dormitories, and workrooms provided the capability to observe their activities internally behind locked 

doors. In 1837, the supervisory function of the union workhouse got even more consolidated, when local 

boards were given the official responsibility to administer the registration of births, deaths, and marriages in 

their union by adding a register office to the entrance blocks of workhouses.170 Keeping archival records 

about paupers was never a naïve objective endeavor, but a peculiar institutional method in quantifying social 

interactions into graphs, tables, and statistics. The statistics of paupers were not kept solely for their time 

inside the workhouse, but Poor Law authorities made great efforts to trace former paupers, and especially 

children, in order to keep and analyze their progress in life and provide quantifiable feedback for their “test 

subjects.”171 Once the paupers were marked with the stamp of union workhouses, therefore, they was no 

escape from constant surveillance throughout their entire life. 

The strategy of pauper classification that was established in institutional policy was utilized in union 

workhouses through spatial segregation. According to the First Annual Report, indoor paupers were 

classified within union workhouses as: 1) Aged or infirm men, 2) Able-bodied men, and youths above 13, 3) 

Youths and boys above 7 years old and under 13, 4) Aged or infirm women, 5) Able-bodied women, and 

girls above 16, 6) Girls above seven years of age and under 16, and 7) Children under seven years of age. 

After classification, each class was assigned “a ward or separate building and yard” best fitted for the 

reception of such class, in which they had remained separated “without communication with those of any 

other class.”172 Segregation of pauper classes, therefore, was based on gender, age, bodily capability, and 

health. In addition to this basic structure, local guardians were advised by the central authority to segregate 

vagrants, chronically insane and handicapped, fever cases, and lying-in women. Segregation was put into 

operation to control paupers more efficiently by homogenizing their collective bodies into pre-determined 

categories, to deter families from taking shelter in union workhouses by forcibly separating married couples 

and children from each other, and finally, to isolate the dissemination of contagious diseases. 

One of the most controversial regulations of union workhouses was deemed the separation of 

married couples which was designed specifically by Poor Law commissioners to utilize the principle of 

deterrence [Figure 4.11]. An article published in Weekly Dispatch in 1836, condemned the separation of 
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married couples as “the worst and most decidedly un-English part of the new system.”173 The ideological 

background of this separation had a more sinister objective, Malthusian in nature, to prevent paupers from 

having children by depriving them from possible sexual relations. During this period, many Anti-Poor Law 

handbills and broadsheets focused their attention on this problematic subject. A satirical tract named Give It 

A Fair Trial distributed in Huddersfield during 1837, for example, proposed an alternative apparatus, 

reversed for the wealthy classes and landed gentry who were to be incarcerated separately as ladies and 

gentlemen in “Union palaces” and see each other solely once a week “through a golden grate.”174 According 

to official statistics, the principles of deterrence and separation largely succeeded by mid-nineteenth century, 

for married couples made up only five percent of total union workhouse population at this interval.175 

 

Figure 4.11. A sketch, illustrating the infamous separation of married couples inside union workhouses [From The 

Odd Fellow, July 6, 1839] 
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In union workhouses, the mechanism of supervisory control was achieved with a specific spatial 

layout consisting of a semi-panoptic central tower looking over departmentalized pauper dayrooms, sleeping 

wards, and airing yards. An internal contradiction such as the lack of a sufficient amount of specialized 

experts and caretakers, however, caused the paupers to occasionally cross barriers and move beyond locked 

doors to help with everyday tasks such as cooking, cleaning, bedding, nursing, and caring for infants. This 

side effect, in turn, jeopardized the ideal institutional operation of strict classification and segregation. 

Accordingly, one of the primary criticisms regarding the New Poor Law by the utilitarian learned classes 

themselves, was a lack of expert officers to instill more specialized supervision and discipline. Robert 

Pashley, a nineteenth-century English traveler and economist, argued in his Pauperism and Poor Laws 

(1852) that the primary defect of union workhouses was an absence of effective specialization.176 A decade 

later, Frances Cobbe, an Irish writer and social reformer, described the union workhouse as “a huge omnium 

gatherum of human want, vice, folly and disease,” which lacked individualized services to provide the 

particular needs of different paupers.177 The issue of redrawing the map of specialized treatment for different 

pauper classes, therefore, became one of the most popular debates of the period, in professional journals, 

official inquiries, and congresses such as those of Social Science Association.178 In the journal Social 

Science Review an article titled “The English Bastile” accused the union workhouse of being “a prison 

without the accommodation of a prison; an asylum without the comforts of an asylum; and a sick hospital 

with the special provision that it has no proper convenience for sick people.”179 The union workhouse was 

blamed for acquiring none of the good qualities of these institutions but instead possessing “all of their 

defects” in the form of a dysfunctional institutional potpourri. 

- Gender and Workhouse Domesticity 

Union workhouses had highly gendered architectural layouts. In addition to the literal division of 

dayrooms, dormitories, infirmaries, dining halls, and airing yards of male and female paupers, there was 

also a gendered division of labor concerning the everyday functioning of the workhouse. The issue of 

gender was an emerging discussion topic during the early nineteenth century with the emergence of 

feminism. In works such as of Mary Wollstonecraft’s A Vindication of the Rights of Woman (1792) and 

Marion Kirkland Reid’s A Plea for Woman (1843), the argument was to enlarge the egalitarian demands of 
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social classes into the issue of gender itself, by proclaiming that women deserved the same fundamental 

rights as men instead of being viewed as ornaments or property to be traded in marriage. 

This was, however, simultaneously the era that gave birth to the popular establishment of the 

Victorian cult of domesticity and maternity that set women’s primary task to make her home cozy and 

pleasant for her husband and children. In the Victorian era, the number of associations like The Ladies 

Sanitary Association and publications such as Mrs. Beeton's Book of Household Management, The Skillful 

Housewife's Book, and Complete Guide to Domestic Cookery skyrocketed. While The Ladies Sanitary 

Association that preached women to clean their home every day to attract their husbands to come home 

instead of going to public houses, issued 32,000 tracts alone by mid-nineteenth century, this number 

dramatically rose to 1,500,000 in 1881.180 During the second half of the nineteenth century, Victorian ideals 

of domesticity transcended national boundaries with the help of English imperial influence and Victorian 

domestic discourse was exported to the globe at large by being translated to all major European languages 

and even to Japanese. In this mid-nineteenth-century newspaper article called “The Managing Housewife,” 

the popular gendered construction of Victorian domestic bliss can be observed at its purest [Figure 4.12]: 

The man who has the good fortune to select a good prudent managing woman for his wife has great cause to 

rejoice… She is an unfailing housekeeper, and is never better pleased than when engaged in some domestic 

duty. She is not ashamed that people should know she soils her hands in providing for the comfort of her 

husband and children. But she would be ashamed of idlement and abashed if her family were left to shift for 

themselves… She turns her linen outside in and inside out, until every part of it is worn away. She throws 

away nothing until all the use and wear have been got out of it that ingenuity can devise. She keeps house so 

cheaply that even single young men live in a costly manner by comparison… Her daughters, if she have any 

are they the good managers like herself. These girls would profit a discount in the matrimonial market. They 

are sought after, and men of judgment know how to prize and value them… Her discipline may be strict, but 

is it salutary, and the children are the better for it… Even-tempered, methodical; firm, yet pleasant; grave, yet 

cheerful; busy, yet graceful, of her the wise man truly says “strength and honour are her clothing.”181 
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Figure 4.12. An illustration from a Victorian era newspaper, promoting the ideal role of women as housekeepers 

[From A Victorian Scrapbook of Newspaper Articles by George Burgess (1829-1905)] 

 
The union workhouse, regarded by Christopher Hamlin as a “woman-neutralizing structure,” was 

designed from the very beginning as a machine to promote and disseminate the emerging Victorian gender 

construction.182 Apart from the obvious division of labor within the workhouse that assigned female paupers 

tasks like washing, cooking, and nursing, while male paupers were given tasks such as bone-crushing, stone-

breaking, and corn-grinding [Figure 4.13], the most dramatic issue that revealed the asymmetrical gender 

construction was the so-called moral classification of female paupers within their own department. Here, the 

main target was unmarried mothers who were condemned by followers of Victorian morals as perverse 

threats to the cult of domesticity. Selina Hill in East Retford union workhouse, for example, was punished in 

June 1839 because of a so-called illegitimate child and was forced to have her hair cut short and lose the 

right to wear her cap among other physical and symbolic castigations.183 In Andover, female paupers who 

gave birth to “base born” children, to use the customary cruel expression, were marked as “unchaste 
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women” by the insistence of Chairman Dodson, and had to either get dressed in yellow gowns or wear the 

hated “badge of shame” that was a yellow stripe sewn across their ordinary workhouse dress. In the minutes 

of Andover union workhouse, this decision was officially recorded as follows: “It having been suggested to 

the Guardians that the most beneficial results have been experienced in other unions from placing a 

distinguishing Badge on Singlewomen in the workhouse having a Bastard Child or Children, Resolved that 

such a Badge be obtained forthwith and in future adopted in this Union.”184 

 

 

Figure 4.13 Gendered division of workhouse labor [From Holborn union's Mitcham workhouse laundry, 1896, on the 

left, and Hackney workhouse stone yard, c.1900, on the right.] 

 

In 1845, Hannah Joyce arrived at Andover with a five-week old baby, who died in her arms three 

nights after she was admitted to the union workhouse. Two other paupers in her ward immediately ran to the 

chambers of the matron of the Andover union workhouse, Mary Ann McDougal, who refused to come down 

at first, but eventually did after their insistence and in a rather bad mood. Mrs. McDougal, as she wanted to 

be called, accused Hannah of not taking care of her “base born” baby, and told her that she would hang for 

murder. The situation got even uglier, once Colin McDougal, the Andover workhouse master, joined the 

discussion and added in a drunk state, which would be revealed according to testimonies during the Andover 

workhouse scandal: “Yes, and you’ll go to Hell, you’re nothing better than a whore and a faggot.”185 After 

these horrifying accusations on top of the death of her baby, Hannah was ordered to go to the mortuary and 

spend the night in the same room with the corpse of her infant. When she refused, she was forcefully locked 

inside an empty dormitory by a nurse who was rather known as “The Devil” among paupers because of her 

brutal behavior to inmates. The next day, a post-mortem revealed that the cause of death was bronchitis. The 

McDougals, however, made Hannah collect the corpse of her infant in a tiny coffin and carry it on her own 
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through the city of Andover up to the parish graveyard that was almost a mile away from the Andover 

workhouse. When Hannah got back to the workhouse, she prepared as soon as possible to leave the Andover 

union workhouse for good. The McDougals, meanwhile, developed a plan to make an example of her and 

ordered the female paupers to give her a “skimmington,” that was, a loud and degrading public parade, 

which made Hannah pass between their ranks on her way to the exit, as they banged their plates and mugs 

with stones along the entrance of the union workhouse.186 The gendered structure of the union workhouse, 

therefore, was strategically utilized not only by departmentalizing spaces and segregating everyday tasks, 

but also by performing moral rituals and marking the physical bodies of paupers. 

- Children and Workhouse Pedagogy 

In addition to the segregation of married couples, one of the most controversial regulations of the 

union workhouse was deemed the separation of parents from their children and children from their siblings. 

In the architectural layout of workhouses, boys and girls had their separate day rooms, dormitories, 

infirmaries, and their own airing yards, as was the case at Andover. Although mothers were officially 

permitted to have access to their children under seven years of age, these rules were usually manipulated by 

the guardians to put mothers to work “more efficiently.” This form of separation was a primary concern, 

because indoor pauper children under sixteen constituted more than one third of the entire pauper 

population within union workhouses during the mid-nineteenth century.187 Institutional workhouse 

architecture was accused of depriving pauper children of “all communication with those who were near and 

dear to them,” and closing them up “like birds in a cage.”188  

Along with the difficulties deriving from emotional isolation, children’s worst enemies were sheer 

boredom and repetitive monotony of everyday workhouse life. A typical Sunday for pauper children was 

“one lasting agony,” as “they had dinner at twelve and tea at six, confined during the yawning interval in the 

dull day-room with nothing to do but to look at the clock, and then out of the window, and then back at the 

clock again.”189 They were separated from their family and siblings, forced to wear the same dull gray 

uniforms as others, and ordered to be silent and still under strict institutional regulations [Figure 4.14]. The 

combination of isolation, lack of activities, and harsh workhouse discipline was observed to influence 

children’s everyday moods and behaviors in problematic ways. According to “The English Bastile” in 
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Social Sciences Review, workhouse children “neither laugh as ordinary free children do, nor move like 

them; when they laugh they tremble, when they run, they shuffle, and when they come in obedience to a 

call, they cringe.”190 There were some optimistic school inspectors who disagreed, however, and regarded 

this problematic atmosphere as a big advantage, because while “the drudgery of learning to read, write, and 

sum” was seen “so distasteful to the ordinary schoolboy,” it was instead perceived as “a relief and an 

amusement to the workhouse child,” as a result of “the very dullness and monotony of their lives.”191 

Unfortunately, this was not a sarcastic statement. 

 
 

Figure 4.14. A group of children at Crumpsall Workhouse, 1895 [From National Archives] 

 

In terms of education, workhouse children attended lessons in the ground-floor schoolrooms for a 

minimum of three hours each day under the supervision of schoolmasters and schoolmistresses. The 

standard of teaching in union workhouse schools was deemed to be “appalling, even by the standards of the 

time.”192 Inspections in the 1840s revealed, for example, that the schoolmistress of the Salisbury workhouse 

did not know how to write, while the schoolmaster was drunk during classes; at Southampton, the 
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schoolmaster was deaf; and at Huddersfield, the schoolmaster was a pauper who could not even spell words, 

and children in his class did not even know the Queen’s name.193 One of the primary reasons of insufficient 

workhouse education was that practical training and labor were given a higher priority than schooling the 

children. At Andover, as in most union workhouses of the period, separate workrooms were provided which 

served as wash-houses and laundry for girls to teach them domestic duties, and craft-rooms and bake-houses 

for boys to teach them trades like shoemaking, tailoring, and baking. The influential duo behind the 

education model in union workhouses were assistant Poor Law commissioners James Phillips Kay-

Shuttleworth and Carleton Tufnell who believed that pauper children could raise themselves one step above 

their class, that is, pauper boys could become laborers, while pauper girls could become domestic 

servants.194 The union workhouse education was utilized by the central authority as a means of class control 

and engineered advancement in the socio-economic ladder. In his letters and speeches, Kay-Shuttleworth 

repeatedly expressed that he wished to transform pauper children in union workhouses into working-class 

adults by exposing them with the virtues of thrift, temperance, and diligence who would then learn to 

respect social order and private property.195 According to the official statistics at the end of the nineteenth 

century, the central authority succeeded in their gendered and class-based social engineering strategy. From 

530 girls placed out of London union workhouses, 521 found a job in domestic services, while boys either 

became manual workers and crafters like shoemakers, tailors, and bakers, or after internalizing the 

workhouse discipline, joined the Royal Navy or military service.196 

A constant critique of Poor Law reformers concerning the treatment of workhouse children was, 

once again, the lack of efficient segregation despite all compartmentalizing measurements. For Tufnell and 

Kay-Shuttleworth, one solution could be external district schools for pauper children to move them away 

from “moral contamination.” Similarly, a Poor Law inspector in 1850 declared that it was “a hopeless task” 

to raise children from “a state of pauperism, dependence and crime to one of honest independence and 

correct moral conduct” within the walls of union workhouses, “as the children were continually in contact 

with the adult inmates, who were generally of depraved habits.”197 From the very beginning, therefore, the 

union workhouse was marked as a tainted moral and cultural milieu even by its own conceivers. Andrew 
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Doyle, one of the few mid-nineteenth century Poor Law inspectors who disagreed with this moral 

stigmatization, summarized the situation as follows:  

There are people who seem to think that there is something contaminating in what they call the atmosphere of 

the workhouse, and who arrive at the conclusion, assuming that every inmate of a workhouse is a depraved 

and abandoned character, that every child walking into a hall where these people assemble for meals, or into a 

chapel where they meet for prayer, necessarily becomes contaminated, as it would contract disease if it 

entered a plague-stricken city.198 

The immediate result of the predominant conception that all adult paupers were immoral, tainted, and guilty 

of their own pauperized position, was the attempt to provide a moral discipline for pauper children, who 

were still deemed innocent, for they were pauperized, according to Kay-Shuttleworth, “not as a consequence 

of their errors, but of their misfortunes.”199  

Pauper children were given a new program of education based on moral discipline and practical 

training. Practical training was deemed necessary to teach pauper children how to support themselves 

outside the workhouse walls, so that they could leave behind their position of dependence on poor relief. 

Moral discipline was conceived as a social redemption process through disciplinary education and strict 

isolation from “bad influences,” which involved, ironically, even the pauper children’s own parents. 

Accordingly, textbooks of workhouse children of this period consisted of a large amount of moral 

improvement tracts that combined religious undercurrents with utilitarian tendencies. The titles of some of 

these workhouse textbooks, for instance, spoke for themselves, namely: Industry and Idleness, The Poor 

House Penitent, Obstinacy & Passion, Our Protestant Forefathers, and Captive Children. According to 

Kay-Shuttleworth and Tufnell, in order to inculcate the sentiments and habits “foreign to the class to which 

they belong” such as obedience, decency, industriousness, and reliability, moral discipline was to be 

emphasized not only during their education, but also during their work and play time, with the use of fixed 

timetables, gymnastics, musical instructions, and regimented drills:  

In giving the child an erect and manly gait, a firm and regular step, precision and rapidity in his movements, 

promptitude in obedience to commands, and particularly neatness in his apparel and person, we are insensibly 

laying the foundation of moral habits most intimately connected with the personal comfort and the happiness 

of the future labourer's family.200 

Although the invisible violence of this peculiar form of discipline upon children was already 

problematic, it was reported in countless cases and minutes that, disciplinary precautions also had a way of 
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easily transforming into visible and physical violence. In children’s dayrooms and dormitories of Andover 

workhouse for instance, the McDougals were adamant believers in the flick of the cane. Their equally strict 

assistants were their teenage son, Joseph McDougal, who was in charge of boys’ training, and Elizabeth 

McDougal, their teenage daughter, who was in charge of girls’ training. The unfortunate tale of little Jimmy 

Brown, aged only three and a half, was one among many noted cases of child cruelty. One Sunday in 1841, 

Jimmy made a mess in his bed because he was upset at being separated from his mother. Colin McDougal 

chased after him with the cane in his hand, from his dormitory down the stairs into the dining room. There 

he caught Jimmy, “beat his bottom with all his might and finally broke the cane across his back.”201 

McDougal was sued for assault the next day by Jimmy’s father with the help of a clergyman, but he got 

away with a minor fine of a shilling, as guardians esteemed him to have been a “tender and fatherly” master 

figure all along. The life of union workhouse children, in short, was tough and embedded in visible and 

invisible forms of supervision, discipline and violence. 

- Workhouses as Elderly Pensions 

In the union workhouse system, the elderly were classified as part of the non-able bodied. The New 

Poor Law of 1834 re-enacted the Elizabethan provisions regarding the responsibility of elderly paupers. 

During earlier centuries, some of the basic needs of the elderly, such as a place to stay, social care, and 

economic aid, were predominantly satisfied within the family circle and on special occasions by alms-giving 

religious organizations and parish relief. After the enactment of the New Poor Law and the rapid transition 

towards industrialized labor, the elderly became yet another non-able bodied pauper class, in addition to the 

sick, handicapped, and mentally ill, to house in union workhouses. In the new system that focused on able-

bodied paupers to set them to work and young children to teach them utilitarian values, the elderly were a 

peripheral category. Thus, they were not even spatially segregated from other age groups [Figure 4.15]. The 

harsh living conditions aimed especially for the able-bodied class, however, eventually became part of their 

lives as well through strict regulations concerning diet, timetables, uniforms, and allowances. Whether they 

liked it or not, however, the elderly were not given any other alternative than union workhouses, as the first 

state supported old-age pension would emerge as late as the early twentieth century. During the long 

nineteenth century, therefore, the elderly had to make the best of union workhouses, like every other pauper. 
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Figure 4.15. Aged women chatting in a workhouse courtyard among children [From Rischgitz/Getty Images, 1840.] 

 

Purgatory Function and Purification 

- Workhouse Hygiene and Public Health 

The modern union workhouse was designed to function as a purgatory machine, in which the 

underprivileged classes would undergo social purification before they were allowed to be a part of modern 

society and industrial capitalist networks. Purification rituals, during their dense history, have been 

performed “whether by fire or by the word, by baptism or by death,” yet never “without a master,” which 

means, one could not be cleansed unless there was an authority that decided what was clean, orderly, and 

pure, in opposition to what was dirty, disorderly, and profane.202 Following Émile Durkheim, the French 
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sociologist, and Mary Douglas, the British anthropologist among many others, we may define three 

relatively shared processes of traditional purification rituals which may in turn provide starting points to 

analyze modern purification processes specific to union workhouses.203 The first traditional process is “a 

classification of the real or ideal things that men conceive of into two classes,” that is “two opposite genera” 

designated by two distinct terms, “which the words profane and sacred translate fairly well.”204 The second 

process correlates sacredness and purity to sociopolitical order and moral normality, while defining 

profaneness and dirtiness as sociopolitical disorder and moral perversity.205 The purification ritual, 

therefore, is performed to affirm sacredness by keeping the sociopolitical order and moral normality intact. 

Dirt or uncleanness then becomes a disruption in the social, political, and moral order structured in the eye 

of the hegemonic power apparatuses. Finally, the third process involves the constitution of a social body 

with a commitment to a common set of values in the form of a moral code, which unifies communal bonds 

and gives them an identity. 

The purification process of the union workhouse, in comparison, was no longer a religious ritual; 

rather, the modern purification process evolved into a hybridized moral system, functioning among 

utilitarian secular institutions, religious belief systems, and normative political and moral doctrines. This 

modern purgatory function required the submission of paupers to official norms and regulations of 

institutional power mechanisms. In union workhouses, paupers were to be purified from their preceding 

“profane” status, taught to become politically compliant to a set of institutional norms, and transformed into 

a homogenous cult with shared moral codes. In the rapidly secularizing cultural milieu of the nineteenth 

century, the new master to cleanse the underprivileged classes and lead them to moral salvation was neither 

a transcendental subject nor its semi-divine clerical representatives, but the emerging union workhouse 

institution itself. 

Victorian Britain witnessed the proliferation of modern hygiene in both everyday and institutional 

life with a vast army of sanitary reformers and public health establishments. In the name of hygiene, 

Victorians “flocked to the seaside, tramped about in the Alps or Cotswolds, dieted, took pills, sweated 

themselves in Turkish baths,” and thus, “worshiped the goddess Hygeia, sought out her laws, and 
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disciplined themselves to obey them.”206 The obsessive approach of Victorians towards hygiene could be 

empirically observed, for instance, when “two wares of some 727 soap and perfume manufacturers, half of 

them English” were displayed in the Crystal Palace Exhibition of 1851, and when consumption of soap per 

capita doubled between 1841 and 1861, and it had doubled once again in 1891.207 According to Michel 

Foucault, this radical increase in public attention on hygiene and health was a result of the paradigmatic 

transformation in social medicine that started to mainly focus on the labor force of the underprivileged and 

working classes.208 The early peak points of sanitary reform were the New Poor Law of 1834 and the Public 

Health Act of 1848. The proclaimed primary goal of the public health reform was to prevent contagious 

diseases such as recurring cholera epidemics and help the masses to meet their health needs. The hidden 

aims of public health, however, were meshed with the political expectations of ideological state and 

capitalist apparatuses. The English public health reform had a purgatory function to purify the bodies, the 

minds, and the spirits of all modern citizens starting from underprivileged and working classes. 

English public health and sanitary reforms emerged during the first half of the nineteenth century, 

when a large body of the population lived in poverty, hardly attaining their basic needs of food, clothing, 

fuel, and shelter.209 One of the prevalent nicknames of the underprivileged and laboring classes of this era 

was “the great unwashed,” because of their destitute and “unhygienic” living conditions. Poverty 

exacerbated, if not primarily caused in the first place, overcrowding slums, poor sanitary conditions, 

inadequate diets, and hence, spread of endemic and epidemic diseases. In 1832, an anonymous letter 

published in the Lancet emphasized the link between poverty and health problems, and offered a simple 

solution: “Give food to the hungry, clothe the naked, remove the filth from the habitations of the poor, and 

the cholera will quickly disappear.”210 In reformatory circles, however, the correlation was rather constituted 

between disease and immorality of the poor. Government officials defined the main cause of public health 

problems as the immoral attitude of underprivileged classes who did not provide themselves a clean and 

healthy environment. According to Edwin Chadwick who would take up the question of sanitation and 

spearhead the passing of the Public Health Act 1848 after the New Poor Law Amendment, “disease victims 

were never innocent,” and that “all disease reflected moral error.”211 Not surprisingly, Chadwick described 
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the enactment of the New Poor Law and the emergence of union workhouses as an administrative 

experiment to “treat” pauperism which was nothing but a “moral plague.”212 

English public health reform promoted sanitary improvement, social order, moral discipline, and 

economic efficiency. Based largely on the Benthamite proposal of a Ministry of Health to deal with the 

administration of medical care, environmental sanitation, and communicable diseases, public health 

initiative was utilized during the nineteenth century to reform prisons, asylums, hospitals, and workhouses; 

prevent infant mortality, proliferate health education, and child care; control alcohol absorption, and gather 

vital statistics about the population.213 The promotion of hygiene at this interval “provided a scientific, 

neutral concept by which to assist the colonization or assimilation of peripheral social classes.”214 Public 

health was a response to alarming sanitary conditions of the era, however, it was also utilized as a seemingly 

class-neutral scientific tool to guide populations as to how to utilize their bodies and environments including 

their sexuality, nutrition, clothing, and spatial milieu. In addition to the hygienic regulations of the New 

Poor Law and union workhouses, the effective nodes of the emerging public health network consisted of 

new institutions like hospitals and asylums, charitable associations, philanthropic societies, parish 

communities, dissenting religious movements, learned societies, and academies. From the very beginning, 

therefore, the union workhouse was an instrument of power interested in not only stamping and controlling 

bodies, but also sustaining and maintaining them in their newly indoctrinated skin.215  

Within the union workhouse apparatus, the underprivileged classes were subjected to the tripartite 

purification processes of the mind, the body, and the soul. This was a holistic approach towards public 

health and hygiene in which neglecting the well-being of only one part was considered to endanger the 

whole mechanism. This correlation was preached at this interval in popular and professional publications, 

newspapers, and medical guidebooks as well as in emerging modern institutions like schools, hospitals, and 

prisons. Accordingly, modern institutions as well as public intellectuals “adopted the well-knit body as their 

model for the well-formed mind, and the mind-body harmony as their model for spiritual health.”216 Charles 

Dickens commented that a sanitary reform must precede all social remedies, including that of education and 

religion, for others could do nothing “until the way is paved for their ministrations by Cleanliness and 
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Decency.”217 The integration of mind, body, and soul under a hygienic regime constituted the basis of 

Victorian moral crusades. The dirtiness of a body, the impiety of a soul, and the impurity of a mind were 

interchangeably translated into moral terms to stigmatize individuals and social groups as a whole. Victorian 

purification rituals, therefore, became precursor missions to construct the purified infrastructure on which 

the modern society was to be engineered.  

- Bodily Purification 

At the turn of the nineteenth century, certain developments in public health and social medicine 

turned body consciousness into a public necessity, for “people became aware of what a human body looked 

like inside as well as out, how it worked, and what its principles of health were.”218 Among many focal 

points of public health, nothing occupied the British mind like the epidemics of infectious diseases and their 

containment. The era of globalization accelerated not only the dissemination of bodies, technologies, and 

cultural commodities, but also diseases and outbreaks. During the 1830s and 1840s, there were massive 

epidemic waves of influenza, cholera, dysentery, typhus, measles, smallpox, scarlet fever, and typhoid, 

which claimed hundreds of thousands of lives in total. As these major epidemics conveyed by food of poor 

quality, contaminated water, inadequate clothing, and external organisms like body lice and flies, they 

affected the underprivileged and laboring classes more severely because of the poor conditions they lived in. 

Epidemics in turn created massive amounts of economic loss, which resulted in new preventive measures 

for personal and spatial hygiene, diet, public sewerage, and domestic living conditions. 

At this interval, new conceptual models emerged that correlated the sensual experience of the body 

to spiritual and mental revelations. Bodies were not solely the business of public health and medicine or the 

subject of sensual and spiritual experience anymore, but they also started to embody the political rights of 

individuals in terms of class, race, and gender. If Athenian democracy had the undressed body in an agora 

and Christian tradition had the suffering body on a cross, modern Victorian apparatuses invented the 

hygienic body as the corporeal model of social structuration. Hygienists and public health reformers used 

the fear of bodily—and hence, moral—contagion to legitimize their normative interventions to maintain 

social order. In the public sphere and working areas, men were to form the hygienic, pure, and orderly social 

body and labor force themselves, while in the domestic space, women were to become agents of hygiene 
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and health as cleaners of the home and purifiers of the family.219 It was not a surprising incident then that in 

the modern union workhouse, as seen below in one of Gustave Doré's famous etchings in London: A 

Pilgrimage, the first ritual that new pauper inmates were to undertake was the compulsory purification of 

their naked body under the strict supervisory gaze of workhouse medical officers [Figure 4.16]. 

 

Figure 4.16. Gustave Doré's etching shows the bodily purification ritual in receiving wards of union workhouses. 

[From Gustave Doré and Blanchard Jerrold's London, A Pilgrimage (1872).] 

 

Receiving wards in union workhouses were designed as purgatory stage halls hosting a ritual of 

bodily purification for all paupers. Here, paupers were searched, stripped, and bathed. Their clothes were 

seized and washed in the adjoined washing rooms not to be returned until they decided to leave the 
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workhouse for good. When the bodies of new paupers were finally “disinfected,” they were allowed to wear 

their gray workhouse uniforms and enter the “pauper palace.” The entrance ritual was, therefore, not merely 

about physical hygiene, but it was simultaneously a symbolic corporeal branding representing the 

disciplinary subjugation of the pauper body under workhouse authority. Once inside, the hygienic 

workhouse regime was sustained with a variety of compulsory tasks. Male inmates had to shave once a 

week, all paupers had to bath weekly in the presence of workhouse staff, and both sexes had to have uniform 

haircuts. In the Andover workhouse, as in other early union workhouses, water closets were provided for all 

the sleeping wards, but during the day, paupers could only use the yard privies which were “so contrived as 

to be continually cleansed by passing water through them.”220 Union workhouses had their own water 

supply and means of sewage disposal. In terms of drainage, the rainwater was collected from the roofs and 

kept in large tanks to be used in the workhouse with the help of pumping machinery to the cisterns in the 

roof of the main building. In the Andover workhouse, hot water pipes were conveyed to warm day rooms, 

master’s quarters, board rooms, and some other specific areas like the dining hall and chapel. Kempthorne’s 

primitive hot water heating system was considered to be “a pioneer installation for 1835,” which positioned 

the boiler with its own fuel store at the center of the building basement.221 

Within union workhouses, the physically sick underwent a specific treatment for the isolation of 

infectious cases and prevention of epidemics. In Andover, as well as in Sampson Kempthorne’s official 

models, sick wards were cross-ventilated and isolated from dormitories but remained within the main 

building. In addition to general sick wards separated according to gender, they contained lying-in wards and 

supporting rooms such as the nursery, and surgery. After the 1840s the number of detached and semi-

detached infirmaries increased for further precaution. Medical officers had the authority and expertise to 

decide who was an able-bodied or a non-able bodied pauper and who was to stay in general sick wards or in 

lying-in wards. Despite its seemingly medical character, this was a highly political decision, because the 

classification of the aged, handicapped, and similar pauper classes whose position was deemed ambiguous 

in the able- and non-able bodied separation, could provide special privileges or restrain particular services. 

Non-able bodied paupers of the Andover workhouse, for instance, were fortunate to have Dr. Thomas 

Westlake among their medical officers, who frequently stood up to the master and guardians over matters 

such as the extras prescribed for the sick and elderly. One of the recurring criticisms about this issue was, 

however, that Andover was an exception, and most Poor law medical officers had “neither time, prestige or 
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diagnostic tools to make clear and acceptable distinctions between the healthy and the sick,” while relatively 

untrained pauper nurses “provided a hopelessly incompetent back-up service” as most of them couldn’t even 

read instructions on medicine bottles.222 The life of pauper nurses, however, were not easier, either. In “A 

walk in the workhouse,” Charles Dickens locates “a party of pauper nurses” at the dinner table and asks 

them “How do you get on?” and one of them replies, providing an insight of the double nature of their 

dramatic condition, “Oh pretty well, sir! We works hard, and we lives hard—like the sodgers!”223 

- Mental Purification 

As psychiatry and psychotherapy were underdeveloped areas of study in the early nineteenth 

century, the Victorian public health physicians took charge and coupled mental psychology and bodily 

physiology by linking the sound mind with that of the sound body. At this interval, one of the significant 

British works on mental health was James Cowles Prichard’s A Treatise on Insanity and Other Disorders 

Affecting the Mind (1835), in which he advocated for a physical basis of all mental illnesses. Prichard, 

furthermore, identified a list of major causes of mental illnesses including “an habitual want of self-control, 

a fickle over-sensitive character unaccustomed to and incapable of steady pursuits, the dominion of 

passions, vices of various kinds,” and suggested that they should be dealt with “moral treatment.”224 At the 

turn of the nineteenth century, the way mentally ill were treated was radically changing. From the eighteenth 

century up until 1815, for instance, the hospital of Bethlehem exhibited lunatics who were chained in dark 

unhygienic rooms every Sunday for a penny as a public spectacle, attracting approximately one hundred 

thousand visits annually.225 As of early nineteenth century, however, the new “moral treatment” isolated the 

mentally ill away from society, and subjected them to a new morality based on discipline and utility. 

Lunacy Acts in 1808 and 1828 helped create modern lunatic asylums in county and borough level, 

however, their high cost and overpopulation caused many mentally ill paupers to be still kept in union 

workhouses. The mentally ill were referred to as “idiots,” “imbeciles,” and “lunatics” by the workhouse 

authorities. Official descriptions of their insanity, noted by Poor Law authorities, ranged from “dementia,” 

“unsound mind,” “cerebral excitement,” “melancholia,” and “head affection,” to simply being “silly.”226 In 

Andover, as in other early workhouse buildings, no particular treatment and space were specified for the 

mentally ill, partly because the forty seventh clause of the New Poor Law Act stated that those certified as 
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“dangerous” were not to be kept within the workhouse for more than two weeks, and had to be transferred to 

asylums. However, the evaluation of mentally ill patients as harmless or dangerous was a highly ambiguous 

decision during the mid-nineteenth century. Considered as a managerial decision rather than a medical one, 

the forty-seventh clause was widely ignored for economic reasons, and mentally ill paupers were kept mixed 

with other inmates in most union workhouses, as seen in an illustration used in Frances Trollope's popular 

novel Jessie Phillips published in 1844, which situates mentally ill paupers in the everyday life of union 

workhouses among the handicapped and elderly [Figure 4.17]. 

 

Figure 4.17. Mentally handicapped were usually mixed with other inmate classes in workhouse wards [From Mrs 

Frances Trollope's novel, Jessie Phillips, 1844.] 

 

The lack of specialized treatment of the mentally ill within the workhouse system sparked 

controversy among Poor Law protestors and emerging experts in mental healthcare. Samuel Tuke, the 

mental healthcare reformer famous for his moral treatment methods in York Retreat, deemed the unspecified 
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treatment of the mentally ill within workhouses as “truly deplorable,” and argued for the relocation of 

paupers inside pauper lunatic asylums for specialized mental and moral treatment.227 Tuke’s moral treatment 

was an approach to mental disorder based on emotional care and moral discipline, combining psychological 

care with religious and moral indoctrination. In 1845, the commissioner’s duty of inspection in Lunacy 

asylums was extended to prisons and workhouses throughout the country. According to official inspection 

reports, the insane paupers inside union workhouses were “placed in a gloomy and comfortless room, 

deprived of free exercise in the open air,” and thus, had to “pass their lives in a moody, listless, unhealthy, 

inactive state, which is fatal to their chance of ultimate recovery.”228 This situation remained the same for 

decades, as in 1858, the editor of the influential Asylum Journal repeated the same criticism, asserting that 

in union workhouses “skillful management of the insane is impossible,” and “the promiscuous association of 

pauperism and insanity is in every way objectionable.”229 It was only after the Metropolitan Poor Law 

Amendment Act of 1867, that “imbecile asylums” were established for London paupers, however, 

specialized institutions for the mentally ill paupers remained a problematic issue for provincial unions up 

until the 1930s.  

- Spiritual Purification 

In the shadow of the secular Enlightenment ideology, the Victorian unity of mental and bodily 

purification downplayed if not fully concealed its equally significant third component, that of spiritual 

purgation. The union workhouse was one of the leading institutions that dethroned religious parish 

authority, and instead promoted the seemingly secular authority of state apparatuses. This transformation did 

not mean, however, that religion was altogether banned from the institutional realm; rather, newly popular 

moral values like hard labor and compliance that served new partnerships between state and capitalist 

apparatuses were promoted in a spiritually enchanted language. That was why, the most prominent ally of 

Benthamite policymakers led by obsessively secular and utilitarian Edwin Chadwick were philanthropist 

Christians led by the “evangelical crusader” Anthony Ashley-Cooper, the seventh earl of Shaftesbury. Both 

camps, despite appealing to different sources to warrant their beliefs and expectations, had common socio-

economic goals and parallel moral pursuits. The secular and religious reformers both believed in the holistic 

reformation of social bodies, individual minds, and collective souls through public health and sanitation, 
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education and schools, and poor law reform and union workhouses,. In the early nineteenth-century 

England, “there was a general tendency to broaden the concept of health metaphysically to suggest an 

integration with external, spiritual laws.”230  

At the micro scale, the union workhouse operated these spiritual channels in its relatively 

secularized chapel hall managed by appointed chaplains who performed a Church of England service. 

According to official regulations, Paupers had to state their religious affiliation upon entering the union 

workhouse. The religious conflicts between the Church and dissenters, however, complicated the issue of 

religious identities even further. Most unions in North England, where most of the guardians were 

dissenters, rejected appointing chaplains for a long time to prevent the state apparatuses from proselytizing 

themselves and the dissenting paupers. In 1844, commissioners reported that there were still 144 unions that 

refused to appoint a chaplain, and the issue was only later solved, when Wesleyan and Methodist ministers 

were allowed to hold services in the workhouse.  

As it was also the case in Andover, workhouse chapels were actually dining-halls that were utilized 

for religious purposes solely on Sundays. Following the transference of authority from parish and religious 

formations to secular state apparatuses, the New Poor Law administration deemed external chapel buildings 

and specialized chapel rooms unnecessary in union workhouses. The dining-and-chapel-hall was the only 

communal room of union workhouses. Because of the particular spatial arrangement of long benches and 

thin tables, paupers always had to face the pulpit whether they were eating or worshipping. In some unions, 

the master read from the pulpit during the mealtime, while chaplains were only permitted to read prayers 

and preach once on Sundays. Charles Dickens, in his journalistic piece “A Walk in the Workhouse” 

elaborately portrayed one of these Sunday sermons:  

On a certain Sunday, I formed one of the congregation assembled in the chapel of a large metropolitan 

Workhouse. With the exception of the clergyman and clerk, and a very few officials, there were none but 

paupers present. The children sat in the galleries; the women in the body of the chapel, and in one of the side 

aisles; the men in the remaining aisle. The service was decorously performed, though the sermon might have 

been much better adapted to the comprehension and to the circumstances of the hearers. The usual 

supplications were offered, with more than the usual significancy in such a place, for the fatherless children 

and widows, for all sick persons and young children, for all that were desolate and oppressed, for the 

comforting and helping of the weak-hearted, for the raising-up of them that had fallen; for all that were in 

danger, necessity, and tribulation.231 

The chaplain of the Andover union workhouse was Reverend Henry Manning Richards. His duties 

were to visit the sick, catechize the children during the week, minister to the dying, and give lectures on 
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Friday evenings. Chaplains were seen as men of standing for they were controlled by neither the central 

authority nor local guardians, as their appointments were ratified by diocesan bishops. This status of the 

chaplain also made sure that he had a high salary considering his part-time work (between £30 and £50 

annually) and in comparison with other workhouse officers. This relatively high expense was accepted by 

commissioners “less for religious than for disciplinary reasons,” for within the union workhouse system, the 

chaplain was rendered “the spiritual ancillary of the master.”232 As Reverend Cousins openly expressed in 

his Extracts from the Diary of a Workhouse Chaplain, published in 1847, “it is in the workhouse that the 

lessons of submission are to be learnt.”233  

Utilitarian Function and Labor 

- Instructional Utilitarianism 

The modern union workhouse was designed, simultaneously, to function as a utilitarian machine. As 

the poor relief was structured in the new system as a matter of governance and benevolence rather than a 

matter of right and necessity, the primary goal of the Poor Law reform became to “encourage self-exertion 

by forcing 'free' labour onto a competitive market” by dramatically augmenting centralized state 

machinery.234 In union workhouses, paupers were taught to stand on their own feet and leave their years of 

dependence behind. The popular maxim of classical utilitarianism, that is, the pursuit of the greatest 

happiness of the greatest number, could be achieved, according to the Jeremy Bentham who was deemed 

one of the founding fathers of utilitarian philosophy, through regulative solutions and efficient laws of 

government concerning minute details of human affairs, such as indigence, relief, and education.235 The 

driving motor of utilitarian political philosophy was labor under constant control, so that the laboring 

population could not deviate from officially designated norms “for the happiness of all.” As the New Poor 

Law system was structured under the heavy influence of Benthamite utilitarianism, one of the foundational 

institutional components of union workhouses was designated as the indoctrination of pauper inmates 

simply to respect labor. Ironically, paupers never really worked within union workhouses in a productive 

sense. That is, the union workhouse was not designed to organize and utilize labor effectively and make 

profit on a commercial basis like a factory, and the labor of able-bodied paupers had no relevance to the 

institutional day-today operation. Rather than generating productive work, therefore, the union workhouse 
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was the utilitarian institution to teach the paupers how to work. That was why the labor of paupers in union 

workhouses consisted of non-productive tasks like bone-grinding, stone-breaking, and oakum-picking.  

Workhouse labor had a set of peculiar utilities. First, it served an instructive utility: paupers learned 

here how to work in a practical sense, how to look after themselves, and how to become a functioning 

member of the working class. This was the workhouse’s special preparatory program to convert paupers into 

workers for the rapidly industrializing economy. Second, it served a regulatory utility: paupers were taught 

in the union workhouse how to be a docile part of a massive hierarchical machinery. The goal was to create 

fellow citizens from “unreliable” paupers. Third, it served a deterrent utility: paupers who were hesitant to 

enter the workhouse because of its tiresome working conditions in addition to its strict control of everyday 

life, were oriented towards established labor markets. This was a precaution against the able-bodied poor, a 

warning for them to become a cogwheel of the modern machinery by finding themselves work and 

providing for their families.  

On a practical level, workhouse labor was carried out in work rooms. In the gendered layout of 

union workhouses, for women, work rooms were usually adjacent to the washing room and laundry, for men 

they were next to the piggery and slaughter house. Paupers followed a strict timetable and had to work in-

between meal times, while the aged and children only joined this strict scheme depending on subjective 

decisions made by workhouse masters and officers. Despite strict impositions and indoctrinations, however, 

there were many traces of pauper agency and manipulation in terms of their relationship with labor. Paupers, 

for instance, did special work like nursing, cleaning, cooking, and carrying coffins for an allowance of 

tobacco, tea, extra rations, or even alcohol in some cases, which seemed profitable for both sides as this 

assistance also helped workhouse officers to keep the expenses as low as possible. For paupers, these 

specialized tasks also helped them on a psychological level beyond their everyday physical needs. They felt 

as if they at least acquired a fragment of a new individual role, a new identity, a reason for self-respect 

within the cold machinery of the union workhouse apparatus.  

- Andover and the Task of Bone-crushing 

At the Andover union workhouse, the primary form of labor for able-bodied women was oakum-

picking. It was a monotonous task consisting of shredding the fibers of old ropes so that they could be re-

used. Although caulking material was hard on the hands, Andover guardians deemed this type of work 

suitable for female paupers as they argued from their gendered perspective that this work did not require 

much physical strength. For able-bodied men, the primary form of labor was bone-crushing that was the 

pounding and grinding of dry bones so that they could be sold as fertilizer. The specific equipment for bone-
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crushing were a long iron bar that weighted twenty five pounds and an iron-bound wooden box that was one 

and a half feet wide and a foot deep [Figure 4.18]. One end of the iron bar was split into teeth so as to more 

easily pound the bone, while the box had an iron plate at the bottom, and its sides could be lifted off to take 

the dust out. Each able-bodied men was officially expected to break a hundred pounds of bone each day 

under an open shed.236 Bone-crushing was considered to be a loathsome task as the bones were usually 

green, rotten, and stinking. Paupers frequently got ill while pounding these stinking bones, scarred 

themselves because of the flying fragments of bones in their faces, and became exhausted after lifting the 

iron crusher for eight hours every day. At Andover, unlike some other union workhouses, even the children 

aged nine and ten were forced to join the task of bone-crushing, who were forced to “work together in pairs, 

holding a single crusher between them, climbing up on the edges of the box to obtain the necessary lift for 

the downward stroke,” while “their arms cracked, their hands bled; their sobs were choked by the terrible 

stench, their tears were turned to mud by dust that clogged their bloodshot eyes.”237 The scandal that was 

about to change the fate of the New Poor Law would emerge at the Andover union workhouse regarding the 

terrible effects of the task of bone-crushing which would be officially banned within workhouses thereafter.  

 
Figure 4.18. The bone-crushing equipment at Andover workhouse consisting of an iron crusher and iron-bounded 

wooden box. [From “Appendix 26” of Report from the Select Committee on Andover Union (1846)] 
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4.4. Andover Workhouse Scandal 

Andover Workhouse Evolution 

The Andover workhouse scandal was not an unintentional accident as it was officially defended; 

rather, it was the long-impending culmination of the brutal institutional functioning of the everyday 

workhouse life. Therefore, a compact history of the everyday functioning of Andover union workhouse 

from the time it was built in 1835 up to 1845, the year of the scandal, is necessary to comprehend its 

contextual background.  

The first meeting of Andover union’s board of guardians took place in 1835. Reverend Christopher 

Dodson (1793-1876) was selected at the age of forty-two as the chairman of the board to remain in this 

position for no less than forty years. Dodson came from a long lineage of clergymen stretching back to the 

seventeenth century. He was defined as “a domineering man and harsh in his attitude to the poor.”238 As 

soon as the construction of the new union workhouse was conceived and commissioned, the first deed of 

Andover guardians led by Dodson was to place job advertisements in various newspapers for positions of 

the master and the matron. On Christmas Eve, Sergeant-Major Colin McDougal, a veteran of Waterloo, and 

his wife Mary Ann McDougal presented themselves to Andover guardians who, recalling the advice of 

commissioners in their first instructional letter that a military background was to be preferred in choosing 

the master and matron couple, decided to offer them the employment right away at a yearly salary of £80. 

The McDougals were deemed the perfect couple for the job, for they already had the ability to both take and 

give orders in a hierarchical and disciplinary structure. In a short time, the division of Andover’s 

institutional labor was sorted. Henry Manning Richards was hired as the chaplain, Dr. Thomas Westlake as 

the medical officer, Uriah Ashford as the porter, and two daughters of the McDougals as schoolmistresses. 

On March 25, 1837, Andover union workhouse was officially opened, receiving in its first day 111 paupers. 

During their first day, paupers were separated, washed, clothed, and placed in their dorms. At six o’clock in 

their first evening, they ate their rations in the dining hall after grace. Men had six ounces of bread, women 

had five, and both had an ounce and a half of cheese, while Colin McDougal, the master, made sure 

everyone stayed in formal silence. By eight o’clock, paupers were put in their beds in their separated dorms 

according to their age and sex, and at nine the porter, Uriah Ashford, locked the main gates. The Andover 

union workhouse was operational. 
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The first official year of Andover union workhouse was 1837 which was also the first year of Queen 

Victoria’s reign, and the year Charles Dickens published Oliver Twist. From the very beginning, the 

Prohibitory Order was applied in Andover, enforcing the abandonment of all outdoor relief, and hence, 

forcing paupers to enter the union workhouse and earn their living. The first year, according to William 

Hawley, the assistant commissioner in charge of Andover, was a success story as Andover workhouse 

provided “a state of perfect tranquility” among paupers.239 In addition to its subjugating power that 

dissipated the dangerous mood recently exhibited in the Labourers' Revolt, the Andover union workhouse 

was also deemed an economic success. When the guardians calculated the annual accounts at the end of the 

first year, they discovered that the annual expenditure of the union turned out to be £8,272, while the annual 

average expenditure of Andover under the previous parish system was as much as £12,715.240 Savings 

amounted to thirty-five percent. Apart from its economic efficiency, the Andover workhouse was also 

largely praised by visitors who inspected the building and noted their findings in a book located in the 

porter’s lodge. According to a doctor by the name of L.T. Nayle, for instance, Andover workhouse could not 

be exceeded “for industry, cleanliness, and good order,” thanks to “the sound sense in having a military man 

to control the establishment.”241 The only recurring criticism that was noted in the visitor’s book, was a call 

for extra bread because of the thin and hungry condition of many paupers. This suggestion, which may have 

proved to be crucial from such an early stage if paid attention, was consciously resisted by the guardians 

who believed the scarcity of food was a conscious strategy of the new institution, till the eruption of the 

infamous scandal. 

In the year of 1839, the Poor Law Commission, at the end of its five-year run, was renewed by an 

Act of Parliament, despite increasing Anti-Poor Law protests, disseminating riots in the midlands, and 

emerging scandals unearthed by the popular media. In the Andover workhouse, the established mechanical 

rhythm of daily life seemed to endure without a dramatic change following the same institutional rituals 

every week. Behind the workhouse’s formal and hygienic façade, however, there were many minor 

disturbances that were carefully kept in the dark. Unmarried mothers in the Andover workhouse, for 

instance, were deemed “unchaste women” and forced to wear a distinguishing yellow badge, alienating the 

mothers and making most of them leave the workhouse, which was reported by Hawley in his long letter 
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addressed to commissioners as proving “great success.”242 In addition to unmarried mothers, as previously 

seen in the story of Hannah Joyce and her castigation for the loss of her five-week old infant, children were 

the primary subject of exploitation and cruelty. Children frequently received the flick of the cane by the 

master and matron, their daughter Elizabeth the schoolmistress, and their son Joseph the schoolteacher. 

Many of these cases were noted in the official minutes, but they were consciously overlooked. 

In the list of Andover workhouse cruelties, there were also the “lusty advances” of Colin McDougal, 

the master, against female paupers which were not reported until the Andover scandal’s retrospective 

inspections. Caroline Holt, one of the paupers inmates, indicated during one of these sessions: 

In what they call the girl's day-hall, something particular occurred since Christmas. I then had the care of the 

children; the children were in the school and it was in the morning; he came in the first place to do something 

to the window; he asked me to come and hold the window; I did that, and he put his hand into my bosom; he 

said, “How beautiful and soft!” I said to Mr. McDougal, “For God's sake, take out your hand; if mistress was 

to see us, she would think me to blame, and perhaps would kill me.” He went away then. These liberties I 

have spoken of in the office have taken place a great many times. I did not even then tell Mrs. McDougal how 

Mr. McDougal treated me; I should not have been believed; the weakest would have been sure to have gone to 

the wall.243 

This was not a coincidental and isolated event, either. Betty Duck, another female pauper, also confessed 

that Colin McDougal asked to lie with her in the sick ward, one month after she had been in the workhouse, 

and even though she first rejected him, she gave consent when he offered her some “victuals and beer.” She 

proclaimed that this was repeated for four or five times whilst she was there. The problem, however, was not 

solely an issue of character particular to the McDougals. The Andover union workhouse was not an 

exceptional institution within the New Poor Law system with its brutal exploitations and cruelties. Nearly 

every workhouse, most particularly those in Fareham, Eton, Southwell, Greenwhich, Alresford, Blean, Bath, 

Portsea Island, and Westhampnett, produced stories of Victorian horror. The problem was rather structural 

to the union workhouse apparatus itself. 

Andover Workhouse Scandal 

When a scandal about the inhumane conditions of starving paupers in the Andover union workhouse 

was exposed by a group of journalists, guardians, and inspectors in 1845, the union workhouse apparatus 

was about to change entirely. As previously elaborated, strict diets were the fundamental backbone of the 
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deterrent union workhouse system. In Andover, the situation was even worse because the diet was already 

smaller in quantity than the official diet due to a clerical slip. Moreover, the McDougals started to steal from 

the rations of paupers after a short while, skim the milk of children, appropriate the beer and gin prescribed 

for the old and sick, and manipulate the diet in certain ways for their own advantage.244 During the 1840s, 

some seemingly exaggerated rumors started to spread around the town of Andover. One of the horrifying 

tales consisted of able-bodied paupers in the workhouse boneyard who supposedly became so ravenous that, 

they started to suck and gnaw the animal bones before they pounded them, ignoring their rotten condition 

and revolting smell. Shortly after, Hugh Mundy, one of the guardians of Andover workhouse, decided to 

investigate the issue. Mundy came from an established Andover family, and in addition to his duty as a 

guardian, he was also a borough councilor in Andover. The paupers whom Mundy questioned admitted that 

they stole the animal bones they were given to pound, hid them under their beds, and gnawed them during 

the evenings when it got dark rather than starving to death. The bone-chilling rumors about the Andover 

union workhouse turned out to be true. 

Mundy carried the issue to the union board and attempted to convince other guardians to ban the 

labor of bone-pounding within the Andover workhouse. Guardians did not favor a radical change in the 

utilitarian and disciplinary scheme of the institution and turned a deaf ear to Mundy’s concerns. Upon 

rejection, Mundy decided to directly write to Parliament. At the summer of 1845, John Wakley, one of the 

prevalent Poor Law critics and a friend of Andover Parliament member, asked the House of Commons to 

investigate the rumor that paupers in the Andover union workhouse were gnawing bones to avoid starvation. 

Although the rumor was deemed absurd by many in Parliament, Sir James Graham, the home secretary, 

requested an assistant commissioner to inspect and clarify the issue once and for all. On August the 3rd, 

assistant commissioner Henry Parker arrived at the Andover workhouse boneyard without notice. After 

questioning several paupers, Parker found out that the horrifying rumors were actually true. He immediately 

reported his findings back to the House of Commons, which were also published in detail in The Times. As 

the details of the event was disseminated throughout the nation through popular media, it aroused a wave of 

shock followed by strong public indignation. In a short span of time, the event turned into a nationwide 

scandal to the point of challenging the very legitimacy of the union workhouse apparatus.  

Meanwhile, the Poor Law Commission became uncomfortable with the public pressure and 

parliamentary intervention, and officially called for assistant commissioner Henry Parker’s resignation to 
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take the control of the situation back into their hands. However, the damage was already done, and when 

Parker’s name was cleared following an appeal, the scandal became even more popular as officials of the 

institutional mechanism started to outspokenly accuse each other in public. When Parliament reassembled in 

January 1846, Ralph Etwall, the Andover member, raised the issue in the House of Commons once again 

and asked for a “Select Committee of Inquiry” as the scandal was now spiraling out of control. On March 

5th, 1846, the select committee was officially appointed to investigate both the scandal in the workhouse and 

the state of affairs surrounding Henry Parker's dismissal.  

The inquiry of the select committee lasted for fourteen weeks and a lengthy report was published at 

the end, in August 1846. In addition to the paupers, most of the officers of Andover workhouse, including 

the McDougals, Dodson, Mundy, and Dr. Westlake were questioned down to the last detail. As the select 

committee conducted its affairs in public, the instances of cruelty and abuse that came to light almost every 

day in the popular press elaborating stories that involved disgraced women and beaten children caused even 

further public outrage [Figure 4.19]. On July 15th, the editor of The Times wrote, that “the fate of the Poor 

Law Commission is sealed,” for the public could not “imagine what justification the Government can find 

for hesitating a single day to get rid of the Poor Law Commissioners.”245 On August 4th, the newspaper 

declared that “the Poor Law Commission has burst like a shell,” and on August 20th, they added that “the 

whole Commission is now booked for ages of notoriety.”246 On the same day of August, the select 

committee published their lengthy report that consisted of a thousand pages of evidence, twenty thousand 

questions and answers, and thirty appendices on every aspect of workhouse life including Parker’s original 

report on the initial scandal of bone-gnawing and inner disputes between Chadwick and other 

commissioners. The high walls of Andover workhouse could no longer protect its tragic everyday life from 

the finally attentive public gaze. 
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Figure 4.19. The comparison of paupers picking bones to survive and commission of inquiry discussing the subject 

over a good dinner at “The Andover Bastile”. [From The Penny Satirist, 6 September 1845.] 

 

The report was full of genuine horror stories. For instance, William Newport a disabled, thus, non-

able-bodied pauper with one leg, was forced to pound bones in the bone-yard despite his unfit condition. 

When asked about the inadequacy of workhouse diet, Newport testified that he managed to survive by 

stealing and gnawing candles. Charles Lewis, another Andover pauper, confessed that he stole the raw 

potatoes McDougal threw to the chickens, and gave them secretly to his children during meal times so that 

they wouldn’t starve.247 Although it is impossible to do justice to the thick volumes of committee’s report 

here, one particular confession, that of Samuel Green, an elderly pauper aged sixty-one, who was a living 

witness to the evolution of Andover workhouse from its initial opening up to the emergence of the scandal, 

can function as a brief abstract of the dramatic basis of Andover workhouse’s everyday functioning at first 

hand, if quoted in full length:  

I have been in the workhouse once every year since the house has been opened, excepting the first year; I was 

in goal then; I am generally in one place or the other once a year… I was employed in the workhouse at bone-
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breaking the best part of my time; the bones were got from different parts, some from one place and some 

from another. There are people at Andover who collect bones. I have seen a great many marrow bones 

brought in; some of the marrow bones were beef, mutton, and some bacon. We looked out for the fresh bones; 

we used to tell the fresh bones by the look of them, and then we used to be like a parcel of dogs after them; 

some were not so particular about the bones being fresh as others; I like the fresh bones; I never touched one 

that was a little high; the marrow was as good as the meat, it was all covered over by bone, and no filth could 

get to it. I don't know as I ever eat a bacon marrow bone until I came into the workhouse; I found out in the 

workhouse that bacon marrow bones were good; I have eat meat off some of the bones; I have picked a 

sheep's head, a mutton bone, and a beef bone; that was when they were fresh and good; sometimes I have had 

one that was stale and stunk, and I eat it even then; I eat it when it was stale and stinking because I was 

hungered, I suppose. You see we only had bread and gruel for breakfast, and as there was no bread allowed on 

meat days for dinner, we saved our bread from breakfast, and then, having had only gruel for breakfast, we 

were hungry before dinner-time. To satisfy our hunger a little, because a pint and a half of gruel is not much 

for a man's breakfast, we eat the stale and stinking meat. If we could get a fresh bone we did not take the stale 

and stinking meat…  

I have seen a man named Reeves eat horse flesh off the bones which had been brought from Squire Smith's; I 

have seen him do it often. I could tell it was horse flesh by the bone. I told him it was horse flesh, but he did 

not care; it went down sweet as a nut. I have heard the medical officer inquire of Reeves if he had eaten horse 

flesh, and he always denied it to the medical officer; but I know he did eat it, because I have seen him. Reeves 

was a very dirty fellow; he could not keep his clothes clean for a week; his clothes in a week would be as dirty 

as a chimney-sweep's. The men would not answer when Mr. Westlake, the medical officer, asked them if 

Reeves had eaten horse flesh. I once quarrelled with Reeves about eating it, and he asked me, 'What odds it 

was to me his eating of it.' I said it was no odds to me, but I could not think how he could be so nasty as to eat 

such stuff. 

I recollect Mr. Westlake, Mr. Hugh Mundy, and Mr. Loscombe, coming into the day-room, and having the 

men round them to inquire whether it was true such stuff had been eaten. The men said they had not seen him 

eat horse flesh; but I told Reeves I had seen him eat it. Upon that Mr. Mundy shook his head, and turned 

himself round, and the gentlemen went away after that. The horse bones from Squire Smith's are boiled. I 

never saw anyone but Reeves and Eaton eat horse flesh. I once saw Eaton take up a horse's leg, and take the 

hair off it, and eat the flesh. The leg was not cooked. No one saw him eat it but me. Eaton is weak in his 

intellect, and I don't think he has got any taste, or smell either… 

I used to save a bit of bread for Sunday, because on Sundays, when you are standing about the yard doing 

nothing, you want more to eat than when you are working; the time seems so long when you are standing 

about.248 

The immediate outcome of the inquiry was that bone-pounding was banned throughout England as 

well as in Andover, and the McDougals, after their nine years of service, were declared unfit for the role of 

master and matron, and they were forced to resign. However, the public did not seem to be satisfied with a 

few scapegoats, and Parliament was already convinced that there was a deeper structural problem with the 

functioning of the Poor Law commission. In July 1847, after thirteen years of service, the Poor Law 

commission was officially disbanded.  

                                                   

248 Ibid., 1336.  
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After a year of recovery, the Poor Law commission was to be replaced by a Parliamentary authority 

called the Poor Law Board. Meanwhile, a new master named J. Blith was appointed to the Andover 

workhouse after the scandal, who was previously a prison officer in the Parkhurst gaol. Blith would share a 

similar fate with Colin McDougal, when, after three years, he would be given notice for sexually harassing 

female paupers. Although union workhouse diet was augmented for a short time after the scandal when 

everyone’s eyes were fixated at Andover, the structural problems continued to haunt the institution, and the 

diet was cut down by the board once again when the everyday cost of the workhouse institution doubled the 

following year. The demise of the Poor Law commission did not provide the paupers of Andover the relief 

they expected. In fact, “life in the Workhouse rapidly deteriorated,” because “the Guardians never forgave 

the paupers for having complained about the bones and for having exposed them to public censure, and once 

the clouds had blown away they began to oppress them as brutally as ever.”249 On the national scale, 

however, a paradigm shift occurred. The New Poor Law administration and the union workhouse apparatus 

were reformulated in order to survive the trauma. In 1847, the transformative outcome of the Andover 

workhouse scandal marked the end of the emergence period of the union workhouse apparatus. It was now 

time to dress the wounds, and change gears. 

5. AFTERLIFE 

5.1. Paradigm Shift and Reformulation 

The New Poor Law system emerged in 1834 with new institutional and architectural mechanisms. 

Between 1834 and 1847, it was centrally administered by three Poor Law commissioners and their secretary 

Edwin Chadwick with the help of nine clerks and seventeen assistant commissioners, but was not 

represented in Parliament. Union workhouse architecture of the emergence period, meanwhile, was 

predominantly based on Kempthorne’s official typological models that promoted the incarceration of 

paupers from different classes in the same building but in separated zones with supervisory, purgatory, 

utilitarian, and disciplinary measures. After the Andover workhouse scandal, both of these administrative 

and architectural apparatuses were set to change, putting an end to the emergence period, and moving on to 

the next step of the New Poor Law system.  

Between 1847 and 1871, the new responsible authority became the Poor Law Board replacing the 

independent commission with a parliamentary-based administrative core which was directly created by an 

Act of Parliament. The new Poor Law Board was headed by a Parliament member president, supported by 

                                                   

249 Anstruther, The Scandal of the Andover Workhouse, 150-1. 
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the Lord President of the Council, the Lord Privy Seal, the Home Secretary, and the Chancellor of the 

Exchequer as ex officio members. The role of assistant commissioners was transferred to Poor Law 

inspectors whose numbers varied between ten and twenty depending on the financial funds of the period. 

Their responsibilities were updated and they became more specialized as two inspectors, for instance, were 

given the special responsibility for Poor Law schools. The aftermath of the traumatic Andover workhouse 

scandal, resulted in a less vocal and more cautious institutional period. The enthusiastic propaganda of the 

New Poor Law system during its emergence period was gone. The new Poor Law board, unlike its 

predecessor commission, tried to keep a low profile and avoid publicity, no longer portrayed the new system 

as a revolutionary reform, but rather attempted to legitimize it as an ordinary public service. 

The thirteenth and last Annual Report published by the Poor Law commissioners stated that by 1847 

there were 689 union workhouses in operation, accommodating 184,320 pauper inmates within a total 

population of 15,082,850 people registered to 626 newly constituted unions in England and Wales [Table 

5.1].250 After the Norfolk union workhouses at Aylsham and Erpingham were opened, the workhouse 

building program of the New Poor Law system brought its period of emergence to completion. The 

transformation of the system was not solely administrative in character; in addition to redesigned 

institutional norms and administrative reforms, new union workhouse typologies were introduced with 

corridor-plans, separate-blocks, and fragmentary layouts, consciously moving away from Kempthorne’s 

initial models. As the dissemination of union workhouse buildings throughout the entire country was already 

achieved during the emergence period of the apparatus, however, new workhouse buildings were hardly 

commissioned till the passing of the Metropolitan Poor Act of 1867, and new reformatory requirements 

were solved with piecemeal updates. 

Table 5.1. Workhouse Accommodation and Population table [From the 13th Annual Report of PLC (1847)] 

 

                                                   

250 Poor Law Commissioners, Thirteenth Annual Report of the Poor Law Commissioners for England and Wales  

(London: W. Clowes and Sons, 1847). 
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As the New Poor Law system was structured to keep the able-bodied pauper away, the union 

workhouse gradually became a refuge for the non-able bodied overcrowding with sick and infirm paupers. 

One of the most concentrated areas of reform in workhouse architecture during this slow process of 

transformation, therefore, was the way different classes of paupers, especially the sick and infirm, were 

treated by being transferred to separate hospital provisions. The process was accelerated, however, when the 

deaths of two paupers in London infirmaries in 1865 sparkled public indignation. Similar to the evolution of 

the Andover workhouse scandal, investigative popular media, this time led by The Lancet, unearthed the 

disturbing conditions in the sick wards of London workhouses which led to an official examination under 

Poor Law inspectors who confirmed the previous findings. The result was the passing of the Metropolitan 

Poor Act of 1867 which ordered newly constituted districts of London to erect a general infirmary for the 

sick paupers in a newly purchased site away from the main union workhouse building, and house smallpox, 

fever, and mental patients in separate hospitals and asylums outside the city center. The unitary 

incarceration of all pauper classes within singular union workhouses came to an end when the Elementary 

Education Act of 1870 permitted local governments to complement the existing elementary schools that 

were solely run by charitable and private institutions. These developments caused a major revision in the 

New Poor Law system. The union workhouse was reoriented to be specialized for the able-bodied pauper, 

placing the sick, the lunatic, and the children in separate institutions, which led to the establishment of the 

first centrally administered hospital and school systems in England. The modern union workhouse with its 

early nineteenth-century management of children, sick, and mentally ill paupers became the mother of 

modern state institutions giving birth to schools, asylums, and hospitals. 

5.2. Dissolution, Preservation, and Final Condition 

Following the specialization of health and education, the Local Government Board took over the 

responsibilities of the public health and poor law system by the Act of 1871, abolishing the Poor Law 

Board. Until 1919, the new administrative body sustained and improved the previous structure of inspectors, 

by adding medical, school, and children inspectors for further specialization and increasing the numbers of 

assistant inspectors headed by a chief inspector. During this interval, the new board benefited from 

breakthrough advancements in medical research such as Joseph Lister’s introduction of antiseptic surgery 

methods, Louis Pasteur's discoveries of the germ theory of disease, the principles of vaccination, and Robert 

Koch's identification of the causes of tuberculosis and cholera among others. Reform in education made 

possible for most pauper children to attend state schools except for orphans who were preferably sent to 

boarding schools. The architectural layout and characteristics of the workhouse were also changing. New 
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separate-block schemes were gradually adopted instead of semi-panoptic singular or corridor-plan 

typologies. The new scheme was based on “pavilion planning” that provides separate blocks for specialized 

classes of paupers connected by covered walkways. As vagrancy increasingly became one of the primary 

problems of the late nineteenth-century English workhouse, for instance, new workhouses started to provide 

additional accommodation in separate pavilions. Meanwhile, rapid urbanization brought forth a massive 

infrastructural transformation of industrial towns which led the Public Health Act of 1875 to integrate 

workhouse buildings to drainage and water supply systems with additional installments. Andover union 

workhouse underwent the same infrastructural updates at this interval which can be seen in a drainage plan 

below that I found in the Hampshire archives [Figure 5.1].  

 

Figure 5.1. An undated drainage plan of the Andover union workhouse [From Hampshire Archives] 
 

At the turn of the twentieth century, despite incremental specialization, the core tenet of the New 

Poor Law that was to apply the workhouse test to all unemployed, vagrant, elderly, disabled, children, and 
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voluntary paupers was more and more questioned. The First World War postponed the overwhelming 

criticisms, as most workhouses were emptied and handed over to the War Office to be utilized as barracks, 

hospitals, or camps for prisoners of war. At the end of the First World War, the Poor Law system witnessed 

another radical transformation as the administrative control of workhouses that were renamed as “Poor Law 

Institutions,” was passed to the Ministry of Health in 1919. During the 1920s, no new workhouses were 

built; and boards of guardians, the administrative motor of workhouses, were officially dissolved by the 

Local Government Act of 1929, and hence, the Poor Law system became largely dysfunctional. At this 

interval, the Andover workhouse became “Andover Public Assistance Institution,” but still sustained its 

previous architectural characteristics as can be seen from archival photographs below [Figure 5.2].  

 

Figure 5.2. Prints from photographic glass negatives of exterior and interior of Andover Public Assistance Institution, 

taken between 1925 and 1939 [From Hampshire Archives] 

 

The establishment of the welfare state during the 1940s marked the end of the Poor Law system and 

workhouse institutions. The institutional duties of the former system were taken over by the National Health 

Service Act of 1946 and the National Assistance Act of 1948, while the workhouses were converted to 

hospitals, asylums, old pensioners’ homes, and schools. The workhouse institution, from its parish 
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precedents to its modern development in unions, finally died by attrition while its cultivated organs were 

dismantled to be transplanted into new institutional bodies. Re-functioned workhouses, however, proved to 

be uncomfortable if not unsuitable shelters for the elderly, the sick, and the mentally ill, despite certain 

additions and updates during the post-war era. One of their most problematic architectural characteristics 

was deemed the inconvenient layout of vertical circulation and the steep stone staircases, which resulted in 

the sealing off of most of the upper stories of these institutions during the 1950s and 1960s. In 1948, the 

Andover workhouse witnessed a similar fate, as it was converted to St John's Hospital, and remained as a 

medical institution specialized for the elderly for four decades. As can be seen below from the archival 

photographs taken in 1981 with the permission of Mr. and Mrs. Warner, the last warden and matron of the 

hospital, main architectural characteristics of Kempthorne’s design were still intact largely updated with 

rearranged interiors and furniture [Figure 5.3]. After the 1960s, hospital authorities started to sell converted 

workhouse buildings off, which reached its peak point during the property boom of the 1980s. At this 

interval, many workhouses were demolished and their sites were redeveloped, some were converted to 

private residential and office use, while a small portion still remained as hospitals, asylums, and schools. By 

the early 1990s, the Royal Commission started a national survey about the neglected workhouse architecture 

in parallel with hospitals and asylums, creating over seven hundred site files. The case for the preservation 

of workhouse architecture was controversial at first. The important role and contribution of their built 

environment in reflecting and influencing the social development of English underprivileged population, 

however, gave way to their official architectural preservation. 
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Figure 5.3. Photos of St. John's Hospital (formerly Andover workhouse) in 1981 taken by a local photographer named 

David Mitchener [From Hampshire Archives] 
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The former Andover workhouse, St. John’s hospital, was sold in the 1980s, and converted into 

private residential apartments. When I personally visited the building this year (in 2014), I found out that the 

initial architectural layout and formal characteristics of Kempthorne’s design were largely preserved, 

including its original semi-panoptic cruciform layout and inner yards, spatial volumes and floor heights, and 

window sizes and façades [Figure 5.4]. According to one of the residents that now lives on ground floor of 

the former entrance block of the workhouse, who was kind enough to show me the interior of his house, the 

semi-panoptic central tower was converted into a triplex residence and rented for the highest price of the 

apartment complex. What was for over a century and a half, a disciplinary institution with an agenda of 

social engineering the poor, the sick, the mentally ill, the vagrant, the orphan, and the elderly, has now 

become flats for the English middle class. The flat I was invited and had the chance to examine was 

formerly the workhouse’s receiving ward where the paupers were undressed and bathed in the presence of 

workhouse officers, as a purgatory ritual for entering their new institutional life. Now, there were lcd 

screens, pizza boxes, and iphone battery charges lying around. When I asked the resident, if he knew the 

history of the building he was staying, he said that he knew it was recently a hospital, and formerly a 

workhouse with “a bad reputation.” As I was getting ready to leave the house to take some more exterior 

photographs, he asked a counter-question with somewhat suspicious eyes: “Why did you even want to 

research a workhouse instead of a cathedral or a palace?” After a slightly long and uneasy silence, I said: 

“The workhouse, after all, was the pauper palace.” 
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Figure 5.4. Recent photographs of the former Andover workhouse, now a residential apartment [Author’s 

Photographs, 2014] 
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